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The latter decades of the twentieth century were characterized by an increase
in awareness among mental health professionals of the need for much greater
sensitivity to the larger cultural contexts in which individuals and families
live and within which the problems they experience emerge. Called to task
by both feminists and proponents of postmodernism for a view soon recog-
nized to be far too narrow, counselors and therapists began to understand
the importance of widening the lenses through which clients were viewed.
Of crucial importance was the need to acknowledge the degree to which
factors such as gender, ethnicity, power, and privilege participated in the
creation of realities as well as in the ability to facilitate meaningful change.

Accordingly, a movement to enhance multicultural sensitivity and com-
petence gradually evolved, culminating, in part, in various revised approaches
to the therapeutic process. One response took the form of metaframeworks
that aimed at highlighting various contextual issues and allowed for indi-
vidualized responses that were sensitive to the unique characteristics of each
client system, for example, those created by Breunlin, Schwartz, and
MacKune-Karrer (1992) and Rigazio-DiGilio (1994). Similarly, several ef-
forts have been made to expand the traditional genogram (Guerin &
Pendagast, 1976; McGoldrick, Gerson, & Shellenberger, 1999), long con-
sidered an extremely useful tool for mapping family characteristics over three
or more generations. Thus, some versions focus on religion and spirituality
(Frame, 2000), one aims at understanding money issues (Mumford & Weeks,
2003), and others seek to recognize specific cultural dimensions (Congress,
1994; Hardy & Laszloffy, 1995).

While each of the above approaches represents an important contribu-
tion to the goal of increased contextual sensitivity, the authors of Commu-
nity Genograms are to be congratulated for moving this development to
another level. As a function of the potential of the community genogram to
portray the issues of importance to each client and to do so in a manner
appropriate for that client, counselors and therapists are being provided with
a tool that may enhance their ability to understand the particular contextual
characteristics impinging upon those with whom they are working. What is
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more, given that the community genogram is process oriented, it may be
incorporated easily into the work of mental health professionals having widely
differing theoretical orientations.

In this very pragmatic book, the community genogram is presented and
illustrated in a manner consistent with a coconstructivist perspective. As
readers are guided to a place of understanding, they are likely to be intrigued
by the ways in which use of the community genogram may allow clients’
stories to be viewed and reviewed at various points in time, both past and
present, and in various ways, with the opportunity then to expand these sto-
ries into more comfortable futures. Aspects of these narratives that other-
wise might have been overlooked are allowed to emerge as both figure and
ground are considered, utilizing the client’s perspective as organizing frame-
work. What may be even more significant is that the authors have provided
an avenue for creative expression should that be desired, while at the same
time offering a standard format that may be adapted by clients to fit their
situations should the former option seem too daunting. In either case, the
community genogram allows for an operationalization of the postmodern
emphasis on shared expertise as clients are encouraged to depict and narrate
their life stories in ways that are most meaningful to them. Given such a
combination of distinctive and unique characteristics, this book truly repre-
sents a noteworthy accomplishment.

DOROTHY S. BECVAR, ph.d.
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The community genogram is an assessment and treatment strategy that fa-
cilitates the understanding of individuals and families in social and histori-
cal context. We hope you will find that the community genogram provides a
rich source of data, enabling you and your clients to understand how con-
cerns, problems, and issues develop over time and across contexts.

Equally important, you will find the community genogram an invalu-
able source of client strengths. We argue that counseling and therapy, whether
individual, family, or group centered, tend to focus predominantly on client
difficulty and so-called pathology. Lasting change, however, builds on cli-
ent, family, and community strength and capacity. As such, the various ques-
tioning strategies associated with constructing community genograms can
guide you and your clients to maintain a focus on positive individual, fam-
ily, and community strengths and resources.

Helping clients realize the many sources of strength they can access
within themselves and within their wider community needs to be a part of
every counseling or group session (Ivey, Gluckstern, & Ivey, 1992; Ivey,
Pedersen, & Ivey, 2001). Community genogram approaches emphasize
strengths within the positive orientation of narrative therapy. Clients learn
to broaden the lens they use to rewrite and story their lives in stronger, more
constructive, and more beneficial ways. We say, “If you cannot find some-
thing right about your client, then refer!”

The community genogram helps us, as clinicians, to see the individual
or family client as part of a larger temporal and contextual community.
This idea is akin to an African worldview, where “the idea of communal
interconnection . . . not only promotes and supports the idea of persons
within community, but also maintains that the vantage point grounded in
community creates a more holistic conception of the person as commu-
nity. . . . [In this regard] the sickness of the individual [or family] is symp-
tomatic of a deeper communal malaise” (Ogbonnaya, 1994, p. 81).

Preface:
The Community Genogram
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xii Preface

“To deal with the symptom is at most a temporary benefit; real healing
requires the establishment of right relationship [between persons and com-
munity].” Therefore, “when dealing with any ‘pathology’ the cultural di-
mensions influencing the individual’s [or family’s] concept of illness and
behavior responses to crises should be taken seriously so that sociological
and cultural ideas which play a significant role in the development and
interaction of the [individual or collective] personality can become part of
the therapeutic process.” Finally, “in the communitarian process of heal-
ing, one cannot be ‘saved’ as an individual. . . . To heal the one, the many
must also be healed or the one continues to be sick and to create sickness”
(Ogbonnaya, 1994, p. 86).

TOWARD A COMMUNITY SPIRIT

One reason for writing this book was our desire to reinforce the value of com-
munity. In a time when many of us are reporting the lack of community in our
busy lives, we need methods to help identify the community influences that
can combine to improve or impede our pursuit of happiness. The activities
depicted in this book demonstrate how to infuse these vital community influ-
ences into the counseling process. Often our clients are unaware of the power
of these influences and how, if at all, they may make changes in their social
environment. The focus of this book is to map these forces, whether in the
past, the present or the future, to increase the levels of support our clients can
use to initiate and sustain the changes they wish to create in their lives.

Bringing in community issues can often overwhelm both client and
therapist. It is often easier to remain focused on the intrapersonal thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs our clients bring to treatment. When large segments of
the community are brought into treatment it may be difficult to retain a
focused exploration of these broad, all-encompassing aspects of life. The
community genogram allows our clients to determine which slices of the
community will be salient and provides clear parameters to maintain
the focus of this discussion.

It is through the analysis of community issues that our clients can reap
two benefits. First, they may understand the community issues that contrib-
uted to their current situation. In this way, clients may feel empowered if
they realize the external forces that colluded to oppress and minimize per-
sonal options available to them. Second, they may realize methods of alter-
ing community forces for themselves and others. It is this second benefit that
may result in creating more optimizing environments for our clients and their
wider communities. Certainly, many more people will benefit from changes
in social services and policies that promote mental health for all. If we per-
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sist in helping one client at a time, we will never achieve the kind of social
environments that honor individual differences and celebrate the intercon-
nectedness of all community members.

CASE MATERIAL

Throughout this book we have liberally used interviews with clinical and
nonclinical individuals, couples, and families to illustrate how the commu-
nity genogram can be used to help clients analyze and act upon external in-
fluences that have affected their lives. The cases and interviews demonstrate
a wide range of cultures, age groups, and clinical and lifespan issues. By
examining the variety of questioning strategies contained in these examples,
clinicians can derive methods of coconstructing community genograms. All
personal identifying information has been changed to protect the privacy of
those who have contributed to this book.

The examples offer a wide range of scenarios and variations of the com-
munity genogram. In the clinical cases, the approach is similar in that each
intervention is aimed at empowering clients to understand and, eventually,
influence the community forces that are operating in their immediate life
space. Of course, other therapeutic methods aimed at more intrapersonal and
intrafamilial issues were used, but these are not the focus of this book.

PRACTICE EXERCISES

In Chapters 2–4, practice exercises and practice questions are offered for you
to use on yourself or to use with clients. The exercises and questions are
provided to help create sufficient knowledge for clinicians to adapt the com-
munity genogram to their practice. We strongly urge you to fully participate
in the exercises to experience the power of the community genogram and to
use this knowledge to help clients sort through the many memories that are
generated by these techniques. Feel free to alter these methods and questions
to fit both the needs of your clientele and your ability to use visual, interac-
tive devices in counseling and therapy.

RELEASING CLIENT CREATIVITY

We have found the creativity of our clients to be limitless, and we often learn
new approaches and deeper questions to pursue as clients add their own
insight and artistic preferences to the construction of their community
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genogram. We have tried to communicate the creativity and enthusiasm our
clients have expressed when using a simple tool to unlock complex issues
like community influences, supports, and obstacles. It is up to mental health
professionals to help make the invisible forces influencing their clients vis-
ible. The community genogram is one tool, and we hope you and your cli-
ents find it as enjoyable and illuminating as our clients have.

Throughout the book, various examples of how clients have used their
creativity and expressive skills to illustrate the complexities of community
influences are presented. The variations demonstrate the unique configura-
tion a community genogram can take to help clients isolate and explore con-
textual elements of their issues. We begin with a wide distribution of
community genogram types in the early chapters of the book. In Chapter 3
a particular type of community genogram format, the star diagram, is intro-
duced and then elaborated on in subsequent chapters. This decision was made
for educative reasons and is not meant to limit your own or your client’s cre-
ativity in depicting relevant contextual factors and interactions. Our central
focus is to demonstrate how contextual dimensions contribute to the defini-
tion of and solution to clients’ presenting issues, and this book is meant to
be only a guide for designing activities and strategies that help clients assess
the power of their community and devise ways to create change at both a
personal and a community level.

OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

It is impossible to include all the ways communities interact with individu-
als and families in one book. We have organized this book into six chapters
that provide windows on how to relate contextual and cultural dimensions
to personal and familial narratives. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the
community genogram process and situates this tool within the domain of
graphic assessment devices. It presents a broad overview and anchors our
work within an ecosystemic framework. In Chapter 2 the specifics of how
to construct community genograms is provided. We offer a multidimensional
definition of self and family, and use this as a basis for introducing contex-
tual issues into the treatment process. Chapter 3 offers a culturally informed
perspective of human interaction and specifically focuses on the issues of
boundaries and power. Both of these aspects are crucial in understanding
how community and contextual variables influence clients’ identity and the
types of solutions they seek. Chapter 4 explores issues across the life span.
Using a broad definition of the types of issues clients may present, we exam-
ine the potential differences persons may experience as they progress through
life. In Chapter 5 a detailed analysis of one session is provided. Our goal
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here is to demonstrate the nuances of using a community genogram to ex-
plore issues of identity, power, and oppression. Chapter 6 provides a similar
analysis, this time using a relational system, and shows the ways community
genograms can assist families to understand the history of intergenerational
dynamics and to influence the future unfolding of these dynamics. The epi-
logue concludes this work with suggestions on how to continue to use the
community genogram in the service of client assessment, treatment, and
evaluation. Each chapter offers a unique slice of how the community
genogram can be used. When taken as a whole, the book creates a broad
view that will assist clinicians to use the tools as they see fit in the particu-
lars of their own practice.

A STEP CLOSER

By moving toward the integration of culture and counseling approaches, we
hope this book helps move the field one step closer toward truly treating all
clients with respect for the numerous contextual forces that shape client func-
tioning. Rather than continuing the trend to blame the victims, the approach
advocated in this book asks clinicians to search beyond the client’s intrapsy-
chic and interpersonal relationships to consider how community and inter-
generational factors might figure in the manifestation and maintenance of
distressed feelings, thoughts, and behavior. We do not believe that all client
issues are initiated in wider contexts, but we do believe that the reaction of
the wider community can ameliorate or exacerbate client issues. By identify-
ing and linking community-based assets, our clients can realize new options
for growth and change. This is the goal of our book: to help clients find re-
lational, community, and cultural assets to enhance their lives.
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1

This book introduces the community genogram as a therapeutic tool that can
be used as both an interactive assessment and intervention strategy with indi-
viduals and families. The objective of this book is to consider clients as indi-
viduals-in-relation and as families-in-relation rather than as isolated entities.
The community genogram emphasizes individual, relational, contextual, and
cultural dimensions. It enables clinicians to see, in visual form, clients’ per-
ceived social networks of the past and present, as well as their anticipated future
networks. The primary value of this strategy is that it facilitates the identifica-
tion and activation of contextual and community dynamics and resources often
times beyond the awareness of the clinician and client.

Three major points are raised in this chapter:

• The definition of the community genogram
• The relationship of the community genogram to other graphic

assessment tools
• How to use the community genogram within the counseling

process

The community genogram offers a natural, yet systematic, way to ex-
amine the impact of significant people, situations, and experiences that have
affected clients and their sense of themselves. Community genograms are
highly versatile and free up clients to select different time spans, contexts,
and sets of people to explore at multiple points throughout the therapeutic
relationship. There are endless modifications that can be made to the basic
community genogram format and questioning strategies in order to integrate
this device across all treatment modalities: individual, family, network, and
consultation. Although certain elements of how community genograms are
constructed and used will be common across all clients, how particular cli-
ents choose to represent important aspects of their lives will be more influ-
enced by the particular constellation of issues they bring to treatment and
by their own creative capacities and experiences.

CHAPTER 1

The Community Genogram:
Understanding Clients in
Their Communities



2 Community Genograms

The community genogram is a graphic assessment device used to surface
and explore family, social, and cultural forces that influence individual and
family development. Its aim is to help clients examine individual or family is-
sues within their full contextual background. It focuses on important social
(family, peer, and coworker) and community (church, school, neighborhood,
municipal services) resources that may contribute to the client’s problem and
play a role in possible solutions. It is a versatile tool that can be used to cap-
ture different perspectives from family members and different time spans.

The community genogram is derived from two concepts. First, the term
genogram is used to reinforce the importance of family legacies on the physical
and psychological development of individuals and families. In traditional
models of counseling and therapy, these legacies are often only examined in
a decontextualized fashion. To place those legacies within the wider dynamic
field generated by interaction with peer, ethnic, religious, and professional
networks, the second concept of community setting is added. Through the
community genogram, clients can depict the representations of key periods
in their life that can support and deepen the therapeutic conversation.

Different from the more standardized techniques of family genograms
(i.e., McGoldrick, Gerson, & Shellenberger, 1999), the community-oriented
approach encourages clients to develop a broad image of self, family, and
community in a way that is most helpful to them. As such, many variations
on community genograms are possible with examples presented throughout
this book.

GRAPHIC ASSESSMENT DEVICES:
VISUALIZING THE HIDDEN STRUCTURE OF OUR LIVES

For several decades, graphically representing client experience has been ac-
knowledged as an invaluable therapeutic tool (see Guerin & Pendagast, 1976;
L’Abate & Bagarozzi, 1993; McGoldrick et al., 1999; Thomlison, 2002). Such
strategies assist clinicians and clients alike to describe and reflect upon is-
sues such as individual development and family dynamics.

The Family Genogram

The most common graphic assessment tool, the family genogram (McGold-
rick et al., 1999), has been used in individual, family, group, and medical
settings. The use of this device in gathering pertinent information in indi-
vidual and family therapy has been a standard practice for many years.

The family genogram offers a comprehensive way to gather general in-
formation such as the names of significant family members and the dates of
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significant family events, like marriages, births, divorces, and deaths. Addi-
tionally, the way family genograms are organized can uncover valuable clini-
cal information about issues such as family alliances, coalitions, and triangles;
family legacies; and repeating family themes and scripts. Particularly useful
for bringing out latent and unrecognized intergenerational family patterns,
the family genogram demonstrates the value of systematically representing
family data in a way that can be referred to at a glance by clinicians, clients,
supervisors, and other human service professionals (see Becvar & Becvar,
2003: Dunn & Levitt, 2000; Frame, 2000; Gladding, 2002; Green, 2003;
Green, 1999; Worden, 2003).

The Cultural Genogram

As more attention is given to ensuring the cultural competence of counselors
and therapists, graphic assessment devices have been developed as concrete
tools to assist in this process. The cultural genogram (Hardy & Laszloffy,
1995) is one of the more useful tools used for this purpose. The goal, as de-
scribed by Hardy and Laszloffy, is to “promote cultural awareness and sen-
sitivity by helping trainees to understand their cultural identities” (p. 228).
This graphic organizer is used to (1) clarify the influence of culture on a family
system; (2) identify significant groups that contribute to the formation of a
cultural identity; (3) facilitate discussion that uncovers and challenges cul-
turally based assumptions and stereotypes and unresolved culturally based
conflicts; and (4) assist counselor and therapy students and supervisees to
understand how their own cultural identities affect their therapeutic style and
effectiveness (Hardy & Laszloffy, 1995).

Although the cultural genogram was conceived as a training tool, it also
has clinical applicability (Congress, 1994). For example, it offers a frame-
work that could be used to assist cross-cultural families whose symptoms
manifest their attempt to blend or balance cultural issues.

The Eco-map

The eco-map is a paper-and-pencil and computer-generated simulation that
graphically illustrates the relationships between individual and family clients
within their environmental contexts (Hartman, 1978). The eco-map portrays
the major systems, such as health care, social services, school, work, friends,
and extended family members, that directly impact on the life space of the
client. Lines and arrows connecting the client with these other systems repre-
sent various levels of conflict and support. Clinicians have used the eco-map
as a tool for activating the client’s participation in determining assessment,
planning, and intervention strategies over the course of treatment (Gladding,
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2002; Thomlison, 2002). Further, the eco-map has proved to be useful in
helping clients realize the environmental stressors impacting on their situa-
tions and to identify alternative relationships and resources that might be
helpful (Hanson & Boyd, 1996).

Other Graphic Organizers

Other graphic organizers also have been employed to capture cultural infor-
mation about families (e.g., Thomlison, 2002). Such tools help to illuminate
the powerful dynamics of cultural forces operating on the individual, fam-
ily, or group.

In addition, visual tools have been used to focus on individual and fam-
ily histories (e.g., Duhl, 1981); family structure, development, and problem
solving (e.g., Meyerstein, 1979); gender role developmental histories (e.g.,
Green, 2003); recollections of one’s family-of-origin (e.g., Coopersmith,
1980); individual and family self-perceptions (e.g., Thomlison, 2002); and
sources of personal validation (e.g., Ivey, D’Andrea, Ivey, & Simek-Morgan,
2002). Such tools highlight individual and family contextual and temporal
factors as these might affect issues promoting treatment.

All of these techniques are methods to pictorially represent the signifi-
cant interpersonal and intrapsychic phenomena that help shape the ongoing
experiences, interpretations, decisions, and actions of clients. Separately, these
tools have proven their clinical utility. However, these graphic assessment
devices do not explicitly address the issues of self-in-context or family-in-
context and do not capture the larger contexts that influence human and
systems development over time.

THE COMMUNITY GENOGRAM PERSPECTIVE:
CAPTURING INDIVIDUAL, RELATIONAL, FAMILY,
COMMUNITY, AND CULTURAL RELATIONSHIPS

The community genogram synthesizes many intra- and interpersonal factors
in an organized and simple to use format. As an interactive assessment de-
vice, the community genogram captures holistically—in one representation—
many of the variables targeted by other graphic assessment devices. Further,
although other devices are predominantly used at the beginning of treatment
for assessment and treatment-planning purposes, the community genogram
can be referred to, modified, and enhanced throughout counseling and
therapy. Because the community genogram is conceptually different from
other graphic assessment methods, it is important to review the perspectives
that led to its construction and use.
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Historically, in northern European and U.S. cultures, individuals and fami-
lies have tended to be viewed as isolated entities. Intrapsychic and intrafamilial
dynamics were the primary focuses of counseling and therapy. Rarely were
the interactions between clients and wider social contexts considered. Feminist
theorists and therapists (see Goldner, 1993; Hare-Mustin, 1978; Luepnitz,
1988; Whipple, 1999; Williams & Wittig, 1997) raised the concern that classical
theories of treatment, whether individually oriented or family focused, did not
attend to the cultural factors that contributed to client distress.

Paralleling feminist critiques, multiculturalists also criticized traditional
counseling models for the lack of respect shown to ethnic and racial sensi-
tivities (see, Cheatham, 1990; D’Andrea & Daniels, 2001; Falicov, 1988;
Hardy, 1990; Ibrahim, 1985; Pedersen, 1991). All clients, in traditional
models of treatment, were treated the same, regardless of their age, cultural
background, and gender. Today, clinicians recognize the need to provide
culturally responsive treatment in a way that will not perpetuate oppression
from wider social forces.

Individuals and families do not develop alone, as pawns of the environ-
ment. Nor do they develop independent of their external world. The com-
munity genogram is based on an ecosystemic perspective (Auerswald, 1983),
which integrates individual and systems theories to consider the holistic de-
velopment of clients. It is our opinion that the individual develops within a
family, within a community setting, and within a societal and cultural mi-
lieu. Thus, it is the transaction between individual, family, and environment
that is the dynamic force of development and adaptation (see Axelson, 1999;
Harland, 1987; Ivey, Gonçalves, & Ivey, 1989; Vygotsky, 1934/1986).

According to Minuchin (1974), the family serves two basic functions:
(1) to provide for the psychosocial needs of their members and (2) to bal-
ance the demands of the broader culture with their own needs and cultural
mores. Similarly, we posit that families provide a primal socialization ma-
trix for individuals to develop, and as individuals develop, the family’s bound-
aries extend to include wider contexts that influence different aspects of each
individual, each relationship, and the system as a whole. Simultaneously,
families are also subsystems of larger social units, and, as such, they rely on
their developmental and contextual histories to give meaning to and operate
within larger social entities. Figure 1.1 demonstrates one ecosystemic method
to conceptualize the mediating role of the family across time. The dynamics
within and among the levels are conceptualized as four concentric circles
specifying that cultural, societal, community, and family dynamics are op-
erating within the relationship development of family members. The signifi-
cant effects of these dynamics must be accounted for in a culturally responsive,
non-oppressive approach to counseling and therapy. As demonstrated within
the family system level of the diagram, each interacting individual carries
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elements of all four levels as they naturally work to evolve personal mean-
ing about themselves and others through the lens of the family context. For
this reason, we consider the family system as the primary, but not exclusive,
domain for the creation of the initial impressions of our sense of self and
self-in-relation that we carry with us, to some extent, throughout our lives.

This holistic perspective permits clinicians and clients to access numer-
ous sources of personal and collective strength that can be used to reevalu-
ate the past and effect change in current life tasks and future adaptation. It
can widen the analytic lens used by clinicians and clients so that they might
perceive and target major stressors and strengths, not only as these are situ-
ated in individuals and families, but also as these are located in communi-
ties, prevailing cultural contexts, and the interactions that occur among all
four domains. Personal, interpersonal, and interactive resources residing
within these multiple contexts can be identified and marshaled to facilitate
therapeutic growth.

Notice that the element of time is represented in Figure 1.1. Our under-
standing of self and self-in-relation evolves over time, through a cultural
exchange process among individuals, families, significant others, and reso-
nating community and cultural constructions. Sociohistorical conditions over

FIGURE 1.1. The Family as the Mediating Context for Human and Systemic
Development
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time and across contexts inform the social structures for the exchange. Indi-
vidual and family characteristics, developmental trajectories, and positions
of power and influence within the structure all impact on the meaning-making
process and contribute to human development within a specific time and
place. For example, the abstract concepts of culture and society both inform
individual and collective development and are influenced by the actions of
individuals and groups. In this way the thread of cultural constructions and
societal structures weaves through the array of unique individual and family
differences; “it allows for a more or less easily negotiated sense of living in a
shared world” (Wentworth & Wentworth, 1997, p. 42). The family is a
primal matrix for individuals to learn about negotiating their shared world.

Appreciating this comprehensive view of human and systemic develop-
ment requires that clinicians purposefully seek information about all four
levels at different times. Unfortunately, our most common graphic device,
the family genogram, may not always assist in this expanded assessment. The
family genogram is very effective at highlighting the familial and genetic
influences on individual and family functioning. Its historical emphasis ex-
pands the time frame so that clients can consider intergenerational patterns
instead of assuming that all issues develop and end within their current fam-
ily structure. This temporal perspective is one aspect of the client-in-relation.
Missing, however, are influences and interactions that occurred outside the
family. Work, school, church, community agencies, friends, neighbors, and
prevailing sociocultural and political themes are not effectively integrated in
the traditional family genogram.

Similarly, cultural influences, if not directly observable within the fam-
ily domain, are usually overlooked in the traditional family genogram. The
degree to which culture shapes issues such as decision-making preferences,
interactional prescriptions, relational tendencies, and demonstrations of re-
spect and affection might not surface in the analysis of family genograms.
Further, if conflicts, differences, or power differentials exist between the
family and the wider sociocultural context, these might be neglected due to
the intense scrutiny paid to intrafamilial issues.

The community genogram can be a highly useful complement to the
family genogram in that it additionally provides a look outside the family—
at the interactions that occur between clients and their communities. The
traditional three-generation family tree structure of the family genogram is
not suitable to capture the wider interaction among clients, families, com-
munities, and cultures. Within the community genogram approach, various
types of family graphics become possible to clarify how individual, family,
and the wider contexts contribute to and construe notions of self, self-in-
relation, health, distress, and disorder. For example, what significant events,
people, institutions, and prevailing themes in the wider community influence
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the current situation a client may be dealing with? In which relationships
and settings does the client exert or acquiesce power? How does the exter-
nal environment exercise privilege or oppression over the individual, family,
and relational groups? To what degree does the client have the power to
influence these external forces, now and in the future? How does the client
interpret these interactions and how can the strengths inherent within and
across these relationships be marshaled for therapeutic purposes?

The community genogram expands the vision of mental health services
to not only capturing individual dynamics but also examining the relational
dynamics within which clients operate. The community genogram can be used
to identify key dimensions of client constructions relating to

• Self
• Self-in-relation
• Relational systems
• The wider sociocultural context
• Developmental history
• Contextual history
• Life tasks and functions

Further, attention can be given to the constructs most possible of serving the
mental health needs of clients. Individuals, families, and wider social and
cultural environments are seen as both unique structures of analysis and as
interrelated components that make up the wider interactive system of human
and systemic development.

The community genogram thus provides a vehicle for both culturally
responsive and contextually sensitive assessment and treatment planning. As
clients gradually learn to think of themselves as persons-in-context or sys-
tems-in-context, many more resources for positive development will begin
to appear in the therapeutic environment. Blame and responsibility will tend
to shift from either a predominant individual-focus or a predominant other-
focus to a balance in which individual, family, community, and cultural at-
tribution can be considered. We believe clinicians and clients will find this
new balance of client and context helpful in defining a more positive recon-
ceptualization of counseling and therapy. And it is fun and enables everyone’s
participation along the way.

Viewing Development in Context: Elizabeth

This case represents a straightforward approach to using community geno-
grams with clients. Elizabeth (54) has recently retired from government ser-
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vice with the Air Force, for which she worked as a guidance counselor at
military high schools. Elizabeth is a trained counseling professional and is
focusing on beginning a second career as a self-employed trainer/educator,
consultant, and counselor. She currently works at a university counseling
center while she pursues her doctorate. We will use Elizabeth’s graphics and
analysis throughout the first four chapters.

Figure 1.2 shows a series of overlapping wheels that Elizabeth has cho-
sen to represent her exploration of contextual influences across her life span.
Each wheel represents a stage in life and each wheel drives the next one. The
wheels vary in size depending on the amount of time spent in a particular
stage. In the wheels she refers to a combination of influences including envi-
ronmental (including other people), ancestral, biological/physical, spiritual,
psychological, and social factors. At the hub of each wheel, Elizabeth placed
an I. In referring to the I that represents herself, Elizabeth says, “I am as
fluid in my development as the wheel, changing all the time—in relationship
to others, the environment, and myself.”

The spokes of a wheel depict themes and issues. Elizabeth believes that
“all the major, meaningful or . . . impactful spokes in life’s stages thread in
some way throughout life. But some of them evolve into different presenting
situations.” The spokes of each wheel, then, “are positioned so that they
weave their way through life’s stages. Some spokes are thicker than others
depending on their strength or prominence.”

Elizabeth explains that the spokes or threads may be manifested in
“games” and “scripts” that are played out in interactions. The spaces be-
tween the spokes are the “texture of life, the time spaces, the environment
within which life is lived.” The perimeters of the wheels are “the transition
points to the next major life stage.” The series of interlocking wheels encom-
passes multiple dimensions and is influenced by her ancestors as well as those
in this physical plane, including a global community, extended family, and
primary or birth family. In Elizabeth’s words, “the idea is that life is a jour-
ney influenced by what comes before it, what is contained within it, and what
surrounds it.”

For Elizabeth, this depiction “captures the circular, ever-evolving im-
age/nature of everything.” Transformation or transcendence of major events
or issues can occur through becoming aware of and understanding one’s
histories/games and scripts. Once games and scripts are understood, a per-
son can rewrite them. “Some events influence or shape development more
than others, and differing combinations of events or situations, coupled with
various interventions that may take place, change the course of one’s life,
but we each remain at any point in time the composite of it all.” We will
resume Elizabeth’s analysis in further chapters.
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FIGURE 1.2. Elizabeth: A Life Span Perspective
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USING COMMUNITY GENOGRAMS THROUGHOUT
THE COUNSELING AND THERAPY PROCESS

Clients are actively engaged in the construction and interpretation of their
community genograms. By asking clients to identify, represent, and articu-
late specific details of their lives, clinicians can hear the clients’ own formu-
lation of issues that led them to treatment. The client narratives also will
indicate potential areas for change and success. The therapist can amplify
hidden strengths, and client self-disclosure can generate new insights and ways
to frame their realities. Reflections on old images, stories, and experiences
can lead to a new view of self, family, and/or group. In short, the develop-
ment of a community genogram can frequently move from an assessment
and descriptive process to a significant strategy for change that remains avail-
able throughout counseling and therapy.

Community genograms are used to obtain awareness of clients’ cultural
legacies, important episodes in clients’ contextual and developmental histo-
ries, and untapped potential resources for change. This clinical information
provides a basis for practitioners to develop hypotheses about presenting
issues that may be connected to community and cultural factors. Further-
more, community genograms directly enable clients to assume an active role
in determining the focus and course of treatment. We will use the case of
Alex to illustrate the application of the community genogram throughout
all phases of the therapeutic process.

Alex (see Figure 1.3), a recently divorced mother of two, entered
treatment with self-doubt, low self-esteem, and questions regarding
her ability to be a good mother, friend, and worker. Upon completing
an analysis of her community genogram, she noted both influential
family-of-origin rules and external community and cultural forces
that contributed to her depression. These rules and forces would
become the predominant focus of treatment.

The Initial Phase of Therapy

Community genograms are used at every stage of the counseling and therapy
process. In the initial phase, community genograms provide ways to involve
clients in coconstructing the treatment focus. As a nonthreatening and en-
joyable approach, community genograms help integrate a vast amount of
intellectually and emotionally stimulating client information into a con-
cise, usable framework that clients, clinicians, and supervisors can review
and comment on. The community genogram provides numerous options
to consider for treatment planning, many of which would not be identified
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through a traditional psychosocial assessment or a standardized family
genogram.

The therapeutic aim of community genogram work is to help clients
include community and cultural factors in the formulation of and solution
to their presenting issues. Viewing presenting issues in light of individual,
family, and community dynamics helps clients normalize their experience.
They begin to realize that their problems are not necessarily just their per-
sonal issues, but that problems are influenced by developmental histories,
community concerns, and changing society. By exploring the dynamics de-
picted in their community genogram, clients can broaden their focus from
self as the “identified patients” to the “interactions between clients and their
environments.”

Alex’s community genogram was used to raise her level of conscious-
ness regarding what commonly occurs to recently divorced mothers
in today’s North American culture, if they learned and believed in
traditional women’s roles. For example, she came to realize that her
gender role assumptions, similar to most middle-class Americans born

FIGURE 1.3. An Illustrative Community Genogram: The Case of Alex
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in the 1950s, would not hold up in her new situation. Her belief that
“women take care of the home and family” and in turn “men finan-
cially take care of the home and family” would have to be reorga-
nized, especially in light of contemporary legal and economic trends.
She additionally could see that other adolescents, besides her daugh-
ter, exhibited similar school-related difficulties when transitioning
through divorce. She also noted that her own family’s overprotective
nature and the cold, rejecting attitudes of her ex-in-laws were unfor-
tunately common. By “normalizing” her situation, Alex could
externalize the issues that prompted treatment. She was able to see
her reactions as a natural and logical consequence from her develop-
mental history and her current situational context.

Progress in Therapy: The Re-storying Process

Progress through therapy can be monitored by referring back to the com-
munity genogram and updating it as new information and interpretations
become available. Counseling has been defined as the ability to help clients
re-story their lives (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988; De Shazer, 1991; Gergen,
1999; Kittredge, 1999; Morgan, 2000; Polkinghorne, 1994; White & Epston,
1990). The community genogram offers visual illustrations that can gener-
ate and solidify modifications that are a result of the therapeutic encounter.
Many clinicians use the community genogram as a concrete visualization of
the progress made in treatment.

Often clients bring in new images and stories as they probe their issues
and possible solutions. These new images are added to the community
genogram to begin forming a tapestry of the client’s life. Sometimes, new
situation-specific or theme-specific community genograms are suggested to
help clients deeply probe a particular time or life pattern. These specially
focused community genograms bring out the nuances of the initial commu-
nity genogram and stimulate opportunities for the re-storying process.

By “depathologizing” her depression and by noting her actual
fortitude in the face of adversity, Alex could rejoin her community.
Further, she could seek out resources available to her such as Parents
Without Partners and recreational programs for children that in-
cluded support groups for adolescents transitioning through divorce.

In Parents Without Partners, Alex met people who accepted her
new role and shared their similar stories and their unique roads to
success. Alex regained and generalized her positive identity as a single
mother and woman who needed—and deserved—contextual accom-
modations from mainstream America to maintain a quality life for
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her and her family. Her composite community genogram depicts the
new influence of this group and the lesser influence of those who did
not accept her divorce. It identified strengths where there were
negatives to begin. For example, her children were now considered
assets and she felt more confident in her role as a single parent. In
fact, she and three other employees successfully petitioned their
employer to arrange for flex scheduling to accommodate to family
circumstances.

Termination of Therapy

Using the community genogram as a terminating activity has been well re-
ceived by both clinicians and clients. For clients, it provides a concrete point
of reference to discuss the signs of their progress. They are able to see how
they have reworked their initial impression of their presenting issues. Cli-
ents leave treatment feeling good about the changes that were initiated be-
cause of their analysis of the community genogram. Former problems have
often been re-storied as strengths and assets. They also have learned new skills
regarding how to broaden their lens when defining problematic issues, and
thus can see multiple options for change.

For clinicians, the graphic illustrations are a visual record of treatment.
Helping clients realize how they coconstructed their new stories and how
they opened up new resources are essential components of the termination
process. The tapestry of community genograms provides clients specific maps
for the continuation of these therapeutic gains. The new stories and new
resources are readily available in the community genograms and are used
for discussion purposes at the end of therapy. Finally, the gift of community
genograms at the end of treatment signifies the passing on, from clinician to
client, a proven map that can be accessed in the future to make meaningful
changes when necessary.

Alex entered treatment believing she was dealing with a depression
that originated from her own weaknesses. Through her community
genogram analysis, she recognized this symptom to represent years of
living by traditional rules that were now outdated due to her circum-
stances and to external forces that did not accommodate to her and
her family’s needs. With this new outlook, she joined others who
shared similar beliefs and knew roads to success that she could
model. Treatment ended at the time Alex was referred to a lawyer
who specialized in the economic necessities of single parents and in
legally rebalancing child support issues.
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CONCLUSION: THE MAP IS NOT THE TERRAIN

For illustrative purposes we use a variety of case scenarios throughout this
book. The inferences, hypotheses, and treatment decisions generated from
the case material do not necessarily represent the only path to follow. Just as
each client-clinician relationship is truly unique and generates a particular
coconstructed process, the material presented here simply represents our work
with clients and is not intended to be the model treatment for other clients
exhibiting similar symptoms.

Community genograms are in a sense secondhand information, repre-
senting the recollections and interpretations of our clients from original situ-
ations and interactions. We should therefore keep in mind the natural ability
of individuals and families to minimize certain aspects and maximize other
aspects of any recalled situation. However, because we are not historians but
mental health professionals, our concern does not necessarily center on ac-
curacy and verifiability. Rather, we often attempt to discern how deeply our
clients are influenced by their interpretations. The community genogram is
a way of focusing our therapeutic conversations and can go wherever our
clients and we codetermine.

Although the community genogram is a subjective representation of
experience, it does allow the systematic exploration of issues and themes that
arise from the coconstruction and analytic process. It provides a continuous
map to chart progress and to identify areas requiring further analysis. It is
an invaluable tool to assist clients to re-story their lives so that they can
maximize the strengths and positive resources they have available within
themselves, their families, and their wider communities.
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CHAPTER 2

How to Construct and Interpret
Community Genograms:
Exploring Self-in-Relation and
Family-in-Relation

Community genograms are as personal as each individual who constructs
them. To do this well, in a fashion that respects the unique qualities and
expressive abilities of each client, a counselor much use nuanced professional
knowledge and judgment. To accomplish this, the basic components of how
to use community genograms will be the focus of this chapter. Counselors
must understand the primary concepts that are captured by the community
genogram before they can be expertly used in the treatment setting. The theo-
retical assumptions associated with the community genograms provide a
framework to help professionals best adapt their use to the individual needs
and learning styles of our clientele. There are five specific objectives in this
chapter:

• To provide a basic understanding of the concepts self-in-relation
and family-in-relation

• To distinguish between separate and relational perspectives
• To consider how the dimension of power influences perspectives

of the self
• To present the key assumptions undergirding the construction and

interpretation of community genograms
• To provide the basic steps to constructing community genograms

CLARIFYING VARIOUS DEFINITIONS OF SELF AND FAMILY

Answers to seemingly simple questions can be quite revealing. “Can you tell
me about yourself?” “How would you define your family?” “How have your
family and your community affected your life?” The focus of these ques-
tions—the multiple layers of individual identity and family identity—are at
the heart of this book. The way clinicians ask their questions often deter-
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mines how their clients think about their issues. Basically, our questions and
conversational styles frame treatment.

The goal of this chapter is to provide specific therapeutic strategies to
help generate and organize the multifaceted perspectives individuals and
families carry with them concerning their sense of identity. The community
genogram approach provides graphing tools and questioning strategies to
explore the various ways clients view themselves over time and in different
situations.

The concept of self is a twentieth-century phenomenon. Terms such as
individual and ego were added to the psychological lexicon at the beginning
of the 1900s and were popularized in the second half of this century. State-
ments like “Do your own thing,” “Find my own space,” “Looking for one-
self,” and “WII-FM—What’s in it for me?” epitomized the psychological
perspective of the “me-first” generation. Prior to that time, the concept of
self was indistinguishable from the family and the community within which
one developed.

The traditional individual counseling and therapy orientations (i.e.,
humanistic-experiential, psychodynamic, behavioral), which dominated the
mental health field during most of the twentieth century, perpetuated a myth
of individuals as detached from their surroundings (Hayes, 1994; Paniagua,
2001; Pedersen, 2000; Rigazio-DiGilio, Gonçalves, & Ivey, 1996). The pri-
mary focus of therapy was to treat the supposed pathology that resided within
individuals. The field is currently seeking to recapture the importance of our
personal linkages with the wider sociocultural environment. To differenti-
ate the concept of an isolated self from a connected self, we use the term self-
in-relation.

Similarly, the notion of the self-contained nuclear family was not widely
accepted until the post–World War II era. Prior to that time, extended fami-
lies, villages, and ethnic communities were the more familiar characteristics
used to define the family. Popular television shows of the 1950s, such as Leave
It to Beaver, Ozzie and Harriet, and Father Knows Best, epitomized the ideal
family structure (i.e., 2 parents with 2.3 children) as primarily isolated from
extended family and community.

In the 1960s and 1970s traditional theories of family therapy enlarged
the treatment of so-called pathology to include an identified patient as well
as members of her or his family. However, these theories still reinforced the
notion of a family isolated from the wider context (D’Andrea & Daniels,
2001; Rigazio-DiGilio, 1997). We use the term family-in-relation to under-
score the current trend to consider factors in the broader community and
culture that have influenced family growth, development, and adaptation.

In this book, the terms self-identity and collective identity refer to the
self-contained notions of the individual and family, respectively. On the other
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hand, the terms self-in-relation and family-in-relation communicate the
transactive nature of self and family within the wider sociopolitical, com-
munity, and cultural environments. In this chapter, we explore the differ-
ences between these concepts by inviting you to respond to some questions
about yourself and your family, both as separate entities and relational en-
tities. The chapter includes some exercises that help you directly experience
how individual, family, community, and cultural factors influence your sense
of self-identity and self-in-relation.

DEFINING SELF, FAMILY, AND THE COMMUNITY:
PRACTICE QUESTIONS

In order to personalize the meaning of self-identity and collective identity,
we ask that you take a few moments to respond to some key questions. Feel
free to write what immediately comes to your mind.

1. Focus on yourself for a moment. What occurs for you when you think about
yourself?

Review your answer. How does family, community, or cultural influ-
ences factor into your sense of self-identity? Often people consciously or
unconsciously use their identified cultural background as they reply to this
question. By doing so, their answers are influenced by the values, norms, and
rules of their community and cultural background. For example, individuals
in the United States who respond to the statement “Tell me about yourself,”
often identify themselves by their vocational status: “I am a student, a thera-
pist, or a teacher.” In Norway, individuals frequently provide information
about their family lineage: “I am the daughter of Jon and Gerta Andersen.”
In Italy, individuals might identify the town or region in which they were
born: “I am Calabrese.”

These same cultural factors also become evident when we explore who
we are in relation to our family-of-origin; that is, how does our family back-
ground influence how we define ourselves?

2. Focus on your family-of-origin for a moment. What occurs for you when
you focus on yourself in relation to your family-of-origin?

Review your two responses thus far. How did your self-identity change
when you were asked to focus on your family-of-origin? Viewing ourselves
through the eyes of our family often adds a new dimension to our sense of
self-identity.
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3. How does your family-of-origin define itself?

In this question, how did you determine the way your family-of-origin
would define itself? That is, how did you define your family’s collective iden-
tity? By considering our family as one entity we can see the common factors
that influence all members of our household.

In terms of cultural influences, individuals from Western cultures often
focus on their nuclear family in their responses: “I lived with my mom, dad,
and four brothers.” Extended family networks are referred to frequently by
individuals from Mediterranean cultures: “When I married my wife, I really
married her whole family.” Broader definitions, including information about
villages and tribal affiliations, might be included in responses from Africans
and Native Americans: “I lived with my parents and siblings in a large fam-
ily village,” or “My family is Navajo.”

Cultural influences also affect how we collectively define ourselves as
families. Families from Western cultures tend to use societal standards to
generate responses. “We are a middle-class family where both parents work
and the children attend school.” Asian families may focus on issues of legacy
and closeness that tend to be influenced by definitions carried over from their
elders: “We have always been a close-knit family and we will maintain this
closeness no matter where we live.”

Self-identities and collective identities also vary within cultures. It is not
surprising that two males, close in age and born and raised in the same fam-
ily, would respond differently to each question you have answered thus far,
depending on their biological makeup, experiential backgrounds, interests,
significant relationships, and positions in their family and other meaningful
groups. It goes without saying, then, that responses from two persons, born
and raised within the same community, but not related by blood, would vary
even more. For example, a firstborn, privileged Iranian male living in Tehran
would have a very different perception of self-identity and collective iden-
tity than a third-born Iranian female living within a farming community on
the outskirts of the same city. Similarly, a first-generation Russian Ameri-
can family living in a predominantly Greek American community and rais-
ing young children would have a very different collective identity than a
similar family, in a similar community, but raising adolescents. It is evident
that within-culture differences are just as important as cross-cultural differ-
ences when understanding how individuals and families define themselves.

Learning why individuals or families use particular descriptors when
responding to such questions can provide insight into how they perceive
themselves, their relationships with others, and the nature of their life tasks.
How individuals and families understand their own sense of identity helps
to determine the beliefs and values they use as filters to experience, interpret,
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and adapt to everyday interactions in the world. Our identities and our be-
lief systems influence the way we define success or failure, how to live a pro-
ductive life, and what makes a relationship work.

Beyond family influences, our wider community also affects our sense
of self-identity and our family’s collective identity. For example, interactions
with social groups and community institutions directly influence how we view
our families and ourselves. If a person is attending a meeting of Alcoholics
Anonymous, the phrase following his name usually identifies him as an al-
coholic: “My name is Eric, and I am an alcoholic.” On college campuses, it
is not unusual for persons to define themselves by their educational status:
“I am a senior, majoring in history.” Irish Americans often refer to their
religious affiliation: “We live in St. Joseph’s parish.”

In terms of families, consider two sets of parents who attend a parent-
teacher conference to discuss the acting-out behavior of their child. The par-
ents with a grasp of the political themes within the local educational
community might define themselves as a family who must stand up for the
rights of their child in an overpopulated school system. However, the par-
ents without this understanding might define themselves, consciously or
unconsciously, as somehow dysfunctional or inadequate. Individuals and
families inhabiting communities experiencing civil stability and economic
growth will develop very different self-identities and collective identities than
individuals and families living in communities struggling with the stress of
financial, social, or natural calamities. Consider the impact that the events
of September 11, 2001, have had on our individual and collective identities.

4. Reflect on your community-of-origin for a moment, that is, the community
that primarily influenced you. What happens for you when you focus on
yourself in relation to this community?

How did your self-identity change when you were asked to think more
broadly about the community influences? What community factors figured
prominently in your responses? How did the local geography or the social,
religious, and community groups with which you were affiliated influence
you? What economic and political conditions pervaded your neighborhood?
Answers to questions such as these help us to understand the nature and
influence of the wider community on our sense of self-identity.

It should be noted that larger groups, such as peer, vocational, spiri-
tual, civic, and recreational networks, also influence our development. These
larger networks bind people together through a commitment to shared vi-
sions and common purposes. In your response, you might have highlighted
certain community qualities or symbols, such as accomplishments, history,
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values, heroes and heroines, community status, expectations, and within-
group differences: “I belong to a civic-minded group that wanted to educate
our community’s children about AIDS.” “We were part of a larger group of
immigrants looking for economic opportunities.” “Some of those in our
church believe in pro-choice, while others are strictly pro-life, and this has
caused a rift in the community.” “Our basketball team won the state finals.”
These responses about community influences on your sense of self-identity
are just as expansive, diverse, and telling as the information gleaned from
questions focused solely on individual and family attributes.

5. How would your family-of-origin define itself in relation to this same
community?

How did you determine the way your family-of-origin, as a collective
unit, might define itself in relation to this community? Your response might
have been governed by the degree to which your family shared common
expectations with this wider community. For example, families who reflect
the community’s ideals about family values, civic mindedness, and spiritual-
ity would have a very different collective identity than families whose be-
liefs and behaviors are at odds with the general norms: “Because we were
seen as outsiders in a very tight-knit community, we could pull together as a
family.” “When we moved to a more prestigious community, we got caught
up in conspicuous consumption. It took us a while to see how much this
affected our family relationships and our spirituality.” Our family’s relation-
ship to the wider community has direct influence on both our sense of self-
identity and our sense of collective identity.

Surfacing Elements of Self-in-Relation and Family-in-Relation

Your responses to the questions listed thus far also indicate how you define
yourself in relation to the significant persons and events in your life. Your
responses suggest the ways you have constructed your self-identity and your
family’s collective identity throughout the social interactions you have been
involved with over time.

Look at your answers to Question 1. How many of the descriptors rep-
resent who you are in relationship to others? For example, words such as
brother, daughter, helper, student, and spouse all imply your role within a
relationship. Even some individualistic characteristics you may have listed,
such as successful, happy, or sensitive, reflect ways you have come to under-
stand or experience yourself because of your interactions with primary rela-
tionships or in specific situations.
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Consider the significant influences you thought about as you responded
to the question referring to yourself and your family-of-origin (Question 2).
For example, did you think about persons such as a favorite aunt, a critical
parent, an overindulging grandparent, or a supportive adult who is the live-
in companion of your father? Did specific events such as the illness and death
of a parent, the birth of a sibling, a divorce, or a family move show up in
your response?

And now consider the significant influences you thought about when
you responded to questions about yourself and your primary community
(Question 4). For example, were you drawn to think about significant per-
sons, such as a favorite minister or a critical teacher; significant institutions,
such as your church or your community recreation center; significant places
such as adolescent hangouts or favorite community or neighborhood gath-
ering spots; or significant events, such as a community flood, a riot, or a
winning athletic team?

What is emerging through this reflective analysis is a more complex
notion of how your self-identity has been influenced by your interactions with
particular people and in particular environments. We label this more inter-
active definition of the self as the self-in-relation or the self-in-context.

Your family can also be viewed from this interactive perspective. Con-
sider your answers to Questions 3 and 5. Can you identify the broader influ-
ences that fashioned your perception of your family’s sense of family-in-relation
or family-in-context, when you responded to these questions? What persons,
groups, institutions, places, and events shaped the sense of family-in-relation?

Thus far we have been exploring the difference between a perspective
that isolates and draws a strong boundary around the individual or the fam-
ily system and a more interactive perspective that widens the lens to con-
sider self-family-community-cultural connections in a more holistic fashion.
The basic assumption is that the self-identities used by individuals and the
collective identities used by families are formed and internalized through
influential social transactions.

A BROAD VIEW OF EXTENDED FAMILY: ELIZABETH

When referring back to her community genogram, Elizabeth noted that her
sense of self-in-relation is much stronger than her sense of self-as-individual.
She added we to each of the hubs. As she states, “the we in me is signifi-
cantly more prominent than and indeed shapes the I.” Using Elizabeth’s
childhood years (see Figure 2.1), she explored issues of her family-of-origin.

Extended family has been central to Elizabeth’s “healthy psychological
growth and development since birth.” Elizabeth’s idea of family takes a much
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broader view than the one held in our dominant U.S. culture. For Elizabeth,
extended family is not simply limited to those relationships in which one is
related by blood, but is more related to the spirit. Extended family relation-
ships are those that are experienced as mutually intimate, nurturing, accept-
ing, supportive, enduring, and having a sense of connectedness. Relationships
with persons outside the nuclear family can take on the role of parent, sib-
ling, or child. For example, a female friend can become a “sister,” and older,
caring neighbors can become “parents.” Individuals can be adopted by oth-
ers at any age.

Elizabeth explains that this sense of family reflects beliefs of Native Ameri-
cans in which there are formal ceremonies in which a person can be adopted
into a clan. Elizabeth, for example, who is a member of the Delaware Nation
but does not know any of her people, was adopted as a “sister” by a member
of the Muskogee Creek Wind Clan, giving her a sense of belonging until and
if she is able to locate her own people. Should she desire to do so, she can become
an adoptive member of this woman’s clan in an official ceremony.

FIGURE 2.1. Elizabeth: A Childhood Wheel
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For Elizabeth, this view of family “opens up a whole different per-
spective and understanding about other planes in life, about ancestors,
and their alive nature within our lives, about the connectiveness of all
people and the true ‘family of mankind.’” In this way, people have the ability
to “enter into all sorts of different relationships.” This perspective has
been a wonderful resource for Elizabeth throughout her life. She is able
to have strong, deep, interdependent, and enduring connections with
others. Through these relationships much is shared: nurturance, support,
understanding, love, acceptance, celebrations, and disappointments. Ex-
tended family has provided and continues to provide a profound richness
in Elizabeth’s life.

THE SEPARATE ENTITY–RELATIONAL ENTITY CONTINUUM

Now take a comprehensive look at the answers to all the questions you have
responded to thus far. Is it difficult for you to get an idea of where your self-
identity ends and your sense of self-in-relation begins, or can you readily
distinguish between the two? Additionally, are you able to separate your
collective identity from your sense of family-in-relation, or is the boundary
between the two unclear? Although these are two extreme ends of a broad
continuum—from separate entities to relational entities—where we position
our families and ourselves on this continuum is influenced by several differ-
ent factors. Two key factors seem particularly relevant: boundaries and per-
ceived sense of power and influence.

Boundaries

One key factor has to do with the degree to which individuals and families are
aware of the varying amounts of overlap between themselves as separate en-
tities and themselves as relational entities. For example, a white middle-class
Irish American male with a strong and rigid sense of himself as a separate entity
might interpret being passed over for a promotion by an equally qualified,
African American female as a reflection of his own incompetence. A similar
male, with a strong and rigid sense of himself as a relational entity might in-
terpret this decision as a consequence of reverse discrimination. A male posi-
tioned on the continuum in a more balanced and flexible fashion could review
the situation-in-context. Issues about his suitability for the responsibilities in-
herent in the promotion, the institution’s ethical imperative toward affirma-
tive action promotion policies, the qualifications of the successful applicant,
and the interactions that occurred during the interview process would all be
considered. Being balanced affords the opportunity to evaluate each situation
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on its own—given a specific set of factors—and not automatically jump to a
global response of either “I must be at fault or responsible” or “The system
must be at fault or responsible.”

Some families, on the surface, tend to emphasize an individualistic men-
tality that elevates concepts of the self and the nuclear family. For example,
many families operating within a corporate American societal frame tend to
fall into this category. The only way the recent atrocities in the business world,
such as the alleged financial duplicity at Enron, World Com, and Tyco, could
be carried out by so many people in high levels of their organization is by
limiting their sense of connectedness to others and viewing personal economic
advancement as omnipotent.

Other families may tend to place more emphasis on themselves as rela-
tional entities and may not draw the same clear distinctions between self,
family, community, and culture. For example, many families functioning in
African, Native American, Asian, and European cultures share a wider view
of family. Just as with individuals, the rigidity of the boundary families place
around themselves will determine if they can flexibly respond to different
circumstances and challenges.

Power and Influence: More Practice Questions

The second key factor encompasses the actual or perceived power arrange-
ments that exist in our significant affiliations and the actual or perceived
resources we have to affect these power arrangements. The definitions that
we construct regarding self-in-relation and family-in-relation are partially
based on the degree of influence we believe we have in any given situation,
role, or context. Let’s begin with some personal examples.

1. Name a time and/or relationship where you felt powerless and unable to
control what was happening. What were your feelings and thoughts? Who
or what held the most influence and how were power and resources wielded
to help or hurt?

2. What is a relationship you feel you had the power and resource to influ-
ence? What are your current feelings and thoughts about yourself in this
relationship?

Power differentials and available resources are not constant phenom-
ena. These change over time and within different contexts, and in so doing,
change the degree of perceived or actual influence. For example, influential
families or families considered normal in today’s society are not the same
families who exercised power or were perceived as normal in prevailing
societies of the 1950s. Teachers may appear in charge within their own
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classrooms but exercise different degrees of influence in parent-teacher con-
ferences or with other teachers and supervisors.

Individuals and families may exercise different degrees of influence in
their interpersonal, intrafamilial, and intracommunity relations. College stu-
dents are often quite active and influential within their peer group but fre-
quently relinquish some of their power when they return to their parents’
home. Some individuals can be very influential at work but withdraw from
leadership positions in their church or community organizations or vice versa.

The degree of perceived influence, either exercised or received, in any
relationship impacts the position that one takes on the separate entities–
relational entities continuum. In this regard, power and resources are no-
ticeable links that connect us to others.

For example, in some unbalanced power situations, when people are
placed in disempowering contexts and choose not to exercise influence by using
available resources, the ties that bind can be held very loosely. There are many
ways clients use the behaviors associated with learned helplessness (Seligman,
1975) to minimize personal responsibility for the choices they make, either
explicitly or tacitly. It is easy, in these circumstances, to draw a strong bound-
ary around the self and disconnect from the other. In other unbalanced power
situations, however, when people are disempowered and do not have the re-
sources to exercise influence, the ties that bind can be held very tightly. Ex-
amples of this include genocide, economic and political oppression, institutional
racism, and gender bias. It is much harder, in these circumstances, for the
disempowered persons to draw a strong boundary around the self and discon-
nect from the other, as the “other” may indeed have the power and resources
to invade and affect the environments and well-being of the disempowered.

When we are empowered and choose to engage in a decision-making
process where we use our resources to create unbalanced power situations,
we may choose to create a context where there are either impenetrable or
invasive boundaries between the self and the other, thereby relying on a sepa-
rate sense of self. Conversely, when we are empowered and choose to en-
gage in decision-making processes where we use our resources to create
balanced or liberating situations, our sense of responsibility for the other is
heightened and the boundaries between our environments and well-being and
those of the other become more permeable.

Illustrating the Continuum

Both boundaries and degree of power and influence affect the ways indi-
viduals and families construct a sense of themselves-in-relation. To further
elaborate the key factors that affect our evolving sense of self, family, self-
in-relation, and family-in-relation, let us consider an immigrant family living
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in an ethnic community within an urban setting where the majority of the
city population and teaching faculty are white.

In many schools, if a child refuses to attend school, the first response by
the professionals is to blame the child and then the family. Less frequently
would the educational and mental health personnel attempt to analyze how
the school system itself and/or the community could be influencing the child’s
and the family’s behavior.

The family that can balance a sense of itself as a separate entity and a
relational entity might be able to frame their child’s behavior as, in part, a
legitimate response to a devaluing and dehumanizing learning situation. This
family and, in turn, their child, may develop a sense of self-in-relation and
family-in-relation that more accurately reflects the oppressive factors inher-
ent in their wider community.

On the other hand, the family that perceives itself as a separate entity
may be unable to see the influence of the wider environment and may ab-
sorb the school system and community’s labels of deviance and incompetence
into their sense of their child and themselves-in-relation.

Additionally, while the “balanced” family may be able to understand the
partial legitimacy of their child’s response, if they do not have access to avail-
able resources in the community, then their inability to affect broader change
could soon have a demoralizing effect. However, with available resources, they
may take actions to change the situation. For example, they could work to
develop a community charter school dedicated to meeting the educational needs
of all children within a culturally sensitive fashion. Their action would be the
result of a more positive sense of self-in-relation and family-in-relation.

Knowing how individuals and families come to construct their own iden-
tities and their identities in relation to others is important to the counseling
and therapy process. Additionally, knowing the degree to which individuals
and families understand, are affected by, and can influence the interrelation-
ship between individuals, families, and communities widens the conceptual lens
we use in therapy. Finally, by understanding how individuals and families use
boundaries and degrees of influence to construct their sense of self helps clini-
cians determine effective points of intervention and culturally responsive thera-
peutic strategies. The community genogram is an interactive tool that can be
used to help clients organize and explore issues of boundaries and power as
they relate to their own definitions of self-in-relation and family-in-relation.

CONSTRUCTING THE COMMUNITY GENOGRAM

“It takes a village to raise a child.” This well-known African proverb scores
the importance of the community genogram. Our original community or
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“village” is where we learn the culture that will remain with us through our
lifetime. Communities consist of our family and perhaps extended family;
friends and neighbors; schools; work settings; the physical geography of the
community territory; church or spiritual connections; and other unique fac-
tors. Our personal experiences within our communities are as unique as our
fingerprints.

Cultures, communities, villages, families, groups, and individuals are all
interconnected. Difficulty or trauma in the community, such as a tornado, a
mass shooting, or the loss of jobs through the closure of a manufacturing
plant, deeply affect not only individual lives, but also what occurs in the family
and various community groups. In effect, one major community event can
change the total culture. In turn, the madness or skill of one individual can
affect the total system. Witness what occurs when a criminal terrorizes a
neighborhood, such as the snipers in the Washington, DC, area and near
Columbus, OH, or what occurs with the positive impact of a single individual
such as Martin Luther King.

The community genogram is a way to introduce a positive, strength-
oriented view of self and family into the therapy and counseling process—
showing how we are all selves-in-relation or families-in-relation one to
another. The community genogram is also a way to discover the important
groups (e.g., churches, schools, peer groups, neighborhoods) that influence
who we are as individuals and collective family systems. If we take a life span
perspective, we can become aware that the nature of community changes
and expands as we grow. The center for most children is the family, com-
monly followed by peer groups for many teens, work groups for many adults,
and the family again for many elders.

Many individual and family problems and concerns are related to com-
munity, especially when we consider family as central to that community.
The community genogram, while focusing on personal, family, and group
strengths, also provides an opportunity to understand the context of our
clients’ past or current issues.

Key Assumptions Related to Community Genograms

There are several important assumptions related to the use of community
genograms:

• Clients are viewed, not as separate individuals and families, but as entities
who are integrally and reciprocally connected within a person/family/com-
munity/cultural relationship.

• All individuals and families hold beliefs about their own separate identities
and their sense of self-in-relation and family-in-relation.
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• Significant people, situations, and events within communities influence a client’s
current view of self and self-in-relation, and family, and family-in-relation.

• The degree of congruence between clients’ thoughts, behaviors, and feel-
ings, and those of the prevailing community and culture will help determine
the sense of self-in-relation and family-in-relation that clients exhibit.

• The degree of influence, exerted or received, will help determine the sense
of self-in-relation and family-in-relation that clients exhibit.

• Community genograms can be used to search for dynamics that are a result
of self-in-relation and family-in-relation issues.

• Community genograms can be used to identify potential sources of strength
within individuals, families, communities, and prevailing cultural themes to
facilitate change.

• Community genogram methods emphasize a coconstructive relationship
between therapist and client.

• Community genograms can document the progress of treatment.

The Basic Components: The Case of Rita

Community genograms graphically represent significant relationships, events,
and situations that have come to shape clients’ experiences over time. There
are basic elements and questioning strategies that can be used to draw out
this information. These are defined and illustrated in Chapters 3 and 4. These
components include graphic ways to depict the degree of closeness, congru-
ity, and influence that exist between clients and the particular persons and
relationships, prevailing community and cultural themes, and predominant
events and institutions within which clients live. These components also in-
clude questioning strategies that facilitate a broader lens through which is-
sues are defined and resources located.

The community genogram in Figure 2.2, for example, visually represents
the intrafamilial and external community influences affecting the sadness and
lethargy of a 68-year-old Polish American female experiencing a major de-
pressive episode. After years of raising her three children and witnessing the
death of her husband of 42 years, Rita has reluctantly agreed to relocate to
an assisted-living facility. Rita acknowledges that her frequent thoughts of
suicide can only be monitored in a more secure residence, but she is still re-
sentful about the move.

In coconstructing a current representation of her situation, Rita identi-
fied five critical factors that were either positively or negatively impinging
upon her sense of connectedness to others and her sense of well-being. These
form the white space intruding on the center of the diagram and include her
financial difficulties, physical impairment, family’s traditions and ways of
acting with one another, religious beliefs, and new living situation.
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In conversation with her therapist, Rita discussed her disappointment
regarding her lack of contact with her old friends and the difficulties mak-
ing friends at the new facility. However, Rita also was able to identify her
newly forming affiliations with the resident staff and priest; her continuing
bond with her family, particularly with her youngest daughter; the love she
feels from her former friends and family physician; and her trusting relation-
ship with her therapist of 3 years. The shaded areas in Figure 2.2 represent
these connections.

Using the community genogram analysis, notice how the boundaries of
three critical factors (i.e., assisted-living residence, financial situation, and
physical impairment) close off Rita’s connectedness to two significant groups
(former friends and family). Using this aspect of the visual picture, Rita could
understand that social connections, her psychological issues, and family tra-
ditions and dynamics influenced her lack of connectedness to her new com-
munity. Now notice how the pathways connecting Rita to her other three
primary relationships (i.e., long-term physician and therapist, youngest
daughter, and facility staff, residents, and priest) are more open due to the
influence of the three critical areas noted on her community genogram (i.e.,

FIGURE 2.2. An Illustrative Community Genogram: The Case of Rita
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assisted-living residence and therapist, religious affiliation, and family lega-
cies and dynamics). Focusing on this aspect of the visual representation, Rita
could explore with the therapist how her new residence, her religious con-
victions, and the same family traditions and dynamics fostered continued and
newly forming relationships with the resident staff and helped her feel good
about herself. Rita became more aware of the comfort and security provided
to her by her new relationships at the assisted-living facility, religious beliefs
and values, and the strong sense of family connectedness she experienced.
Finally, Rita was able to wonder how to use her resources (i.e., family tradi-
tions, religious affiliations, new comfort in living residence) to find alterna-
tive ways to reconnect with her old friends.

The Flexible Nature of the Community Genogram

The community genogram is more of a concept than a static tool. It has to
be flexible to capture the wide range of community data clients may present.
It has to be malleable enough to illustrate subtleties that clients may wish to
explore. Because of these issues, a variety of visual models and questioning
strategies can be used to coconstruct community genograms. Once the basic
components of the community genogram are learned and practiced, clini-
cians can use these as a flexible blueprint, adding their own creativity, and
tailoring the format and questions to meet the needs, learning styles, and
creativities of their clients.

Rather than fixing on a single visual framework for a community geno-
gram, Ivey (1995) suggests that you work with clients to develop their own
models. Many clients like to draw literal maps of their communities with
pictures of their families, schools, and churches drawn in.

Using computer-generated clip art, Figure 2.3 depicts the memories of
a daughter of the Gesili family, a second-generation Italian American family
who resided in a community-of-origin that was a mixture of Italian and Irish
ethnic groups. The Irish community first inhabited the neighborhood, fac-
ing discrimination in religious, educational, and employment arenas. After
many years, they were in charge of these primary institutions. When the Ital-
ians came to live in the neighborhood’s lower status housing, the Irish com-
munity treated them as they themselves had been treated. The businesses and
the better housing were closed to Italians. NINA signs previously used as a
barrier for Irish employment (No Irish Need Apply) were now used to keep
Italian immigrants from entering the work force. This family felt the privi-
lege of living in their own Italian community, as well as the oppression of
the Irish community. A fond memory entailed family-initiated annual block
parties, as, increasingly, both neighborhoods came together in this family’s
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FIGURE 2.3. A Computer-Generated Visual Map: The Case of the Gesili Family
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backyard. The block parties became the key for unlocking eventual integra-
tion of these two communities.

Another positive recollection recounted how upon gaining citizenship,
the maternal grandmother worked in a vanilla extract factory where the
women would take turns watching their children throughout the day. Each
woman took a different break time to be outside with the children. The group
of children began life-long friends integrating both Italian and Irish families.
This visual map assisted the Gesilis in realizing that there were many sources
of strength and resiliency sprinkled throughout their neighborhood. (Authors’
note: members of the Gesili family participated in a series of interviews to
illustrate the use of computer-generated images as memory anchors to pull
together the wider contextual backdrop in which individuals and families
form their sense of self and self-in-relation.)

Notice that the coding box at the top right of the figure records perti-
nent client information and is helpful in organizing this visual information.
The coding box identifies the client, the cultural and community descriptors,
and the participants. The daughter was the person who created this visual
map and she is noted in parentheses.

Another useful visual model is that of the relational community
genogram (see Figure 2.4). Robert and Dorothy sought treatment after many
years of dealing with Robert’s cancer. They both reported feeling increased
stress and less mutual support. The couple was introduced to the relational
diagram as a tool to represent their common and individual perceptions of
the situation. The therapist asked them each to identify those significant others
they were interacting with at the moment. These groups and individuals were
placed in such a way as to form a circle around each individual and are in
bold print. Common groups, such as their children, each other (“partner”),
and professionals and friends at the medical facility, were placed in the cen-
ter of the relational diagram. This common area is highlighted in Figure 2.4
with the gray background. Groups and individuals that were not common
were placed on the exterior sides of each individual. The therapist solicited
meaningful activities and aspects of their lives, such as religious life, occupa-
tional issues, neighborhood and community relations. Common aspects in-
cluding family, home, and cancer treatment were again placed in the middle
between them.

Next, the therapist asked them to discuss the nature of their relationship
with their significant others. Robert explained that he really enjoys his “patient
colleagues” and has been relying on them since the original diagnosis. He said
the other person, besides Dorothy, with whom he confides is his rabbi. He didn’t
spend much time with the others. The closed gaps between Robert and such
groups as children, extended family, and professional colleagues represent his
lack of interaction with these groups. On the other hand, the wide-open access
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the rabbi and his “patient colleagues” and medical personnel have to Robert
are reflected by the open space on the relational diagram.

The therapist then asked Dorothy about the nature of her relationships
with her significant others. Again, open spaces reflect active interaction and
closed spaces represent closed-off relationships. The client can vary the size
of the openings to reflect the perceived quality of the relationship. Notice
the differences in openings in Figure 2.4 for Robert and Dorothy.

The diagram was then used to demonstrate what parts of their worlds
are less known to the other. For example, notice how Robert’s sense of self
is far more cut off from significant others and how he relies on only a few
others for support, while Dorothy has maintained more open lines of com-
munications with others. For example, they were struck by the different ways
they find spiritual support. Robert relies on conversations with the rabbi that
focus on preparation for death, while Dorothy finds solace in her prayer group
and concentrates on how to enhance living with cancer. Both were impressed
with how closed off the family and children are for Robert and how much
the family goes through Dorothy to find out what’s happening with Robert.
It also became clear that they each were experiencing very different feelings
while working with the medical facility. Robert focuses on the social and
emotional support, while Dorothy deals with the physical caretaking, finan-
cial, and insurance aspects of the treatment. These differences were not clear
to each other prior to the creation of this community genogram. These find-
ings formed the basis of treatment that focused on how to reconfigure pat-
terns of support for both Robert and Dorothy in order to bring them closer
together and achieve a stronger sense of the power of their relationship.

The value of the relational diagram in treatment is that it makes the
broader territory in which the couple resides clear for both partners to iden-
tify where stress lies and resources can be found within individuals, the fam-
ily, and the community. If the relationship is strongly connected and each
person is familiar with the collective meanings, then these meanings can be
shared across their mutual life space. If not, these disconnects in meaning
and sense of self and self-in-relation can cause distress. The community
genogram provides a concrete method to bring these abstract issues into the
here and now of the treatment session. More details on how to construct
and analyze relational diagrams will be explored in Chapters 3 and 4.

Others prefer to arrange wooden blocks and represent themselves as
geometric shapes, as did Richard and his wife, Anne (see Figure 2.5). Both
came from strong fundamentalist backgrounds and had questions about just
how much of a role religion would have in their new life. In the first inter-
view, Anne and Richard worked together using 3-D blocks to come to an
agreement about how their current situation could be illustrated. Anne was
more open to new learnings, while Richard was being persuaded to resume
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FIGURE 2.5. An Illustrative Relational Community Genogram Variation: The
Case of Richard and Anne Gordan
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a very active level of participation in the church. Rather than remembering
their shared direction, they began to be swayed by sides that spoke of reli-
gion but in disparaging terms of the other. So, although they had a strong
sense of a common direction when they bonded, as they began negotiating
with the world, they were less able to hold their identity and path.

Putting this together with the 3-D blocks, they were able to see that they
were walking in different parts of their community and not sharing what they
were learning or how they were making sense of things. As the upper dia-
gram in Figure 2.5 demonstrates, the couple was able to see that not sharing
their thoughts and separating with others led to an escalation of anxiety and
fears about talking to one another. In their words, “we were getting lost.”

The couple then used the blocks to come together about the goals for
treatment. As can be seen on the bottom of Figure 2.5, Anne and Richard
positioned themselves together, in the center of their experience, as the best
way to reconnect on their path as a couple and to jointly determine what
they could ask for and learn from their community. The couple now could
use the church and their family as assets to strengthen their marital relation-
ship rather than to come between them.

These are just some of the flexible ways community genograms can be
used to help clients visualize and confront their issues. All are valid and all
work, depending on the skill of the counselor to draw out significant themes
and events. The Practice Exercise that comes later in this chapter encour-
ages you to use your own creativity to represent a unique visualization of
your own community.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STRENGTHS AND
POSITIVE RESOURCES: THE CASE OF JASON

Jason started treatment talking about how he was affected by the death of
his father. The image of his dad and the house he grew up in were still very
much with him even though he had moved to a new neighborhood about a
year before. Using a community genogram (see Figure 2.6), Jason identified
his current life space. The diagram demonstrates how to incorporate graph-
ing tools from other devices such as eco-maps and structural family diagrams.
Different types of lines can be used to indicate relationships illustrative of
the client’s sense of self-in-relation. The heavy dark lines outlining extended
families and current inner-city apartment complex means that Jason sees
himself cut off from these groups. The dashed lines around current family
and current school reflect the fact that Jason is participating in these sys-
tems. The dotted lines around his father’s legacy and his old neighborhood
demonstrate that these elements are very accessible to Jason.
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Notice the arrows between Jason and his significant others. The bidi-
rectional arrow indicates that Jason is opening up to his new coach, and the
arrow with the crossbars indicates that he experiences tension in his rela-
tionship with his mom. The one directional arrow indicates how Jason sees
his relationship with his aunt and his new peer group. In the former situa-
tion, Jason sees himself reaching out to his aunt but his overtures are not
returned. In the latter situation, Jason knows that some classmates have
extended a friendly hand but that he has not reciprocated. This diagram
helped Jason identify new sources of support and set a direction for the fu-
ture in his new school.

FIGURE 2.6. Using Standard Diagrammatic Assessment Tools to Enhance
Community Genograms: The Case of Jason
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PRACTICE EXERCISE: IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL, FAMILY,
COMMUNITY, AND CULTURAL STRENGTHS

The community genogram practice exercise is presented as a way for you to
learn more directly how cultural factors, implicit and explicit in the commu-
nity, underlie individual and family development. We suggest that you first
develop your own community genogram and then later use this strategy with
others. As you work with the strategy, note that the visual style of the image
you develop can be changed to meet your specific needs and experiences. This
exercise is, at best, an introduction. To realize the potential of the commu-
nity genogram, it is essential that you actually engage in the process of the
practice exercise.

The exercise has three goals: (1) to generate a personal narrative about
you in a community context; (2) to help you generate an understanding of
how we all develop in community; and (3) to use visual, auditory, or kines-
thetic images as sources of strength. These images of strengths can be called
on in life to cope with stressful situations you may encounter in life. In addi-
tion, this exercise will help you understand your cultural background as it
was transmitted through family and community.

It is not surprising that many individuals, as in the case of Jason, ini-
tially focus on their negative experiences as they develop their awareness and
stories of how they grew up and now live in a community setting. Although
this may be true for you, we ask that you instead focus first on positive
strengths and then address the negative aspects that emerge from the analy-
sis of your community genogram.

Step 1: Develop a Visual Representation of the Community

1. Consider a large piece of paper as representing your broad culture and
community. It is recommended that you select the community in which you
were raised primarily, but any other community, past or present, may be
used.

2. Place yourself in that community, either at the center or other appropriate
place. Represent yourself by a circle, a star, or other significant symbol.

3. Place your own family on the paper, again represented by the symbol that
is most relevant for you. The family can be nuclear, extended, both, or any
constellation of individuals that you consider to be “family.”

4. Place the important and most influential groups on the community genogram,
again representing these by circles or other visual symbols. School, family,
neighborhood, and spiritual groups are most often selected. For teens, the
peer group is often particularly important. For adults, work groups and other
special groups tend to become more central.
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5. Connect the groups to you, the focus individual, perhaps drawing heavier
lines to indicate the most influential groups.

Step 2: Search for Images and Narratives of Strengths

While you undoubtedly recognize that many individual difficulties and prob-
lems arise in a family, community, and cultural context, the community
genogram, in its first stages, focuses on positive stories and images. The
importance of this point cannot be overstated. The community genogram
provides a frame of reference to help the client see self-in-context or family-
in-context. The client is asked to generate narratives of key stories from the
community where he or she grew up. If relevant, key stories from the present
living community may also be important. The emphasis is on positive sto-
ries from the community and positive images.

You will find that when this positive approach has been used first, indi-
viduals and families have a foundation for exploring more difficult and
troublesome areas of their lives. In addition, in a therapeutic setting, you will
have a good foundation to help you understand the community, family, and
cultural background of the client.

To complete a search for strengths and resources, it is helpful to use the
following guidelines:

1. Focus on one single community group or your family. You may want to start
with a negative story or image. However, please do no work with the nega-
tive until positive strengths are solidly in mind.

2. Develop a visual, auditory, or kinesthetic image that represents an important
positive experience. Allow the image to build in your mind and note the positive
feelings that occur with the image. If you allow yourself to fully experience
that positive image, you may experience tears and/or strong bodily feelings.
These anchored body experiences represent positive strengths that can be
drawn on to help you deal with difficult current or future issues.

3. Tell the story of the image. You may want to write it down in journal form.
You may want to add new images to your community genogram. Elabo-
rate on this image in any way you feel comfortable.

4. Develop at least two more positive images from different groups within the
community. It is useful to have one positive family image, one spiritual image,
and one cultural image. Again, many will want to focus on negative issues.
Hold to the search for positive resources.

5. Summarize the positive images in your own words and reflect on them. What
learning, thoughts, and feelings emerge from this analysis? As you think
back, what occurs? Your responses outlined in Step 3 below represent deep
reservoirs of personal strength for you.
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Step 3: Summarize What You Have Learned

To summarize what you have learned about your strengths and resources,
answer the following questions:

1. What have I learned about myself?
2. What have I learned about my family?
3. What have I learned about my community?
4. What have I learned about my culture?
5. What have I learned about the concept of self-in-relation?

CONCLUSION: EMPOWERING OUR CLIENTS

Community genograms provide opportunities for clients to become directly
involved with the selection and focus of therapeutic goals. It enables them
to use their creative and analytic skills to identify sources of strength that
can be found in their relationships with the wider community. As such, com-
munity genograms may take many forms and paths of analysis, and the is-
sues of boundaries and power arrangements can be mutually explored.

Mental health professionals who are looking for methods to help cli-
ents understand their situation from multiple levels and surface new poten-
tialities can use the community genogram as one tool in their therapeutic
repertoire. Because of its straightforward process and flexibility, the com-
munity genogram can be used with a wide range of clients to draw them into
the therapeutic relationship. The drawings, graphics, and insights clients
generate are their own and can help initiate or reinforce the journey toward
deeper self-understanding and enhanced problem solving.

By exploring the concepts of self-in-relation and family-in-relation with
clients, we can create a therapeutic conversation that validates the com-
plexity of their lives yet helps them see significant themes and issues that
can be addressed within their current situation. In Chapter 3, we demon-
strate the basic components of the prototypic community genogram process
and show how these can be used to tap the liberating qualities of commu-
nity and culture.
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CHAPTER 3

Tapping the Liberating Qualities
of Culture and Community
in Counseling and Therapy

with ANTHONY J. RIGAZIO-DIGILIO

It is not uncommon to hear terms such as institutional racism, systemic preju-
dice, or cultural clash used to explain the current state of human interac-
tion. On the interpersonal level, cultural norms are often presented as excuses
for insensitive and discriminatory behavior in the wider society. Phrases such
as “Well, that’s the way women are treated in that culture,” “Don’t blame
the racist, blame racism in the society,” or “You can’t change culture” may
lead people to believe that our cultural heritage presents insurmountable
obstacles to fight individual and community oppression. Montalvo (1987)
referred to the use of this type of reasoning by clinicians as the “stereotypic
ethnic vacuum,” meaning that by identifying a cultural reason for the exist-
ence of a behavior, the behavior is dismissed or minimized. If we only con-
centrate on the constraining forces of culture and fail to recognize the many
potentialities afforded in our cultural heritage, we may be doomed to mind-
lessly perpetuate these discriminatory practices.

The following major points are emphasized in this chapter:

• The concept of cultural empathy is explored to create a basis for
integrating community factors into treatment.

• Boundaries and power are further developed through the use of
personal issues related to the self-of-the-therapist.

• Cultural Identity Theory is presented as a way to think about the
developmental process of adopting a multicultural perspective.

• The individual and relational stars, two community genogram
prototypes, are detailed and illustrated.

The community genogram is a tool that can be used to identify the op-
pressive and discriminatory dimensions of our heritage and to highlight the
liberating forces of culture as well. Culture has been defined as a mixture of
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negative and positive behavior patterns, symbols, language patterns, values,
institutions, and frames of reference that have been passed on from one gen-
eration to the next. Most of us are not fully cognizant of just how many of
our actions, values, and ideas are rooted in our cultural traditions.

Only by thoroughly examining our cultural legacy can we maximize
the positive aspects and actively work to minimize the negative and un-
productive ideas, feelings, and behaviors passed on to us through our fami-
lies—and communities—of-origin and our life experiences over time and
across contexts. By adopting this perspective, our intention is to empha-
size the transcendent qualities of culture and community experiences in ways
that enable practitioners and clients to make a better world—now and for
future generations.

IDENTIFYING CULTURAL INFLUENCES: PRACTICE QUESTIONS

In today’s global society, a skill that is at a premium is cultural sensitivity.
Business and industry are very interested in attracting employees who pos-
sess the ability to understand, appreciate, and work within different cultural
settings. In the fields of counseling (D’Andrea, 2000; Pederson, 2000; Sue,
Ivey, & Pedersen, 1996; Sue & Sue, 1999) and education (Banks, 2002; Grant
& Sleeter, 2002; Nieto, 2001; Smith, 1998) practitioners are expected to
demonstrate proficiencies in multicultural competencies. An essential cor-
nerstone of cultural sensitivity is being able to link a person’s specific per-
spectives and ways of viewing the world with their family upbringing and
then to connect these perspectives to themes and values held by the person’s
wider culture. In other words, viewing self and others as cultural beings is
essential to effective professional service.

Practice Exercise 3.1

The following series of questions are designed as one way to examine how
your family, cultural, and community backgrounds have influenced the val-
ues that are part of how you make sense of and participate in the world. Please
respond thoughtfully and honestly to each question in order to maximize the
learning from this activity.

1. Name your three strongest personal values.
2. Describe two childhood experiences from which you drew one or more of

these values to form an opinion about someone that significantly influenced
your interactions with or about that person. Include one you remember with
fondness and one you remember with regret.
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3. Thinking about how values take form, how do you believe these three val-
ues were influenced through interactions with your family-of-origin?

4. How did your cultural background influence these values?
5. How did your or your family’s position in or exchanges with your commu-

nities-of-origin influence these values?
6. List a few life experiences that have significantly supported or challenged

these three values and describe the impact these have had on the values as
you hold them today.

7. Describe two recent interactions you know were significantly influenced by
an opinion or judgment you formed by drawing on one or more of these
values to make sense of the exchange. Include one interaction that gives
you a sense of pride and one that humbles you.

8. In what ways might you share information about your background and life
experiences to help people learn about and appreciate how these three
values took form and became a defining part of who you are and how you
approach the world?

CULTURAL EMPATHY

Understanding another as a cultural being expands our current definition of
empathy. An empathetic attitude is foundational to most counseling and
therapy theories (Rogers, 1959) and is central to culturally sensitive helping
approaches (Ivey et al., 2002). Often described as “looking at the world
through the client’s perspective,” empathy encompasses the qualities of posi-
tive regard, respect, warmth, and genuineness. These qualities have been
validated as instrumental components of effective treatment (Anthony &
Carkhuff, 1977; Lambert & Bergin, 1994; Sloane & Staples, 1984).

Traditionally, we think of empathy in an individualistic fashion. How-
ever, Ivey et al. (2002) have extended the concept to include family and cul-
tural empathy: “Empathy is most often considered an individual issue, but it
also rests on an understanding and acceptance of the other person’s total life
experience. Family and culture deeply intertwine in the clients’ lives” (p. 28).

This expanded definition of empathy is predicated on understanding how
the individual, family, community, and culture affect client well-being, as
well as how clients’ positions within these contexts exert influence on defi-
nitions of self, self-in-relation, and family-in-context. For example, gender
plays a significant role in determining the worldview of a person, as does
race, ethnicity, class, and ability. A therapist’s empathic response may be
different to an African American female than to a Greek American male. The
level of perceived and real oppression and privilege each client experiences—
in different contexts—needs to be considered in formulating effective treat-
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ment plans. The concept of cultural empathy therefore requires those in the
helping professions to possess strong awareness of their own cultural values
and beliefs, and to use this personal knowledge to understand and appreci-
ate the culture, worldviews, and patterns of oppression and privilege that
other groups, families, and individuals experience, overall and in relation to
the therapeutic relationship.

Clinicians apply and refine culturally sensitive strategies by listening and
watching for the individual, family, community, and cultural references com-
municated by the client and respond by using words, meanings, and actions
that are appropriate within the boundaries of the client’s worldview. Com-
munity genograms provide opportunities to elicit our clients’ worldviews
about their multilayered realities and to observe and listen to their personal
stories. By using the language and perspectives of the client, a culturally
empathic stance is communicated by the counselor. Then, joining together,
the client and the counselor can explore the powerful forces that shaped the
client’s current individual and collective definitions of self-in-relation and
family-in-context and identify potential sources of strength and personal
power to use to work through the client’s presenting issues.

GOING BEYOND CULTURAL EMPATHY: PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Assuming a culturally sensitive disposition is an essential component of
establishing a therapeutic alliance. Holding the belief that everyone is a cul-
tural being is necessary, but insufficient to help others realize the potenti-
alities of their heritage. Additionally, clinicians must be prepared to probe
the deeper structures and relationships found within the cultural context
that have forged the construction of the client’s identity and worldview.
Knowing a client’s most influential relationships and what forms of influ-
ence are or were used within these relationships will be important clinical
information. The community genogram is one tool that allows clients to
graphically illustrate the number and nature of their most influential rela-
tionships. In order to examine the nature of these relationships, the two
concepts—boundaries and power—introduced in Chapter 2 will be further
explored. The following questions are intended to help you examine these
two concepts in your life.

Practice Exercise 3.2

1. What group do you belong to that you are most proud of? Please explain.
2. How does your membership in this group affect your sense of your self and

self-in-relation?
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3. What aspects of your ability to demonstrate cultural empathy were derived
from membership in this group?

4. What group did you aspire to join but were never accepted by? In terms of
power and boundaries, what did you learn from this experience?

5. In terms of cultural empathy, what did you learn from the experience of not
being accepted by this group?

6. What group are you now a member of that you never thought you would
be? In terms of power and boundaries, what did you learn from this
experience?

EXPLORING BOUNDARIES

Boundaries define relationships. Sometimes we are included inside a bound-
ary, such as being part of the children subgroup of a family, and other times
we are outside the boundary, such as not being a member of a particular
group. The degree of firmness that defines the relationship can be described
as a property of the boundary. Some boundaries are very firm and impen-
etrable, like the group you wanted to belong to but never could. Other times,
boundaries are not very firm and allow considerable cross-flow of interac-
tion, like the boundary between many adult children and their parents.

Boundaries are often defined by the larger culture. Being defined as a
child, a sibling, a student, a worker, a spouse, a team member, and a loner
are all examples of the types of boundaries placed on us by our culture. Some-
times the boundaries are self-imposed: “I’m an environmentalist” or “I’m a
conservative.” Other times the boundaries are imposed by others: “You don’t
belong with us” or “You’ve passed the admissions criteria, you’re in.” The
nature of the boundaries we draw around ourselves and the boundaries sig-
nificant others draw around themselves determine our relatedness to one
another and deeply influence our sense of self and self-in-relation. How cli-
ents perceive their acceptance or rejection within critical relationships in their
lives will provide tremendous insight into their current situation and will
suggest avenues for overcoming their present difficulties (Rohner, 1986).

An Illustration of Boundaries: Elizabeth

A continuous stressor throughout Elizabeth’s life has been a lack of a “true
sense of belonging within [her] nuclear family.” In Elizabeth’s community
genogram (see Figure 1.2), this stressor is depicted as a spoke or thread that
weaves through the series of interlocking wheels of her life (i.e., adopted
family, discrimination, rejecting past, racism, oppression). She states, “I am
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disappointed greatly by my nuclear family’s limitations, but I have learned
to accept them as they are, and I have used the experience in a positive fash-
ion in my own life. They have often had great difficulty accepting me, let
alone the other relationships [in my life]—this is a pain I must accept and let
go of each time it comes up, because otherwise it could cause me to close off
to others and then the experience would lead my life in a negative rather than
a positive direction.”

This lack of acceptance was the result of a combination of factors, situ-
ations, and family dynamics. Since not much direct communication with
immediate family members is possible—on this issue and other early experi-
ences—she relies on what she has been told by others and by what she re-
members. The following is a summary of the dynamic interplay of forces that
are associated with the lack of acceptance.

Elizabeth was born the second child and first daughter in a family of
three children. She was dark-skinned in a family of white-skinned people,
evidence of Native American ancestry. She had a paternal aunt with similar
coloring with whom she was closely bonded. Elizabeth explains that, accord-
ing to what she has been told, her paternal great-great-grandmother was a
full-blooded Delaware. Her immediate family for the most part tends to dis-
avow this heritage. The family talks of this great-great-grandmother as “a
‘tale’ grandpa told.” For her family, Elizabeth’s skin color was a source of
taunting by brother and sister when she was growing up, and something that
caused her mother to deny her as a baby. It is a visible indicator of her being
different from other members of her family and a very real boundary she
had to work through.

EXPLORING POWER

The number of significant relationships and the types of boundaries con-
structed in each case is only one part of understanding the nature of the
client’s sense of self-in-relation and family-in-context. A second element
has to do with power and influence. All relationships can be considered
within a power arrangement. Often, between two parties there is a power
differential. Sometimes one party exerts greater influence than another.
Power relations can also fluctuate over time and space. For example, par-
ents often exert more power in their relationship with their children, yet
there are times and places that the children, even the youngest of them,
exercise influence over the parents.

Power and influence can be defined in many ways. Thus far, we have
primarily focused on the power of multiple perspectives, cultural heritage,
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and life experience. Beyond these conceptualizations, however, are issues
related to who has the instrumental means to wield the most power and
influence through arenas such as status and legitimacy. These issues of so-
cial reality are important considerations when determining what layers of
intervention can be expected to realistically generate change-inducing
perspectives, resources, and options. Legitimized power sources include
socioeconomic, educational, and professional status, community standing,
political power, and legal resource.

Exploring Personal Power Arrangements: Practice Questions

Clinicians must be prepared to explore the power differentials that exist
between clients and significant others or systems, as well as between cli-
ents and themselves. Furthermore, clinicians should understand how the
real or presumed positions they hold in various relationships with power-
differentials influence their perceptions, interactions, and intentions. The
next set of questions examines the issue of power arrangements in our
lives. The questions should help you consider where you are in your own
journey toward realizing the power and resources you may have access
to or not, across the various relationships and contexts within which you
participate.

Practice Exercise 3.3

1. Who or what group has been most influential in your life? How?
2. For whom or what groups have you exercised significant power and influ-

ence? How?
3. Describe a current relationship shaped by a power-differential that con-

strains you in some significant way. How does this relationship affect your
sense of self and self-in-relation?

4. Describe a current relationship in which your power and influence constrains
another in some significant way. How does this relationship affect your sense
of self and self-in-relation?

The traditional view of power is that A influences B, who is subordinate
in the hierarchical structure. We see this on the job when managers influence
the way workers conduct their business, in families when parents influence
their children’s values, and in our communities when more politically connected
groups shape governmental policies and practices that affect other commu-
nity members. This unidirectional view of power and influence is especially
true when we consider large aspects of the culture, such as institutional rac-
ism, gender bias, and discrimination about sexual orientation.
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There are dynamics of power and influence clinicians need to consider
when exploring aspects of power and hierarchy at the level of interpersonal
exchange between individuals and families. In some relationships most of
the power to influence is one-sided in a top-down configuration such as that
between a supervisor and employee. In other relationships, the power arrange-
ment is more mutual, going both ways to an almost equal level as is typical
in peer relationships. At still other times, the hierarchical relationship only
exists because of the power flowing from the bottom up.

Also important to consider are the dynamics of power and influence
that occur at the level of exchange between our clients and wider systems.
Consider the following questions: “How do social, economic, and politi-
cal systems operate with respect to particular clients or client groups?”
“What has been the historical impact of social forces such as poverty and
discrimination on individual and family psychosocial development and life
tasks?” “What are the dynamics of power and influence that are contribut-
ing to how clients and wider systems define and manage issues that prompt
treatment?”

Understanding how power and influence are arranged in our client’s sig-
nificant past and current relationships and communities is important. Obvi-
ously, power differentials in the form of social and economic oppression
negatively influence the development of personal and collective competen-
cies. So does any dissonance that is created when the demands of the wider
community are outside an individual’s or family’s physical, psychological,
cultural, moral, or spiritual sense of self, self-in-relation, or family-in-context,
or when wider community, institutional, or sociocultural forces label an
individual’s or family’s familiar ways of perceiving and acting as substan-
dard or deviant. The community genogram can be used to help identify is-
sues of power and influence and to draw out the various situations and
relationships in which clients accept power from others, give power to oth-
ers, or lack the resources to realign power arrangements that impact their
functioning and well-being.

Being able to identify the power dynamics operating in these various
exchanges is an important step toward determining ways of assuming more
power in any situation. Only after the recognition of the actions and ex-
pectations of others has been achieved and the available resources for change
have been located, can resistance, cooperation, influence, or transforma-
tion be enacted. Some clients will not be aware of which people they give
their power to. Others may be aware but do not have strategies or resources
to change this power relationship. Helping clients and wider networks vi-
sualize and make sense of the power relationships that exist within and
between individuals, families, communities, institutions, and cultures, as
well as the resources available and the points where intervention could
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initiate relevant power shifts are all important considerations in effective
treatment planning.

Finding Personal Power: Elizabeth

Elizabeth described her role within the family with her mother, brother, and
sister with whom she was raised as one similar to that of Cinderella: “doing
for all of them, but not getting any consideration or return support.” She
cared, and still cares, for family members during illness and times of need
with little reciprocation. While this role was expected of her, and she was
and still is considered to be the strong one in her family, little or no sense of
belonging “accompanied the ‘role.’” It was the role and not her person that
was accepted.

The lack of acceptance in her nuclear family and sense of being valued
as one who does for others became a part of how Elizabeth saw herself as a
child and young adult. Her sense of value was based on what she did or ac-
complished, rather than being valued as a unique and special person in her
own right. She says it took her a long time to learn to accept, love, and be-
lieve in herself.

At the age of 28, Elizabeth had an experience that has had a lifelong
profound influence on her development. This experience was “a deeply emo-
tional, psychological, and spiritual event” which was accompanied by a
moving physical occurrence. Elizabeth uses the term reborn to name the
experience. The event involved a series of awarenesses that freed Elizabeth
from the burdens and constraints of her beliefs about herself, her life, her
faith, her family, the functioning of the world, and interactions with others.
These awarenesses were accompanied by the physical experience of being
“slain in the spirit.” Being “slain in the spirit” is difficult to describe, but
Elizabeth explains that it is an experience of giving one’s physical being to a
spiritual power. There is an overpowering sense of being embraced and held
by a spiritual force.

As a result of being reborn, Elizabeth’s sense of self was enlightened,
expanded, strengthened, and made whole. All dimensions of her life were
transformed: personal, professional, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional.
Using Elizabeth’s words, “All together it was a freeing experience, and al-
lowed me to look at life from a much different, more spiritually grounded
perspective . . . it gave me a more fluid or expansive worldview, and taught
me a great deal about the relativity of things and that there are many
different ways to look at or view a subject.” Since this experience, Eliza-
beth reports feeling “secure in my own beliefs, while at the same time feel-
ing totally comfortable with changing my assessment of anything when new
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information suggests that it makes sense to do so.” Her relationship with
others changed, allowing her to become closer to the special people in her
life.

CULTURAL IDENTITY THEORY: PRACTICE QUESTIONS

As individuals, families, communities, and larger networks grapple with
oppressive forces, they travel over this same terrain. Cultural identity theory
provides a model for considering the journey clients move through as they
work to integrate the multitude of culturally constructed identities of self-
in-relation and family-in-context. An overview of cultural identity theory
(Cross, 1991; Ivey, 1995; Ivey et al., 2002, Jackson, 1990; Sue & Sue, 1999)
is broadly generalized here to consider the developmental pathways individu-
als and systems use to integrate new aspects of identity (see Figure 3.1). It
provides a framework from which therapists can help clients coconstruct
meaning about their relationship to others, their family, and their environ-
mental context. Counseling strategies have been developed to enable and
liberate the client’s positive personal, family, community, and cultural re-
sources (Helms, 1990; Ivey et al., 2002; Jackson, 1975; Ponterotto, Casas,
Suzuki, & Alexander, 1995; Sue et al., 1996; White & Parham, 1991).

Examining Your Cultural Identity: Practice Questions

The following questions focus on changes in personal awareness of oppres-
sive forces in the wider culture as these may influence groups positioned apart
from the dominant culture.

Practice Exercise 3.4

1. Choose a group that your family belongs to that has experienced some level
of cultural oppression or discrimination. At what age did you become aware
that society or others harbored negative feelings about this group? In what
ways did your family communicate or act as if it wasn’t really happening?
How did you feel before your realization and after?

2. What was one particularly telling example or situation when you encoun-
tered oppression or discrimination in your life? What feelings, images,
thoughts, or behaviors did this situation trigger in you?

3. How did you come to label what was going on between you and the op-
pressing groups? Who was influential in helping identify these dynamics
and accept your feelings?
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Stage Actions Needed to Produce 

Change to Next Stage

1. Preencounter. The individual, family, or 

community group has little focused 

awareness of themselves as cultural 

beings within a particular cultural 

group. Denial and encapsulated 

experiences with only similar others 

help reinforce a monocultural 

perspective of the world. 

Help people describe their life 

experiences and look for examples of 

oppression and discrimination. 

2. Encounter. The individual, family, or 

community group registers the 

oppression and discrimination. 

Oppressive and discriminatory 

experiences penetrate their naivete and 

initiate a new awareness. 

Encourage exploration of self and 

self-in-relation. Support emotional 

pride in self and culture. 

3. Immersion. An identity is solidified with 

the particular cultural group. 

Descriptors of how the group may be 

oppressed or how others may be

privileged are often explored in this 

stage.  Often this act of naming is 

transformative. Awareness shifts to 

focus on the group itself, its history, its 

problems, and its goals. The individual, 

the family, or the community may 

become encapsulated within their 

group.

Assist people to name and note the 

contradictions that emerge between 

the oppressive behaviors and ideas of 

others and their own view of the 

world; learn about the stories of others 

who have been oppressed in similar 

and nonsimilar situations; and deal 

with major emotional change that may 

occur, often with anger. 

4. Internalization. A deeper understanding 

of what it means to be part of a group 

emerges. Multiple frames of reference 

can be generated. The individual, 

family, or community recognizes and 

accepts the worthwhile dimensions of 

the predominant culture and fights 

those aspects that represent oppression. 

They are able to use all the strengths of 

the previous three stages. 

Encourage exploration and reflection 

on the contradictions in the system.

Continue to emphasize dialogic 

thought and coinvestigation of reality, 

and support joint action to transform 

reality.
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4. How did you personally integrate the knowledge that oppression existed
outside of yourself and your group? What new definition of yourself did
you arrive at from this understanding?

5. How did this one experience with oppression and discrimination move you
to action to advocate for others in your group or other groups being op-
pressed? What new, more powerful frames of reference helped you real-
ize the power of your culture?

Cultural identity theory posits that the movement of consciousness is
from a naive lack of awareness to concrete action, to a greater sense of self-
in-relation, to society. It is important to understand that all stages possess
potentialities and constrictions. The advantages found in Stage 1 are that
denial and lack of information may be necessary for the survival and sanity
of those individuals, families, communities, and groups that are constantly
subject to overt psychological and physical oppression. Conversely, at the
fourth level of awareness persons can initiate so many actions, emotions, and
ideation about their identity and situation that it can become exhausting and
debilitating. Working through these issues is often the focus of counseling
and therapy. “Parham points out that ‘identity resolution can occur in at least
three ways: stagnation (failure to move beyond one’s initial identity state),
stagewise linear progression (movement from one identity stage to another
in a sequential linear fashion), and recycling (movement back through the
styles once a cycle has been completed)” (quoted in Ivey et al., 2002, p. 250).

Applying Cultural Identity Theory

Combined with the community genogram, cultural identity theory presents
a framework for identifying the personal awareness level of clients in rela-
tionship to community and cultural issues. The combination of models pro-
vides clinicians with two important diagnostic outcomes. First, based on the
level of client cultural awareness, treatment decisions can be tailored to best
match and then stretch the clients’ current understanding of their situation.
Second, it provides information about the stages of development clients will
progress through on their journey to find the liberating power of their cul-
tural and community background.

The community genogram is a concrete tool to help clinicians and clients
coconstruct images that will move them along the cultural identity spectrum.
To examine a client’s cultural awareness with the community genogram,
a series of questions and tasks may be posed at each stage. For example,
when working with the preencounter stage, the client may consider these ques-
tions: Who and/or what were the dominant forces in your life at this time?
What were the protective forces in this environment? What other identities
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consumed you at that time? How were others operating within your imme-
diate family and community?

Exploring the encounter stage can be facilitated by the community
genogram data as clients name and note contradictions in experience within
a contextual setting. The community genogram can be used to identify key
stories and narratives that address the oppressiveness and the liberating as-
pects of their first awareness that they were part of a cultural group that
might be exposed to oppression and/or privilege. During the immersion
stage, the community genogram can assist clients to relate personal, fam-
ily, community, or cultural images that can be called upon for strength and
affirmative action. During the final stage, the internalization stage, the
community genogram can be enhanced and modified to include new per-
spectives, thus helping to sustain the coinvestigation of reality and guide
joint action from a dialectic framework.

An Illustration of Cultural Identity Theory: Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou is a woman of many talents: author, poet, editor, dancer,
actress, singer, songwriter, teacher, and activist. She is best known for her
autobiographical works depicting her life as a black child in the segregated
South. The information gathered from her writing, published interviews, and
biographies can be used to illustrate how the community genogram and cul-
tural identity theory can be connected.

Preencounter Stage

Cultural identity theory can be used with the community genogram process to
describe the life-shaping events for Maya Angelou. In her book, I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings, Angelou describes her childhood experiences of being a
black girl in the South during the Depression. She describes her parents’ di-
vorce; being sent to live with her grandmother in another state; poverty; living
in a segregated southern town; threats of violence and rape; a period of not
talking; graduating from a training school; working as an adolescent; and
having a child at age 16. In her book, Angelou describes her mother and grand-
mother as strong figures: they worked, were resourceful and independent, and
provided nurturance, training, support, and strong role models. The people of
her church were an important influence; they nurtured her and gave her a
sense of belonging in the community. Literature also was a great influence
on Angelou. She writes, “During these years in Stamps, I met and fell in love
with William Shakespeare. He was my first white love” (Angelou, 1970,
p. 11). These issues are depicted in Figure 3.2 and provide a visual representa-
tion of her early life that reflects the preencounter stage of her development.
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FIGURE 3.2. Maya Angelou: The Preencounter Stage

Encounter Stage

Despite the love and nurturance Angelou experienced with her mother, grand-
mother, and the church, life was very difficult. The contradictions of
Angelou’s experience were evident. As a black girl, she was dissatisfied with
her physical appearance: kinky hair, small and squinty dark eyes. She remem-
bers telling herself, “Wouldn’t they be surprised when one day I woke up
out of my black ugly dream, and my real hair, which was long and blond,
would take the place of the kinky mass that Momma wouldn’t let me
straighten?” There also was contradiction in her mother’s home. A place
where she was happy to be with her mother, but unsafe with her mother’s
boyfriend who raped her at the age of 8. In the southern community, there
was the contradiction of living with pride, but being treated with disgust by
the poor whites. Maya Angelou describes her childhood this way: “One would
say of my life . . . born loser . . . had to be: from a broken family, raped at
eight, unwed mother at sixteen. . . . It’s a fact but it’s not truth. In the black
community, however bad it looks, there’s a lot of love and so much honor”
(Julianelli, 1972). Awareness of these contradictions indicates movement into
the encounter stage of cultural identity development.
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Immersion Stage

In her 30s, Maya Angelou developed a growing interest in social causes, in-
cluding civil rights, which is representative of this stage. At the request of
Martin Luther King Jr., Angelou served as the northern coordinator of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Soon after this involvement, she
moved to Africa and there she explored her roots. Angelou wrote, “For Af-
rica to me . . . is more than a glamorous fact. It is a historical truth. No man
can know where he is going unless he knows exactly where he has been and
exactly how he arrived at his present place.” After returning from Africa,
Angelou worked to share her knowledge with others by producing a 10-part
television series exploring African traditions in American life. Her writing
projects have been vehicles to express her desire for change in terms of civil
rights (Goodman, 1972).

Internalization Stage

Maya Angelou continues to grow and expand her perspectives through writ-
ing. Spirituality has been an important influence in Maya Angelou’s life. Her
spirituality has provided her a nurturing community in which to develop and
gain rhythm that she uses in her writing. Her views on religion show an in-
tegration of a number of perspectives (see Figure 3.3). In response to a ques-
tion about how religion has affected her, Angelou said:

I have a great attachment—that’s such a weak word—a gratitude for the pres-
ence of God. I grew up in a Baptist church so I prefer and understand Baptist
ritual, but all roads lead to Rome. If you know that, you don’t put value judg-
ments on [religions]. You use the wisdom of all of them. We are a community of
children of God, whether we admit it or not, whether we call it God or the Cre-
ator or the Source or Nature. We’re a community. (Toppman, 1983, p. 143)

It is this community that Angelou is interested in and struggles to understand
and to be an active and contributing member of—all evident of the internal-
ization process.

THE COMMUNITY GENOGRAM: A CLINICAL TOOL
FOR CULTURAL LIBERATION

The community genogram can be used to elicit self-in-relation information
at all stages of the cultural identity model. Images and sensations, stories,
reflections, and narratives can be used to help clients coconstruct empower-
ing representations through the exploration of the community genogram data.
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In this fashion, the community genogram is a therapeutic procedure that can
be used to liberate the potential of our client’s cultural heritage. To illus-
trate this, we introduce a prototypical community genogram graphic. De-
veloped by Lois Grady, this community genogram takes the form of a star
that can be used to illustrate individual or relational narratives.

The Basic Components of the Individual and
Relational Star Diagrams

Figure 3.4 represents the central components of the star diagram which serves
as a suggested template for eliciting the individual, family, relational, and
wider contextual information basic to a community genogram. This diagram
can be seen as a graphic illustration of a time-slice within a client’s life, in
the context of the predominant culture and society inhabited at that time.

FIGURE 3.3. Maya Angelou: The Internalization Stage
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Any number of time-slice individual or relational star diagrams can be con-
structed, depending on what phases of life, stages of cultural identity, or
primary contexts seem most relevant to understanding and responding to the
presenting issue and to facilitating continued growth and adaptation. In
Chapter 4 we will demonstrate how to use the star diagram over the life span.

The central components of the star diagram include the client, influen-
tial family members and subsystems, significant others and groups, major
cultural and community events, and personal and family experiences. In other
words, this community genogram reflects the focus of treatment, including
the major contributors and construers of the problem. The aim is to focus
on those components which have influenced the client’s internalization of
the self-in-relation identity at a particular stage of development and in a
particular predominant context.

Let us first look at the individual community genogram. At the center
of the star is the client uniquely positioned within and uniquely interacting
with societal structures and cultural constructions. The embayments of the
star are comprised of the major environmental influences (e.g., cultural and
community events, personal and family experiences, legacies, and patterns)
that impinge upon and influence the client’s perception of self and self-in-
relation. The number of embayments are arbitrary and the depth and size
are indicative of the power of their influence. The points of the star encom-
pass influential family members and subsystems, as well as significant oth-
ers and primary groups who serve to connect the client to wider contexts.
Again, there can be any number of individuals, subsystems, and groups iden-
tified as significant by the client.

Now notice how the points of the star are elongated and opened to em-
brace the significant individuals, subsystems, or groups who serve to connect
the client, to differing degrees, with experiences and relationships in the larger
world. These elongations form channels between the embayments. Channels
can be broad, narrow, or closed off to illustrate the relationship with that sig-
nificant other. Together, the embayments and channels of the star can be used
to illustrate issues of boundaries and power within the client’s depictions.

The star diagram illustrates how the interactions of a client with major
environmental influences and with significant persons, subsystems, and
groups affect growth by promoting or preventing opportunities for change.
This community genogram can then represent the degree of involvement the
client has with community events, sociopolitical and economic realities, and
interpersonal relationships. Thus, the star diagram as a metaphor is both a
static image and an image that illustrates potential consequences of growth
and change. During the course of therapy, the clinician and the client can
use the diagram to dialogue about how different desired changes in relation-
ships or in environments will effect one another.
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Let us turn our attention to the relational/systemic community genogram
depicted in the second box of Figure 3.4. It shows how common contextual
and interpersonal situations can affect more than one person or system. It
illustrates how significant individuals, subsystems, or groups around the rim
of the star have a similar star form. Sometimes these significant others share
similar environmental influences, experiences, and people, which are identi-
fied by the shaded area called the “context of collective exchange.” They
also will have a varied array of uncommon environments, experiences, and
significant relationships. Embayments are used to illustrate how the wider
contextual realities and events also influence the clients’ life space. The point
of knowing this is to recognize that clients have multilayered realities that
clinicians should strive to understand and bring into the process of treatment.
In this way, clinicians and clients can look at ways to expand and enrich a
client’s star by bringing other persons and environments into the therapeu-
tic process that might not otherwise be considered.

The coding box is added to the diagram to illustrate the importance of
systematic notation. Keeping track of how star diagrams are used to explore
specific situations of cultural and community import is essential to best prac-
tice. Noting whose perception is captured and who were the participants will
also facilitate later discussions of each community genogram throughout the
counseling process. Having different members of the client system depict
similar situations is a concrete method of raising differences of perceptions.
Keeping track of whose perceptions are reflected with information about the
specific time-slice is essential to the coordinated use of these diagrams to
punctuate progress, highlight similarities and differences in perceptions, and
set therapeutic goals.

A Star Diagram for an Individual:
Evelyn

The community genogram helps us focus on both the client’s sense of self
and self-in-relation. Consider Evelyn, a 6th-grade student of Mexican de-
scent who lives in a single-parent household in a college town in the North-
east. Her family is very active in the Pentecostal church. Regardless of the
issues that Evelyn or any client presents, understanding the cultural back-
ground and social support network can be helpful in conceptualizing coun-
seling and treatment planning. In the following dialogue, the therapist is
helping Evelyn use the star diagram (see Figure 3.5) to search for areas of
strength and support that she can call upon when peers at school are teasing
her. Evelyn’s issues are typical of the early encounter stage of cultural iden-
tity development.
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Therapist: Last time we looked at how your family can support you,
today let’s take a look at the church and maybe close your eyes and
think of it . . . get an image in your mind. The church. How would
you describe it?

Evelyn: Very homey.
Therapist: Homey.
Evelyn: A lot of people, you know, that I know, they’re always there

for me.
Therapist: Okay, so when you think about your church, you see a lot of

people that you know, it’s homey, it feels comfortable.
Evelyn: Mmm-hmm.
Therapist: And they’re there for you, if you need them. That feels good.

FIGURE 3.5. An Illustrative Community Genogram: The Case of Evelyn
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Do you remember one specific thing that comes to mind at all when
you think about the church?

Evelyn: Well, yeah! There’s one time [small laugh] when I was having an
argument with my sister, so, you know, the elders there, they’re
always there for me and so I can just go to them and they always
cheer me up and they always figure things out for me, and . . .

Therapist: Oh, so . . . so that when you have an argument with your sister
that you can go and talk to somebody else, even outside your family.
But it’s really sort of part of your family . . .

Evelyn: Yeah.
Therapist: . . . it sounds like, at your church, you can go to the elders and

talk with them. And get some ideas on how to work with your sister
a little bit better.

Evelyn: Yeah, every time I think of the church, I think of it crowded and
all these people and, like, everywhere I go, people are saying, “Hi,
Evelyn,” I know everyone. It’s just a nice feeling.

Therapist: Oh! Nice feeling. And where do you feel that feeling, from the
church? Where do you feel that in your body?

Evelyn: Everywhere! I just feel happy!
Therapist: Everywhere. It makes you feel happy.
Evelyn: Yeah.
Therapist: So that’s another strength and resource you can bring with

you. All the time. You can think, “Well, my church is with me. All
the people in my church are with me. So if I have problems in school
or somebody comes up and starts teasing me or I’m not getting along
too well, I have my church family with me, and you can think about
all those wonderful people.” And all through your body you feel the
church, and all the people in the church, supporting you and sur-
rounding you with love.

Evelyn: [small laugh] Yeah, that’s right.
Therapist: How did that feel for you, to talk about that?
Evelyn: That felt good.
Therapist: We focused primarily on your church. That they’re with you.
Evelyn: Helps me to appreciate the things that I have. And that, you

know how good it is. I have my church with me. Even if the kids at
school tease me, I have these people to support me.

A Relational Star Diagram for a Family: The Morris Family

A Jamaican family living in the Bronx, New York, the Morrises were being
investigated by protective services for alleged neglect and abuse. School per-
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sonnel filed a suspected child abuse report when Rose came to school with a
bruised upper arm. The report included information that Leon’s attendance
also had dropped precipitously in this year. The first three months of involve-
ment with the protective service worker were contentious, and the Morris
family obtained a legal advocate to stop “further intrusion” by the Protec-
tive Service Agency. To mediate this case, a counselor was called in to con-
sult with the parents and the protective service worker.

In the first interviews, the consultant introduced the community geno-
gram as a way to capture the contextual dimensions that could expand the
definition of the problem and identify more options and resources for its reso-
lution (see Figure 3.6). The left hand star of the community genogram de-
picts the social, political, and institutional influences (embayments) and
significant professionals and clients (channels) that the protective service
worker believed contributed to her case formulation and management. The
important cultural, community, institutional, and family influences defined
by the parents were placed as embayments on the right-hand star, and sig-
nificant others related to these influences were situated in the corresponding
channels. The stars were then situated in relation to one another. The em-
bayments and channels identified as part of the context of collective exchange,
designated by the shaded area, were placed in the middle of the graphic to
demonstrate the forces and resources influencing both the family and the
worker. Influences unique to each were situated on the outside of this com-
mon point of reference.

Using the diagram, the cultural and family-of-origin patterns influenc-
ing the parent-child relations in the Morris family were reviewed, as were
the criteria used by the worker to evaluate parent-child relationships. It was
clear that the Morris family’s behavior was consistent with family function-
ing in Jamaica. In Jamaica, it’s not unusual for males to turn to the world
outside school early in their teens and for girls to be more academically ori-
ented. Leon was working with his father in a local gas station and was miss-
ing school. “In Jamaica, this happens all the time. It’s how we survive. I was
working on the farm since I was 8,” Trevor noted. Furthermore, physical
discipline is common in Jamaican families. Parents demonstrate their love
for their children by “keeping a firm hand on things.”

It was also clear that the information and standards used by the pro-
tective service worker to evaluate the parenting conditions in the Morris
family did not address cultural dimensions of parenting or take into ac-
count the educational and economic conditions in the Jamaican commu-
nity. As Trevor and Maxine’s parenting and the worker’s evaluation were
discussed in context, the differences between the cultural parenting pat-
terns of Jamaican and American families became clear. This helped facilitate
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a discussion about ways to address differences that are not governed by
the concept of deviance. The right side of the diagram introduced a range
of resources and affiliations beyond the specifics of the referral that served
to identify the Morris family. The economic situation Jamaican families
live within the wider community was also discussed. It was pointed out that
not many Jamaican male students graduate from school and that those who
do complete school seldom secure meaningful employment. For example,
after three years in the United States, Trevor was still working for low wages
at a local gas station. School and protective service personnel had not con-
sidered these other resources or the financial hardships as foreground fac-
tors in their assessment of or work with the Morris family up to this point.
The need to create community supports for the Morris family and, in fact,
others who had gone through similar exchanges became more evident as
the exploration continued.

The diagram also helped inform the parents about the institutions and
officials who were involved with their case. The parents were able to see the
protective service worker in a new light and realized that certain behaviors
were less accepted in the United States. They had other family members who
migrated before them and experienced similar entanglements and they did
not want to repeat these problems. They could see that in the United States
things would have to be different.

The Morrises’ ability to understand their cultural situation and to work
toward changes in both their family patterns and the wider social context is
indicative of the internalization stage of cultural identity. Rather than con-
tinuing the legal actions, the Morrises were able to understand how to work
with the protective service worker to have their case terminated, acquired a
deeper appreciation for their cultural heritage, and learned to adapt to cul-
tural norms about parent-child interactions expected in the United States.
The protective service agency supported a grant aimed at developing educa-
tion and vocational training for the Jamaican community. With the help of
their church, Trevor and Maxine began to organize a support group for fami-
lies experiencing the same economic conditions. School officials contacted a
local community college to establish an after-school tutoring program. Leon
returned to school, and new disciplinary methods were designed to commu-
nicate the family’s values of respect, hard work, strong effort, and polite-
ness to the children.

Practice Exercise: Constructing Your Own Star Diagram

To assist in moving from theory to practice, we now ask you to create an-
other community genogram, this time using a star diagram to explore an-
other time-slice of your life.
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Phase 1

Select a very influential period of your development and visually represent
the primary community you resided in during that time.

1. Use a large piece of paper to represent your broad culture and community
at the time period you selected. For this exercise, select a community in
which you lived during a time when your cultural identity truly broadened.
Place descriptors at the top of the page that describe your cultural context,
and place community descriptors directly below.

2. Draw a large circle that represents your specific life space within the larger
community. This circle does not have to be in the center of the page. You
may place it anywhere on the page, depending on how you perceive your
relationship with, or position within, the larger community.

3. Place yourself at the center of your circle designating the middle of the star
shape that you will create.

4. Working along the outer edge of the circle, write the names of those sig-
nificant persons who were influential during your development at this time.
These persons may be named separately (e.g., mother, minister, best friend,
significant relative, neighbor) or collectively (e.g., parents, siblings, friends,
teachers, community groups). Place them around the circle to represent their
own relationship with one another.

5. Place the most important and significant influences and experiences in the
embayments protruding from the outer circumference into the middle of the
circle. Use the size and length of the embayment to represent the degree of
significance these influences had. As you draw these embayments, con-
sider the channels that are being formed. Do these represent the appropri-
ate openness between you and the significant persons you have listed on
the outside of the circle?

Phase 2

Search for images and narratives of strengths. Again, in the first stages of
this search, your analysis should focus on positive stories and images.

1. Focus on one single positive community experience or a positive relation-
ship with a significant person that helped you become more aware of your
cultural identity.

2. Develop a visual, auditory, or kinesthetic image that represents that impor-
tant experience or relationship. Allow the image to build in your mind and
note the positive feelings that occur.
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3. Tell the story of your image. You may want to write it down in journal form
or share it with a friend or other family members.

4. Develop at least two more positive images from different groups within your
community genogram that were influential in your cultural development.

Phase 3

Integrate the personal meaning of your images.

1. Summarize the positive images you have generated in your own words and
reflect on these. Summarize your learning, thoughts, and feelings. As you
think back, what occurs? What themes do you notice across experiences?

2. Compare how the positive images are still evident in your current life. How
do the strengths derived from these experiences help you gain multiple
perspectives about your self-in-relation?

3. Reflect on how you use these strengths in interpersonal, professional, and
other significant contexts. To whom in your current life space are you pass-
ing on this cultural power?

4. How can the information gleaned from the web diagram of your commu-
nity genogram be used to improve your counseling skills?

5. How can the community genogram be used in counseling to assess, join,
and enable your clients?

CONCLUSION: LIBERATE THE POTENTIAL
OF INHERITED CULTURAL LEGACIES

As we develop, our boundaries extend to include wider contexts of exchange,
and we rely, in part, on our cultural legacies to make sense of and participate
in these various contexts. Moreover, the exchanges are shaped by dimen-
sions of relatedness and power that may elicit or constrain our resources and
capabilities. The community genogram can be used to understand and ac-
count for these factors in counseling and therapy.

Cultural identity development theory offers a framework for counselors
and clients to examine issues of heritage and context. Talking with clients
about the different stages can uncover debilitating and maximize liberating
potentials inherent in their relationship with their cultural legacy. This analysis
can then be applied to their current situation to help inform culture-sensitive
plans for treatment.

The community genogram frames those issues prompting treatment as
existing within the relationships within and among individuals, families, and
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the wider environment. This frame can be used to explore the subtle and overt
forces that come to influence individual and family development, cultural
identity development, life tasks, and that elicit or constrain current resources
capabilities, and functioning. This broader territory can be used to explore
the various factors contributing to the issues presented in treatment and help
determine the levels of intervention that will potentially access instrumental
and relational resources and generate a sense of shared responsibility, mu-
tual understanding, and problem solving.
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CHAPTER 4

Exploring Life Span Development
with the Community Genogram

Exploration of the community genogram is a very emotional, dramatic, yet
practical clinical strategy. Beyond the powerful insights it can generate in
counseling, it helps you understand the special cultural background of the
client. It provides information about how clients conceive of and communi-
cate their sense of self-in-relation or family-in-relation. Additionally, it serves
as a reservoir of positive experiences which can be drawn on to help you and
your clients throughout therapy. In subsequent chapters we will demonstrate
how community genograms can be used in individual and family counsel-
ing. But first, let’s explore how a community genogram can be used as a
therapeutic strategy to represent clients’ development over their life span. In
this chapter we will emphasize the following points:

• How to use community genograms to track personal and famil-
ial growth over time

• How to construct a culturally sensitive model of practice using
community as a key dimension

• How the Multicultural Cube can assist in the interactive assess-
ment of client issues and the identification of counselor bias

• How to construct community genograms that reflect life span issues

VALUES AND TRAITS: PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Each individual has a unique genetic endowment and disposition. Each family
has a unique composition, structure, and interactional style. Concurrently,
each individual and family has different positions of power in various social
and temporal contexts. The way these different individual, family, and wider
contextual variables interact over time can account for how clients individu-
ally and collectively experience, interpret, and react to their life tasks and
events. Multiple community genograms can be used to capture this develop-
mental process. The following questions demonstrate how to focus on par-
ticular personal qualities over time.
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1. What characteristic, such as a value or trait about yourself or your family,
are you particularly proud of?

Trace back through time key periods or incidents in the development of
this characteristic. Start with the most recent and work your way back in
time. Describe a situation that recently happened when this characteristic
was very evident.

2. In which three earlier stages of development (e.g., childhood, preadoles-
cence, late adolescence) can you describe a situation when this character-
istic was evident?

3. In which one pivotal experience from your childhood, or from when your
family was first formed, can the beginning of this characteristic be found?

4. Finally, by analyzing your response, what have you learned about the na-
ture of this characteristic over time?

Reflect on your answers for each life phase you selected. How did the
social context affect the strength and nature of the characteristic you identi-
fied? At different ages, it is not unusual that the characteristic will assume
different levels of prominence. How did the characteristic change over time?
What were some of the significant social and situational factors that modu-
lated the presence of this characteristic? Under what types of stress does the
characteristic thrive? Under what types of situations does the characteristic
retreat? This analysis helps put into perspective the developmental nature of
our self-descriptions and how they change over time, in different situations,
and in various social contexts.

NARRATIVES AND COGNITIVE-EMOTIONAL RESPONSES

Individuals and families have many ways to disclose their life stories and
to describe how these stories have been integrated into their self and col-
lective identities. Some of their narratives may take the form of vivid images,
while other narratives may be expressed through stories about particular
events. Still other narratives might be communicated more abstractly, in
the forms of reflections or analysis about self, relationships, contexts, and
situations.

Additionally, as people communicate their life stories, a multitude of
thoughts and feelings are evoked in the selection of verbal language. Some
image-generated narratives may trigger physical responses such as changes
in breathing. In these instances, individuals and families come to directly
experience the sensations they feel as they think intimately about who they
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are and what they believe in. Story-generated narratives assist individuals
and families to name the significant others and events that have come to
influence how they view themselves. Narratives that are generated through
reflections and analysis may raise to consciousness some direct connections
and associations across time and space. These cognitive and emotional nar-
ratives help people see how their self or collective identities have been influ-
enced by individual, family, wider community, and cultural factors. Look at
your answers to the practice questions above. Think about the language you
used to draw out and express your responses. What are some of the cogni-
tive or emotional patterns that are noticeable in the ways you communicated
your stories?

By experiencing, naming, reflecting upon, and analyzing our narratives,
the connections within our self-in-relation and family-in-relation contexts
become more evident and we develop a more profound appreciation of the
interwoven fabric of our lives. By exploring the development of these con-
nections over our life span, the historical links to the past become more evi-
dent. In this fashion, we begin to realize that our individual sense of self and
our collective sense of family are but particular splashes of color on a wider
canvas, encompassing the primary family, groups, communities, and cultures
that we interact with over our life span.

It has been written that every picture tells a story. The responses you
have given here also tell a story—the story of your life and your sense of self
and family. Your narratives probably have deep meaning for you and stimu-
late other ideas or feelings that were not written down but nonetheless expe-
rienced. Your narratives, both positive and negative, provide important
information about how you view life and handle life’s frustrations and suc-
cesses. The more we can elaborate and understand our life narratives to iden-
tify individual and group strengths, the more successful we can be in dealing
with stressful events and situations. The community genogram offers spe-
cific strategies to help clients trace the development of key characteristics
and experiences over their lives and to identify their patterns of storytelling.
But first we will turn to an example of a life narrative as expressed in a com-
munity genogram.

MAJOR THEMES OVER THE LIFE SPAN: ELIZABETH

Elizabeth, whose story has appeared in previous chapters, focused on her
attachments to an extended rather than nuclear family during her analysis
of her community genogram as depicted in Figure 4.1. Elizabeth describes
herself as feeling “very different from the time I was small. My sense of
differentness expanded in high school, and again in my 20s. I was in my 30s
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before I accepted it fully as something that just was, and began to under-
stand that as a child I didn’t feel I belonged anyplace.”

Elizabeth lists her grandmother, her education, her friends, and experi-
ences that validated her self-worth. These various influences encouraged
Elizabeth as a young person to “peel away [her] defenses and examine her
values.” She had a sense of awareness about what was going on in her fam-
ily. “My critical thinking skills better enabled me to see and understand the
denial games that were going on.” Elizabeth’s intellectual skills and insight
have allowed her to come to a sense of resolution about her family issues.
These abilities also have served her well in her profession as a counselor,
educator, and trainer.

FIGURE 4.1. A Community Genogram for Elizabeth: A Composite of Major
Themes
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Optimism and unrelenting hopefulness are strengths apparent through
all of Elizabeth’s discussions about life. “There’s always the potential for
positive change and growth. This is evident in my own transformation. It’s
never too late to help someone or for someone to turn their life around.”

Elizabeth has a strong sense of determination and personal responsi-
bility. This is illustrated in her continual movements forward and desire to
be an instrument of change even in the face of adversity. For example, Eliza-
beth found that in high school the guidance counseling available was inef-
fective. Elizabeth thought that it needed to be improved and decided “to
be a part of trying to change it.” She became a teacher and then went on to
get a degree in guidance. She did this despite the fact that little or no sup-
port was provided by her family. More recently, Elizabeth has focused her
attention as a counselor on issues of oppression and discrimination in the
U.S. culture.

Elizabeth has not only used her strengths to promote her own develop-
ment, but has also devoted her life to helping others. Elizabeth has been able
to use her difficult experiences in her nuclear family to develop skills and
strengths to assist others with similar experiences. She states, “Since ‘I’ve been
there, done that too’ for so much of what disturbs folks, and I’ve worked it
out for myself, I can ‘walk’ with them into their pain and not worry as much
about opening up wounds within myself I was not aware of.”

USING THE MULTICULTURAL CUBE

Using interactive graphic assessment strategies, such as the community geno-
gram, with diverse clientele requires a counseling approach that values and
examines the unique interpretations our clients bring to treatment. Helping
clients select and carefully explore their issues, in their own natural language,
is a central thrust of most therapies. To assist clinicians and clients to select
foci for coinvestigation, Ivey and his colleagues (Ivey, D’Andrea, Ivey, &
Simek-Morgan, 2002; Ivey, Gluckstern, & Ivey, 1992) developed the multi-
cultural counseling cube.

Culturally Sensitive Counseling

The Multicultural Cube (Ivey, 1991, 1995, 2000; Ivey et al., 2002) is grounded
in the theory of multicultural counseling (Sue et al., 1996) and developmen-
tal counseling and therapy (Ivey, 2000; Rigazio-DiGilio, 1994) and helps
organize possible areas for the initiation and continuation of culturally re-
sponsive treatment. The cube contains three major domains that need to be
considered in assessing client need and designing tailored treatment plans:
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(1) the locus of treatment, (2) multicultural issues, and (3) level of cultural
identity development, all as presented by the client.

The cube juxtaposes these three domains that, when interrelated, pro-
vide a holistic composite of potential therapeutic issues (see Figure 4.2). All
clients present combinations of multicultural issues, and different issues may
predominate therapeutic conversations at different times. Helping clients view
their issues embedded within a contextual backdrop helps them see the
multiple communities within which they and their families live. “Multicultural
is a way to talk of the many cultures within each of us. We are not solely
ethnic/racial beings” (Ivey et al., 2002, p. 245). We also are individuals with
our own sense of self, and simultaneously, we are social beings with our sense
of self-in-relation. We belong to many cultures that extend within and across
the domains at the top of the cube which coalesces as an “individual’s unique
personal history—a distinctive personal culture” (p. 245).

In the Multicultural Cube, “you see that everyone participates in mul-
tiple cultural and social groups” (Ivey et al., 2002, p. 245). Notice the place-
ment of the family in relation to the individual; this reflects the family’s role
as the mediating context between individual family members and the outer
world.

For many clients their relationship with a particular culture may not be
fully integrated. The level of cultural identity development across the right
side of the cube is used to help guide the integration process. “At one point,
ethnic/racial issues may be important, but at another point, one’s physical
ability or economic class may be the central issue related to the counseling
and therapy process. We are all multicultural beings and all of us are deeply
affected by our multicultural status” (Ivey et al., 2002, p. 245).

Counselors can use the cube to help clients understand the numerous,
and specifically the most influential, individual and social influences affect-
ing their current situation. And when making these connections across the
cube, help clients be ever vigilant for untapped or underutilized resources.
The value of the cube is to help situate the issues of the client within a par-
ticular territory of the cube. Some of our client issues will reside deep with
the intersection of only two variables, such as the family dealing with the
terminal disease for a 42-year-old mother of 5-year-old twins.

There are other times when the area under consideration assumes a much
wider spread across the domains. Consider the territory affected when work-
ing with an Arabic American family whose son is in prison and not permit-
ted to have contact with the outside. This client’s issues reach far beyond the
normal developmental stress of launching a son into the world. In this way,
the cube can be used to first identify, and then work within and across the
most efficacious cells of the cube to explore options and resources that have
been underutilized or not previously considered.
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Domain 1: Locus

Along the left side of the cube, the locus of treatment is differentiated. Locus
of treatment is not the same as the people who compose the client system.
For example, you could be working with an individual, but the locus could
be changes the client would like to see happen at the family or group level.
Conversely, you may be working with a family who has focused on the needs
of one individual. Knowledge of the client’s locus helps determine the type
of treatment modalities and plans of intervention that will best address the
issues promoting treatment.

Traditional theories and even postmodern narrative models of counsel-
ing and therapy often locate the delivery of treatment at the individual and
family level, even if it is at odds with the client’s own locus. Therapists must
have access to a wider array of services in order to better tailor culturally sen-
sitive treatment to the specific needs of their clients. Underutilized interven-
tions, beyond the number of clients that comfortably fit within the counseling
office, may need to be initiated to effectively resolve concerns that focus on
larger social groups. While this may sound overwhelming, remember that it
was as recent as the cybernetic revolution of the 1950s and 1960s that the
mental health field began to seriously attend to family dynamics. The commu-
nity genogram can be a tool to widen our therapeutic lens and to incorporate
ecosystemic theories, such as those espoused by Adler (1926), Attneave (1982),
Auerswald (1983), Bowen (1978), Bronfenbrenner (1979), Jung (1935), Kelly
(1955), Minuchin (1974), and White (1989)—all of whom have stressed the
importance of intervening at the group, community, and societal levels.

Domain 2: Multicultural Issues

Across the top of the cube are the types of multicultural issues clients may bring
up in counseling. Again, traditional therapeutic models tend to take a narrow
perspective and overemphasize symptom relief at physical, affective, and so-
cioeconomic levels. Issues relating to domains such as spirituality, ethnicity,
gender, physical trauma, and language are often referred to specialists and are
not viewed as important by third-party payers and insurance groups. Conse-
quently these issues receive little attention in general models of helping. Com-
munity genograms can, however, highlight these underrecognized issues and
raise them to a conscious level for assessment and treatment planning purposes.

Domain 3: Level of Cultural Identity Development

Clients also vary as to their awareness of how these multicultural issues af-
fect their lives as discussed in Chapter 3. The level of cultural identity devel-
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opment (see Figure 3.1), listed along the right side of the cube, integrates the
four phases of client awareness into our diagnostic and formulation process.
Ranges of awareness differ for each client by multicultural issue and locus.
For example, a female client may be at the internalization level on issues about
aging in her extended family because of the recent deaths of many elder family
members, but may simultaneously be at the preencounter stage about gen-
der issues happening in her new job environment. A family might be able to
identify and name the school’s reaction to their daughter’s cerebral palsy,
but may become confused when they encounter the school’s strong recom-
mendation to medicate their son due to symptoms school officials suggest
are representative of an attention deficit disorder.

Developmental Criteria for Moving Within the Cube

Making clinical decisions about where and how to access potential resources
designated in the Multicultural Cube can be overwhelming without guiding
principles. Therapeutic assumptions undergirding developmental counseling
theory (DCT) (Ivey, 1991, 1995, 2000; Rigazio-DiGilio, 1994) can assist
clinicians to design culturally sensitive, client-centered treatment plans.

First, consider the cube as a large map that presents an expanded vision
of the therapeutic terrain. Not all areas of the map need to be explored or
considered during the course of treatment, but a few areas most probably
will be examined significantly. DCT advocates that clinicians “lead by fol-
lowing,” using the concerns and themes clients present as the path of treat-
ment. Matching treatment decisions to client language and worldview is an
integral component of DCT.

However, leading by following can be confusing if clinicians do not have
a larger scheme to make sense of client narratives. The cube provides this
scheme. It is possible to ascertain where client concerns are most highly fo-
cused within the cube, and to help explore the potential for change within
those areas. If, and when, the therapeutic resources begin to dwindle, or begin
to prove ineffective, other areas can be examined in a systemic fashion. Rather
than randomly skipping around the cube trying to find the essential thera-
peutic material, clients and clinicians can coconstruct narratives that might
draw on new areas of the cube that would prove to be more successful. For
example, if an individualistic locus about a past trauma is not helpful in fa-
cilitating movement along the multicultural awareness continuum, the clini-
cian and client might find that a broader locus might be more helpful, or
choose another time period over the life span to examine the same issue.

There are four DCT assumptions that offer criteria that can be used to
make decisions about how clinicians and clients might explore the many
aspects of the cube.
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1. Assume a Developmental, Nonpathological Perspective

Clinicians should use the cube initially to chart the strengths of clients and
involved systems. In doing so, clinicians can help clients realize how to acti-
vate and reorganize these strengths in light of current issues. Instead of focus-
ing solely on the problem, its causes, and its consequences, DCT emphasizes a
positive stance that assumes all clients and involved systems possess resources
that can be accessed to resolve current difficulties and to prepare clients for
future developmental and situational transitions. Coconstructing multiple, time-
specific community genograms helps to depathologize client issues and to re-
alize times in which the same issues were sources of strength and renewal.

2. Tailor the Treatment to the Idiosyncratic Worldview of the Client

Clinicians should begin treatment by listening to the specific language that
clients use to present their issues. Remember the type of language you used
to express yourself in answering questions at the beginning of this chapter.
Just as you use a predominant narrative form, either images, stories, abstract
concepts, or analyses, our clients also have a predominant way of looking at
their world. For some clients, their language will communicate a more con-
crete or feeling orientation to the world, while for others, their language may
represent a more abstract or suppositional orientation. DCT uses the terms
sensorimotor, concrete, formal, and dialectic/system orientations to help clas-
sify client’s worldview. These terms are inserted in Figure 4.2 to signify the
relationship between cultural identity theory and DCT. Treatment initially
needs to be crafted within clients’ worldview using narrative styles that are
compatible with their own. Only after genuine joining and strong understand-
ings of this worldview have been communicated can clinicians initiate move-
ment, through modification of the narrative style, to enhance, expand, and
challenge the parameters inherent in clients’ worldview.

3. Broader Access to Resources Within the Cube Is Better

Research (Rigazio-DiGilio & Ivey, 1995) on DCT has demonstrated that
the potential for therapeutic growth is enhanced when clients can tap a wide
array of personal and interpersonal resources, view issues from a variety of
perspectives, and see multiple options for change. Oftentimes clients will
present a very narrow and rigid perspective regarding the issues prompting
treatment. Helping them realize that underrecognized or never-utilized re-
sources exist within themselves and their environments is an essential goal
of DCT. Community genograms can be used as maps to discuss potential
areas for new and underutilized resources to be accessed.
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4. Recognize and Appropriately Respond to the Power Arrangements
Clients Present

A client’s status within the sociopolitical and economic environment directly
affects access to potential resources. The relationship between the client and
the predominant culture must be considered in the coconstruction of treat-
ment plans. We live in an oppressive culture that affects all members of so-
ciety—even those who initially appear privileged. The relationship of clients
to their wider culture establishes a power differential that will affect the type
of resources available within the environment. The multicultural cube can
help identify issues of power in a wide spectrum of contexts that can be ex-
amined in the community genograms coconstructed in treatment. This in-
formation can be factored into culturally sensitive, client-centered treatment
plans and can be used to determine multiple intervention points (e.g., indi-
vidual, family, institution, community).

Together, the multicultural cube and the constructs from DCT offer a
comprehensive method to use community genograms in treatment. By ex-
ploring with clients how their issues develop over time in relation to others
and how their worldview of their situation can be enhanced to include un-
recognized strengths and resources, clinicians can enable clients to assume
multiple perspectives on treatment issues and identify multiple options for
change. Oftentimes, clients’ historical and interconnected elements are best
illustrated through a series of community genograms depicting stages of
development over their life span.

A LIFE SPAN COMMUNITY GENOGRAM

A life span community genogram illustrates how individuals, families, and
wider contexts change over time. Should it be therapeutically prudent to
construct life span community genograms, a graphic that illustrates lineage
connectors can be used to assist clients to conceptualize their developmental
journey (see Figures 4.3–4.7). Thus a series of star diagrams—one for each
life phase—can be metaphorically stacked and fit into a sphere with the cen-
tral column representing the changing self and self-in-relation. These star
diagrams can also be used with couples and families—as will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 6—but here we will focus their use with individuals.

Individual Star Diagrams

There are five basic star diagrams that represent five different time-slices.
For individuals, the basic components of each web differ by the age of the
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client. These would include the young child, the older child, the young adult,
the adult, and the senior adult. Although these age-referenced stages are used
to illustrate the basic prototypes for the community genogram, clinicians and
clients can determine the most significant life phases to depict in each star.

Young Child

Infants and preschool children have a relatively limited number of channels
connecting to significant others in their lives, such as parents and caretakers
(see Figure 4.3). The embayments might be limited to the environment pro-
viding physical comfort, emotional climate, psychological needs, and per-
haps stimulating sights and sounds. The individual’s experiences at this level
influence future development in significant ways. Exploration of the experi-
ences of the client as a young child might be valuable in bringing about a
successful resolution to treatment issues pertaining to early life events.

FIGURE 4.3. The Star Diagram for the Young Child
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Child

The star diagram for the child would have more channels to significant oth-
ers, such as siblings, school friends, teachers, and teammates, and more
embayments as the environment is more expanded and complex, including
school, neighborhood, physical environment, language, religion, cultural
influences, and relationships between the parent figures and among family
members (see Figure 4.4). Exploration of the more memorable experiences
from this stage of life might trigger some helpful insight or provide mean-
ingful information to search for patterns across levels.

Young Adult

The star diagram for the young adult will have expanded. The number and
composition of the significant others will probably change a great deal. The
number of embayments may increase as the variety of different environ-
ments and cultural influences expands to include the broader culture and

FIGURE 4.4. The Star Diagram for the Child
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subcultures, exposure to new places and people, new vocational or educa-
tional opportunities, and independent living situations (see Figure 4.5). Ex-
ploration of present experiences of the young adult or the past experiences
of the adult through the analysis of this stage of the community genogram
may provide insight into the client’s relational patterns.

Adult

Adults may have numerous embayments and channels reflecting the com-
plexities of their lives (see Figure 4.6). They may be between generations,
having parents and sometimes grandparents, and their own children and
grandchildren. Their work, civic, and social relationships may involve mul-
tiple levels and many key individuals and groups. The adult may be strug-
gling to achieve a balance in this multitude of environmental factors that

FIGURE 4.5. The Star Diagram for the Young Adult
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impinge on or promote development and growth. The community genogram
can help clients understand the contextual and personal forces influencing
their lives.

Senior Adult

While the number of embayments and channels may not be different from
the adult star, the nature and key actors that compose the senior adult dia-
gram may be very different (see Figure 4.7). Significant family members and
friends are very prominent during this phase. Dependence on others for as-
sistance and medical care may be critical and can be represented in their
community genogram. Counselors need to be aware of the client’s contex-
tual and cultural interpretations of this stage of life. Often spirituality and
mortality are important and particular aspects of their past may be signifi-
cant for many senior clients.

FIGURE 4.6. The Star Diagram for the Adult
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FIGURE 4.7. The Star Diagram for the Senior Adult

A Life Span Perspective

Several themes are noted when coconstructing individual or relational life
span community genograms. For example, it is usually the case that the num-
ber of significant environmental influences (i.e., the embayments) increase
from early developmental phases to somewhere beyond middle developmental
phases. As the number of embayments increase, the impact of any single
environmental influence usually diminishes. Additionally, in later develop-
mental phases, the number of environmental influences generally decreases
as social and professional contacts are reduced. This decrease also represents
the notion that, subsequent to middle developmental phases, individuals and
relationships usually have established a sense of stability and integrity so that
they are less affected by the larger society or significant others.

Of course, such generalizations cannot be made without noting predomi-
nant exceptions. For example, should an individual hold a highly oppressed
position within the community, this environmental factor will not easily lose
its influential power. Or, should later phases be accompanied by disability
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or financial distress, environmental factors may still play heavily in self and
self-in-relation definition.

A Young Adult Client: The Case of Raj

Raj, a graduate student in psychology, moved from India to undertake doc-
toral studies at a prestigious university in England. Since his move, he is very
much enjoying his new location, friends, mentors, and job. His current com-
munity genogram (see Figure 4.8) illustrates his sense that he is going through
a major life transition, having to establish his identity in a new position while
also spending much time working to complete his dissertation.

Raj participated in a series of interviews that demonstrate the use of a
community genogram to integrate similar themes across the life span. During

FIGURE 4.8. An Illustrative Community Genogram: The Case of Raj
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the interviews, Raj recalled a similar time in his life where he was trying to
establish his identity while participating in two different environments: his
family-of-origin and a private boarding school (see Figure 4.9). The star in
the middle of this diagram reflects his emerging identity and the set of par-
allel dashed lines down the middle of the diagram and around the star itself
separate the different environments in which his identity was evolving.

Raj came from a family situation where he experienced much love, sup-
port, encouragement, and intellectual stimulation. He remembers feeling very
bright and loved being stimulated by ideas and challenges. He spoke about
sibling rivalry he experienced with his older sister.

FIGURE 4.9. An Illustrative Community Genogram: Raj as a Child
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His parents chose to send him to a missionary boarding school that they
believed would provide him with a great education. Raj explained that—for
his family—being well prepared for advanced education in either medicine
or engineering at an early age is key. There is a great deal of pressure to achieve
early so that a comfortable status can be maintained.

The boarding school experience significantly changed his life—in a dif-
ficult way. As he put it, his life was “going in a wonderful way and then this
totally changed that.” During these 7 years of his childhood experience, he
was made to follow an extraordinarily rigorous schedule and had only a few
weeks each year to vacation with his family. He related this experience to
his current feelings about routines and pressures and his general tendency to
rebel against heavy schedules and early wake-up times.

On the boarding school side of the community genogram, Raj also re-
vealed some experiences of physical abuse, which he never experienced at
home. He also experienced some sexual abuse by older male students. One
older student in particular was very manipulative and left him powerless.
He never told his parents because he didn’t want to worry them. There was
a need to protect them and a sense that he could take care of this himself.
This went on for a while, until Raj finally blew up and yelled at the older
manipulative student. Apparently, the headmaster of the school knew about
this, but disciplinary action was not taken. The elder boy’s high-achiever
status allowed the headmaster to turn his head about this inappropriate
behavior.

Further on in the interview, Raj noted that there were also some posi-
tive parts about the relationship. The older male student could be like an
older brother. He took an interest in Raj—because Raj was bright and did
not fit in with his peer group—and spent time with him.

After Raj left this school to go to another school, he did a lot of drink-
ing and experimenting with drugs (see Figure 4.10). However, he continued
to do well in school and scored high on a national entrance examination that
resulted in his acceptance at an engineering school. He never wanted to be
an engineer, but there is a sense of very little choice. His father experienced
a very difficult time when Raj went into business by himself, instead of going
into the family business. This was a way of doing what he would really rather
do than his own engineering job.

Raj then applied to a college in England in order to leave India so that
he could study what he truly wanted to study, something in the humanities
or social sciences, like psychology. This is not valued in India. He would lose
significant status and privilege if he studied these subjects. This also would
affect whom he could marry. He came to England with his parents’ support
and encouragement to be what he wants to be—a researcher in the field of
experimental psychology.
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Placing the three star diagrams alongside each other, Raj identified
some major themes he was working through. First, Raj realized that his re-
lationship with his family is more important to him now. Although he has
not seen his parents for years, he is now more aware of how difficult it must
have been for his parents, and especially his mother, to let him go. He is their
only son.

Second, as he faces the prospect of his working career, he now is recon-
sidering a career in academia, particularly academia in England. He wants a
more balanced life—not one of staying up all night to get projects done, eating
candy bars for dinner, and only focusing on this publication or that data
collection. He wants a relationship, a home, and more balance between work
and extracurricular activities.

This issue of family ties and balanced work schedules brought up the
themes of his loneliness and independence. He was able to identify how in
all the community genograms he is alone, and he is still alone at this time in

FIGURE 4.10. An Illustrative Community Genogram: Raj as a Young Adult
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his life. He identifies this as a major focus for the next phase of his life. He is
very much in process with understanding his past and how it has affected
his choices, and wants to be more cognizant of the choices he makes from
this point on.

TAILORING THE COMMUNITY GENOGRAM TO CLIENT NEED

The holistic and flexible composition of the community genogram allows
clients to identify and label all the factors that they have deemed important
in their lives. Rather than narrowing the historical search to a limited do-
main, such as family, culture, work, or school experience, the community
genogram provides an open forum for clients to choose all the important
events and people that have influenced their lives. In therapy, the clinician
and client can address the most significant areas to focus on and explore.

Using Multiple Community Genograms

A variety of modifications and extensions to the community genogram are
possible, and throughout this book we illustrate numerous formats, depend-
ing on client need and therapeutic focus. For example, an individual client
could construct three or four of the age-referenced star diagrams to repre-
sent different stages of life, including stars about future situations. Patterns
across stars could then be explored and major themes about a client’s life
journey could be identified.

Another example is that the clinician and client coconstruct a “now”
star diagram that includes the most important influences and people identi-
fied in the client’s past and present, and use this to determine how these pre-
dominant events and relationships influence the client’s current life choices.
Still other clients may find value in coconstructing, with significant others, a
star diagram for an earlier life phase when a transitional crisis occurred.
Future relational star diagrams can present a projected expectation into a
later life stage for a client and may identify potential stressful transitions.
These examples indicate the versatility community genograms offer for the
exploration of the past, present, and future life space of clients.

Modifying the Graphic to Client Need

The form of a community genogram also is open to client discretion. This
concept is illustrated throughout the book, and it is essential for clients to feel
their community genogram truly reflects their experience. Variation and cre-
ativity are welcomed in the process of constructing and interpreting their
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representations. For example, some clients prefer to be given guidelines and
predesigned forms, such as the ones presented thus far in this book. Other cli-
ents, however, have expressed interest in creating their own representations.
Some highlight geographic information about their community. Others have
created more metaphoric images, such as the family floor plan (Coopersmith,
1980), which illustrate relational patterns inside the home as well as where in
the community the home is situated. To help deeply understand the client’s
worldview, a detailed drawing can be very helpful, especially for clients with
limited English or verbal communication proficiency. The family floor plan
shown in Figure 4.11 is from the Gesili family, who was first introduced in
Chapter 2. Again their daughter used the computer to re-create the family floor
plan. The dotted line is used to retrace the path she would take when she was
in trouble and trying to avoid being spanked. She also recalled being punished
and having to sit on the bathroon scale for all her extended family to see. The
“plastic” room (where the furniture was usually covered with plastic) was in
the front of the house and only used on special occasions. The kitchen faced
the back of the house where the block parties were held. Images in the graph-
ics can be realistic or they can be more abstract and geometric in nature. The
idea is to use whatever medium will help clients illuminate both the issues that
promoted treatment and the potential sources of strength and support that
might be tapped in the future.

CONCLUSION: INTERACTIVE ASSESSMENT METHODS
AND TREATMENT PLANNING

The method of analysis used to explore a community genogram differs from
more standardized instruments (e.g., family genograms) in that clients are
encouraged to be creative about how to best represent the important aspects
of community influences. Initially, clients are asked to tell stories and relate
images and metaphors about what they have included in their community
genogram. Allowing for more open and idiosyncratic analysis of the data
permits clients to construct their own narratives about the meanings derived
from the exploration.

The counselor then facilitates a discussion of the beneficial aspects of
the client’s experience and assists in a positive asset search before moving
toward a negative experience search. Drawing images and personal meta-
phors from the client about how strengths were used to overcome negative
factors provides the client with a deep reservoir of personal resources to call
upon to deal with current issues. Specific questioning strategies used to fa-
cilitate such dialogues, as well as variations on the basic star format, are
provided in the practice sections and case illustrations in each chapter.
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As with the choice of life phases and graphic illustrations, clients should
be involved in determining the primary goals and key components of the
community genogram. What is important in our community may not be sig-
nificant to the clients. For one client, religious/spiritual environments, pro-
fessional work environments, and family relationships may occupy significant
embayments. For another, social environments, communication within inti-
mate relationships, and extended family environments may be the identified
significant influences. The goal of the community genogram is not to direct
clients to deal with prescribed phenomena. Rather, it is to have clients graphi-
cally represent those personal, relational, and environmental factors that they
feel have had, or continue to have, a profound effect on their lives.

The freedom to choose the specific focus, methods, and goals of explo-
ration permits clients to own the process deeply and therefore lower the
contrived aspect of the community genogram. As such, this assessment de-
vice can be used in a truly interactive fashion, providing rich information
about areas of the multicultural cube deemed important to the clients. From
this assessment, clinicians can then begin to tailor treatment to clients, in-
corporating themes and images raised in the construction and ongoing analy-
sis of the community genogram. This is what is meant by the DCT concept
“leading by following.” The counselor also is enabled to direct discussion
about other areas of the multicultural cube that clients may be less aware of
as having a significant influence on their current dilemma.

Clinicians are free to inquire about the quality and implications of the
relationships identified in the community genogram as well as to wonder
about relationships that are not graphically represented. We believe that the
client and the counselor both play a role in the coconstruction of narratives
that flow through the community genogram, but that it is ultimately the cli-
ent that establishes the significance or importance of the relationship. As
counselors, we cannot give clients insights into their issues. Instead, we can
join in conversations with them about their life, and we can pose questions
and highlight patterns as we see them. However, it is only when clients in-
ternalize this information as their own that they are able to use it to make
changes in their lives. The community genogram provides a field for clients
to begin the process of validating, examining, and transforming their own
beliefs about the significant relationships in their lives. In the next chapter
an in-depth analysis of one client’s community genogram will demonstrate
how to surface and examine deep-seated beliefs that were inculcated in her
community-of-origin.
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CHAPTER 5

Contextualizing the Self in
Counseling and Therapy

This chapter highlights the intensive exploration that is possible from an
individual community genogram within the limitations of one session. The
case study that comprises most of the chapter demonstrates a set of ques-
tioning strategies used by the clinician to extend the client’s worldview con-
cerning the issues promoting treatment. In this regard, the community
genogram, along with skillful questioning strategies, can be used to help
uncover, work through, enhance, expand, deconstruct, and reconstruct the
narratives clients can then use to maximize the therapeutic benefits of coun-
seling and therapy.

Several aspects of treatment are discussed in this chapter:

• How to introduce and use the community genogram in individual
treatment settings

• How to use a coconstructive process (matching then leading by
following)

• How to help clients see themselves-in-relation
• How to use the cultural identity theory to track client locus of

concern
• How to explore issues of boundaries and power in a client’s com-

munity genogram
• How to use questioning strategies to bring out client narrative

Social constructivism sets the foundation for work with all interactive
assessment devices. Having our clients generate the meaning from their lives,
as opposed to the therapist making interpretations about client stories is at
the basis of this shift in therapeutic work. Our emphasis needs to be on the
meaning that develops in the ongoing narratives developed by clients and
clinicians. The personal meanings and interpersonal contexts that emerge in
counseling need to be our primary concern. It is through the counseling re-
lationship that this forum for change is created (Gergen, 1999; Mahoney,
2003; Sexton & Whiston, 1994).
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Coconstructivist counseling practice shares the postmodern belief in
the rejection of the concept of one ultimate truth. Thus the process of as-
sessment and the categorization of dysfunction do not rely on the use of
absolute external criteria, but rather rely on the subjective and relative
criteria used by the client (Neimeyer & Raskin, 2000). As Hayes (1994)
notes, in reconstructing the past, the client serves as his or her own histo-
rian, which suggests the superimposition of a present context over the past.
Thus client narratives may be seen more as fabrication than as a re-creation
(Howard, 1991).

Client narrative is facilitated through focused questioning strategies
intended to uncover the client’s construction of meaning. Through this nar-
rative format, coconstructivist counselors will want to focus more on present
understandings in the service of future actions than on past action in the
service of present understandings. In this case study, notice how the client
and counselor use the community genogram to re-story the client narrative
to surface strengths and emerging resources.

SETTING A SAFE AND ENABLING CONTEXT FOR TREATMENT

Preparing clients to participate and create a community genogram is an im-
portant first step. Most clients will not be familiar with community genograms
and may need specific directions or examples to follow. The directions noted
at the end of Chapter 2 can be used to help guide clients in developing their
community genogram. Another way to introduce this strategy might be to
share your own community genogram that emphasizes your professional
development or key relationships and experiences from your past. This will
not only demonstrate what a community genogram looks like, it will also
expedite the joining process. Sample community genograms, like those in this
book, can be shared to “cast the net open” to see which client issues surface,
or these can be used to zero-in on issues you and the client identify as need-
ing more exploration.

The coconstructive position we advocate attempts to rebalance the
power relationship between client and clinician. One concrete signal of this
more equalitarian relationship is to jointly design and select the specific
questions that will be used to explore the community genogram. Together,
clients and practitioners enter into a joint exploration where no “surprise”
questions will be used to make the client uncomfortable. This is not to say
that in the spontaneity of the examination, new questions that arise can-
not be entertained. The point we are stressing is to ask clients if they are
ready to delve into this area before we move in that direction. By sharing
the questions beforehand and getting agreement before pursuing evolving
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issues, we communicate that this process is shared and that both client and
counselor will be involved in the decision-making process. Keep in mind
that the goal of postmodern therapeutic interventions is to enable clients
to develop more adaptable and viable personal constructions rather than
the elimination and revision of cognitive distortions or corrective emotional
experiences (Neimeyer & Harter, 1988).

USING COMMUNITY GENOGRAMS IN TREATMENT:
ILLUSTRATIVE DIALOGUES

In the dialogues that follow throughout this chapter, key features of a cocon-
structive approach from the beginning to the end of one session are presented.
We have chosen to use an annotated transcript approach to illustrate how the
community genogram can be incorporated into counseling. Our comments are
interspersed throughout the transcriptions and are enclosed in brackets.

The questions and activities demonstrated here are typical of the kind
that may be used in one session or over a larger number of counseling ses-
sions. Our purpose is to relate the flow of therapeutic dialogue generated by
the community genogram to essential coconstructive counseling concepts.
The case begins in the third session of individual counseling. The client,
Magdalena, is a 40-year-old Chamorro female.

Identifying Salient Issues

Therapist: I do have the questions that we may be exploring. And I’ve
talked to you about them already. What are your thoughts about
this?

[Therapist shares questions beforehand to ensure maximum client input.]

Client: I think it’s really helpful in providing me with a sense of purpose
and knowing that this is going to be okay. So it provides a sense of
safety, because I know what to expect. And I feel that there aren’t
going to be any surprises. So that’s real helpful to me.

[Client expresses safety and control.]

Therapist: And to structure this, I would like first of all just to ask about
the general issue you’d like to talk about. But we’re not going to go
into that in any particular depth in the beginning. We’re just going to
outline the general issue. Then we’ll move to a community genogram.
We’re looking for some cultural and family supports before we go
and deal with the issue itself.
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[Therapist provides overview of how to approach issues—start with general
and work toward specifics. Thus further reassurance is conveyed to client
about the exploration process.]

Initiating Questions

Getting clients to express their own ideas about their issues represented in their
community genogram is an important first step toward constructive narrative
treatment. Providing questions that are as open-ended as possible is a good
place to begin. Be careful not to use language in your questions that pushes
the client to consider the issues from a particular perspective. For example,
“How do you define the problem?” places a negative connotation on the is-
sues and puts both client and clinician in a judgmental position.

Questions that target a specific type of response are equally nonproduc-
tive when used at the beginning of treatment: “Tell me how you feel.” “What
are your thoughts at this time?” “What are the behaviors you would most
like to change?” Questions such as these limit our clients’ responses to affec-
tive, cognitive, or behavioral levels and may not provide sufficient latitude
for them to identify and describe their own focus of concerns.

Specific questions, focused at particular ways of experiencing and in-
terpreting the world will be important at later stages of the exploration
process, but at the beginning these questions do not permit the client to es-
tablish the working language and constructions that we will follow through-
out treatment.

We have found the following questioning format useful at the begin-
ning of treatment:

• “Could you tell what you wanted to share today?”
• “When you focus on your community genogram, what are you aware of?”
• “What happened for you as you constructed the community genogram?”

These types of questions allow for the personal constructions of clients
to come forth, providing a broad overview of their reactions to making the
community genogram. These reactions and insights, triggered by the con-
struction process, give us information about where on the multicultural cube
(see Figure 4.2) the client is focusing.

Therapist: Could you tell what you wanted to share today?
Client: I think what I was looking at was how people don’t necessarily—

there’s a general ignorance about Chamorros that I find disturbing,
particularly since we have been part of the United States for some
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time. And that general sense of ignorance is quite pervasive. So in a
way it negates our uniqueness as well as our place as people.

[The client’s narrative could be placed at the group level for locus of treat-
ment and is bringing up multicultural issues of ethnicity and race. The client
is discussing her issues from a formal orientation, using conceptual language,
particularly noticeable in the last sentence.]

Therapist: So you feel your people’s place has been neglected and denied?

[Therapist paraphrases central feelings and presents a question that focuses
from the group’s (Chamorro) to her own experiences.]

Client: Yes.
Therapist: How has it been for you personally?
Client: At different stages of my development, I think I’ve had different

emotions and different thoughts about it. I’m at a stage where I’m
looking at being proactive and saying, “Okay, people aren’t necessar-
ily responsible, because society is such that if the numbers of people
aren’t high enough (population size), people just don’t care.” You just
somehow are subsumed into a much larger group. And in a sense,
neglected.

[The client continues to use a formal, reflective orientation (“at different
stages”) and places the issue of neglect within a societal background.]

Therapist: Now, one of the things I’m hearing is that you really already
are beginning to see yourself as a person in cultural context. So you
start with a very high level of consciousness of yourself as a
Chamorro and what that means to you. Is that correct?

[Therapist is able to hear that the client is operating at the reflective level
and communicates this to the client for confirmation.]

Client: As I am today. Yes.

Introducing the Community Genogram

From this brief introduction the client has shared sufficient information for
the therapist to begin formulating a map to use in exploring the commu-
nity genogram. Client issues of oppression, her strong identification with
her ethnic group, and her formal worldview must be addressed as the ex-
ploration moves further. In a sense, the client has constructed the map the
therapist is now going to follow. Figure 5.1 presents Magdalena’s commu-
nity genogram.
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Therapist: The way I’d like to begin exploring the cultural context is to
have you talk me through your community genogram. Could you tell
me what is here in your story that you represented in this community
genogram?

Client: As I am today?
Therapist: As you are today.

[The therapist prompts the client to begin the exploration of the community
genogram in a very open-ended fashion. This allows the client to identify
key images and story lines represented in the genogram.]

Client: So I’m looking at the left outside, or the peak—the structures or
systems that are most important to me. So there’s my parents and
siblings. My husband, Felix, and my children, Alison and Aaron.
Then special friends.

Therapist: Mmm-hmm.

[Staying in the “present,” the client begins with her most important support
systems.]

Client: Coming over here to the extended family. And that includes my
family through Felix, social friends, religion. And professional
relationships. And each of those things—each of those systems—
provide a different sense of support or different way of being. But I
think all of it represents who I am. In family relations. Relationships.
That support—family relationships, past and present—intimate
relationships, professional, and so forth. I think, in terms of the
extended family and social friends, it’s culture, language, tradition,
stories, relaxation, and religion would be traditions and beliefs.

[As the client shares information about the other key support systems, she
reinforces their interconnectedness (“I think all of it represents who I am”).
She is signifying the importance she places on the connection between cul-
ture, community, family, and self. Her sense of self-in-relation is now height-
ened by this initial overview of her community genogram.]

Connecting Culture to Self

A central aim of the analysis of a community genogram is to help clients
relate their current situation to their ethnic heritage and background. Help-
ing clients realize that they are a part of a wider (cultural) movement can
be very reassuring. It not only provides a contextual backdrop to re-story
the present life script, but it opens up avenues to potential resources that
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might be overlooked. Focusing clients on cultural traditions and symbols is
one way to help them see the connection between culture and themselves.

Therapist: I would like to continue your discussion of the Chamorros—
could we focus a little bit here on the culture, language, and tradi-
tions? How did Chamorro culture affect you growing up?

[Casting the net wide, the therapist asks for any connections the client can
see between cultural heritage and her development.]

Client: When I think about Chamorro culture . . . I really think of the
extended family [she points to the left side of the community
genogram]. And what comes to mind is images of spending time at
my uncle’s ranch. And it wasn’t just my brothers and myself; it was
my extended family, including cousins, aunts, and uncles. We would
always get together. And this image of all the children just running up
the hills, of picking guavas. It was a real exciting, warm, safe envi-
ronment because we didn’t have just one parent; we had a lot of
parents. And there was a lot of care going around.

[The same theme—extended family and strong support—is identified by the
client.]

Therapist: So this image that you have—you and the children running up
the hill to pick guavas. That’s a feeling that many parents, many
people, many caretakers—are very important to you.

[Images are specific illustrations of a person’s story. They provide details
about events that punctuate the client’s recollections. The feelings associ-
ated with these images will be important touchstones to revisit throughout
the entire course of therapy. By paraphrasing, the therapist connotes the
importance of these images for the client and participates in the coconstruction
process.]

Client: Mmm-hmm.
Therapist: Could you share more about your Chamorro culture?

[This question asks for further elaboration about the client’s perceptions about
her culture.]

Client: Okay. Chamorros are the people of Guam. They’re also the
people from the Marianas Islands. Guam is the largest island in the
Marianas chain. But there are other Chamarros. They are people
from Saipan, Rota or Luta, Tinian, and other smaller islands. But we
have a history and a language and traditions and belief systems that
continue to bind us over the years. Although political changes have
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occurred that somehow separated us from the other islands, we are
still very much Chamorros.

[Oftentimes, clients will begin with historical accounts and specific geographi-
cal information about their ethnic group. This information helps create a
mutual understanding between client and therapist about significant cultural
events.]

Therapist: “We are very much Chamorros.” I heard some strength in you
as you said that.

Client: Mmm-hmm.
Therapist: What are some images that come to your mind as you imagine

being a Chamorro?

[The therapist highlights the theme of family strength before asking for some
more specific images.]

Client: Images of sitting with large families. The elderly people, the
grandparents, the aunts and uncles. There’s a high sense of respect for
them. Warmth around food, sharing, generosity, caring, supporting
one another. Those are the types of characteristics that come to mind
when I think about what it means to be Chamorro.

[A clear cultural theme emerges, consistent with the extended family images
the client has already shared. These images further reinforce the link between
culture and family for this client. Again, sensations and descriptions focus
on warmth, support, and caring communicated through the extended family.]

Therapist: So it’s that extended family that really catches the meaning of
being Chamorro for you?

Client: Yes.

[The therapist begins anchoring cultural strengths to the client, establishing
the potential for future access.]

Intensifying the Positive Asset Search

While cultural and family contexts provide a backdrop for conducting a posi-
tive asset search (Ivey et al., 2002), it is only the strengths to which a client has
direct access that can be used to initiate the change process. Asking clients to
use the strength of their ancestors to overcome their present issues is a little
too abstract. Clients need to know that they themselves have the power and
the resources to work through their current problems. The contextual infor-
mation is essential in that it acts as an amplification of the personal strengths
identified by the client. In this stage of the community genogram analysis, the
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focus moves to the identification and intensification of specific images of cli-
ent strength. Here is one example of a positive asset search.

Therapist: I would like to go back to your view of yourself with your
family, your extended family; what central image comes to your mind
in relationship to that extended family?

[The question seeks a core image that will resonate with the client’s personal
experience.]

Client: It’s hard for me to think of one image, because there’s so many
images where there’s support, and reciprocity, and a general caring.
The image that comes to mind most readily is the image of a lot of
people. And you’re not all from the same nuclear family. And there’s
this connection that we have with one another—that distance doesn’t
separate us—it’s images around kitchens, eating, talking, people
dropping in. So that image of always—that openness—is what I find
as being very important.

[For this client, the recurrent image of many people sharing support and care
continues. Strong bonds that permit closeness and openness are the key
images in this passage.]

Therapist: So the closeness and openness. Please take that image again of
closeness and openness and imagine one of those times. And then just
sort of see it in your mind’s eye for just a moment. What are you
seeing?

[The therapist begins to have the client personalize these images. Clear,
detailed, and specific images help intensify the feelings associated with these
strengths.]

Client: Just a lot of people hugging, laughing, talking, eating. There’s a
lot of touching. They’re just images of warmth and support.

Therapist: And as you get these images . . . what feelings flow through you?

[These statements reflect more sensorimotor processing by this client and the
therapist wonders about the affective dimension of these images.]

Client: It’s a sense of safety and warmth. And—and just—just goes right
through me.

Therapist: Can you locate that feeling of safety and warmth in your
body?

Client: Right here [gestures to her torso].
Therapist: Right here. So that Chamorro safety and warmth, basically, is

always with you, anytime you want to call on that image.
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[The physicality of these sensations is important. For the first time in the inter-
view, the feelings and sensations the client is experiencing are directly con-
nected to the cultural strengths identified in early stages of the community
genogram analysis. Through the use of images the strengths are anchored
to the body.]

Expressing the Negative Story

By building a sufficient reservoir of cultural, community, family, and per-
sonal strength, the focus of the analysis is now ready to shift to the issues
that prompted treatment. Although many clients may want to begin with
the negative stories contained in the configurations of their community
genogram, it is essential that a base of strength be established prior to delv-
ing into the painful parts of the client’s life script. With a positive founda-
tion, clients are better able to face their problems or concerns and will have
more psychic energy to participate in a re-storying process that can identify
potential solutions.

Our case picks up after a positive asset search identified “resiliency” as
another resource the client could access from her cultural experience. The next
transcription illustrates how to use the community genogram to locate and
analyze constraining forces operating within the life space of our clients.

Therapist: I know we’ve looked at what you originally came to talk
about very briefly. And I’d like to return to that, and we’ve always
got those resources of resiliency, warmth, support, and caring
available to you. You were talking about the whole issue of some-
times your people are not recognized, and you are not recognized.
I’d kind of like to hear some more specific stories of what occurred
there and what you saw, heard, felt. Could you tell me one of the
stories?

[The therapist summarizes the strengths identified thus far and sets the stage
to begin the analysis of negative stories. Asking for specific details of the
stories helps center clients in the experience.]

Client: When I was in eighth grade, and I had this civics teacher who, you
know, had a full classroom. And the civics teacher had this attitude,
and we were—in our culture, you don’t—you were supposed to
respect the teacher. Well, this teacher had just gotten into this mode
of telling us how we were—or how Chamorros were—ignorant. We
were lazy. We were not going to get anywhere, in many, many
different words. After a while, it just all came down to this almost
hatred or dislike for us.
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[The client quickly begins describing this experience she had in school. It is
reflective of the encounter phase of cultural identity and it had a profound
effect on her life. The roots of discrimination can often be traced back to
specific events that happen in a client’s life.]

And this was a contract teacher who was brought from the
mainland to Guam. And I was really angry about what he was
saying. And I was also very angry about what was happening, which
was because of our belief that we are not—or our rule that you don’t
speak against authority—everybody just sat there. But as this man
went on and on and on, I just got angrier and angrier. And this lack
of respect just really hit me. And I just broke my pencil and threw it
on the ground and said some obscenity and walked out.

[The teacher was asking students to act in a way that was inconsistent with
cultural expectations.]

Therapist: And what was the upshot of that?
Client: Of course I was very upset. And afterwards, he came up to me

and he said that I got an A. And I said, “Why?” You know. And I
was still very angry. And he said, “Because you reacted. You got
angry.” And so I was even angrier about that. Because how about all
of the other people who were going to obey the rule and continue to
be angry in silence?

[The teacher placed the client in a double bind. By breaking her cultural
norms she succeeded in this school-related task. She felt very bad about the
other students who did not break the norm but remained silent and did not
get As. This conflictual situation made a powerful mark on her life.]

And he wasn’t really thinking about our culture and how what I
did was very wrong in my culture. And what he wanted me to do—
you know, so—there were two cultures clashing. It just wasn’t
something that was appropriate in our culture.

So this was the upshot. I could understand why he was doing
that, but I think his style was very degrading. I think what he wanted
to do was get us to react and get excited about school, but what he
did do was turn people very much against education or school, or
what we call Haoles—Caucasians or people from—outsiders. So
instead of helping us to feel empowered, he tried to disempower us.
And that really upset me.

[Although she could understand the teacher’s rationale, she was still able to
see the cultural insensitivity of this type of learning situation. The difference in
power between the teacher and student is clearly highlighted in this exchange.]
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[Here the client has moved to the naming phase of cultural identity. Names
for outsiders and the use of the term disempower, plus the intense anger
associated with this encounter, are all indicative of the naming phase.]

Therapist: It’s one of these really foundational incidents where I can tell
you feel a lot of power in that, still.

Client: Mmm-hmm. It still comes back to me. And I think I see it being
done by teachers in different ways, but it’s basically the same thing.
It’s somehow by humiliating or degrading someone who is poor or
who is from a different culture, somehow the teacher feels more
empowered and so—I respond to that because it’s—I can identify
with those children.

[The client also generalizes her experience to that of other students, and she
sees the disempowerment that still plays out in schoolrooms in her country
and in the United States.]

Therapist: I can sense that anger. Where do you feel that anger in your
body?

Client: Oh, just right here. It’s just all over. Right here [voice is trembling].

[Feelings associated with negative stories are also anchored in the body
and helping clients identify and express those emotions can be very
therapeutic.]

Therapist: Such disrespect. Could we just hang onto that for a minute and
go back to that image of the family and the connectedness and the
caring and that resiliency?

Client: [sigh]
Therapist: What’s happening for you right now?
Client: It’s really hard shifting. But I feel a lot better. I try to think about

my parents and my aunts. But I guess the feeling of frustration is very
much there.

[By bringing forward the positive strengths identified in the first part of the
community genogram analysis, the client is able to receive some small sense
of relief.]

Moving Toward the Reflective Consciousness

The comprehensive analysis of the community genogram assists clients in
identifying the major themes that have influenced their lives to date. They
are enabled to examine these themes and to explore specific examples of how
the themes were played out in particular situations. The emotions, details,
and patterns associated with these examples set the stage to coconstruct a
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re-storying of the client’s narrative. By helping clients think back about their
stories and relating these experiences to present, we can discuss how they
would like their lives to be different in the future. The real power to change
is engendered by the exploration of past stories in light of the present to
improve what’s about to happen next. In this next excerpt, the therapist helps
the client regain a lost sense of power by asking her to focus on the past story,
but from a present perspective.

Therapist: At this moment, I’d like to ask the most general question as
you reflect back upon the stories: What stands out for you and what
occurs for you?

[The therapist uses the recollections of the past to search for patterns and
themes. The focus is on the present observing the past.]

Client: What occurs to me is . . . the ignorance and the lack of respect
that is going to be present. It’ll be until I’m gone and after I’m gone
because it’s just a part of people. People will—maybe not intention-
ally, but unintentionally—affect others the same way. So that’s what
stands out for me, is that, you know, just primarily ignorance and
unintentional racism or oppression. I don’t know.

[Often clients may “excuse” those who have inflicted oppression in the past.
This is a form of psychological distancing (denial, rationalization) that de-
lays and can even interfere with the integration of a more positive stance
about the realities of living in an oppressive environment.]

Therapist: Or sometimes even intentional.
Client: Sometimes intentional. But it’s going to be there.
Therapist: So racism and oppression are going to be there.

[Here the therapist focuses on intentional as well as unintentional oppression.]

Client: Right.
Therapist: [sigh] Now, given that, thinking back for a moment about

your teacher, what could you tell me about your teacher? What was
going on for him?

[This question moves the client from a general reflection to examine in-depth
the situation with her teacher from a new perspective. This shift in focus is
aimed at helping the client coconstruct multiperspectives and achieve inter-
nalization about this crucial episode.]

Client: Well, I think I never really spoke to him and asked him what
was going on for him. But what I, you know, reflecting back to
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what it must have been like for him, he was far away from home.
Very far away from home. In a place that the culture’s very differ-
ent. Somehow he was on a mission to help us. And he might have
tried different ways of doing it. And I’m speaking as a teacher.
Teachers try different strategies. And I think it’s like, the overall
frustration of how you communicate certain things to people. You
really don’t know.

Later, on toward the end of the year, he had hikes. He would
invite students to go on hikes in different parts of the island, and that
was the different side of him, outside of the classroom. He was
extending and sharing on something he enjoyed, and making it
possible for us to go out. So I could see that he was trying to adjust as
well as find a way to connect with us. And the outdoors seemed to
work well for him. So I think he—when I look back—he was just
trying to figure out, “How do I reach the students?” when we are
really taught to not speak out.

[The client is able to bring her professional experience as a teacher to bear
on this re-storying process. Placing the traumatic experience in the classroom
as one strategy, the client is able to reassess the situation in light of deci-
sions and goals. These recollections now bring out the larger context of the
situation. The client is able to see other ways this teacher tried to reach out
to the students.]

Therapist: How was it for you as—what you said at that time—for you,
as a student at that younger age, how was it for you? How did you
experience it at that time, as you reflect on it now?

[These questions assist in the re-storying process. By looking at the past
through our present we are able to recast the players and the context to ex-
tract the personal strengths and cultural resources embedded in the re-story-
ing process.]

Client: I think . . .
Therapist: You’re an older person now looking back at that time.
Client: Uh-huh. When I think about back at that time, you know, seventh

grade was just a haze. It’s like I could have been sleeping. [small
laugh] But eighth grade, I think I started to become more aware of
my surroundings, the people that were in the classes, the social
environment, as well as how I was doing in school. Looking at being
involved in different things. So I was not so much self-centered. I was
becoming a lot more, you know, moving out—outward. And to hear
this from someone who I’m supposed to respect . . .
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[In this client passage, more specificity about her own developmental jour-
ney is provided. These personal issues are important for the fuller understand-
ing of the situation, but notice that they do not absolve the teacher of being
culturally inappropriate.]

Therapist: Yeah?
Client: Really took me aback. But I guess, if I’m looking at the transition

developmentally, I felt that that was probably appropriate, given that
I didn’t have other avenues or outlets. You know, I couldn’t go to a
counselor, for example, and say, you know, “This teacher is really
giving me a hard time,” or “You should hear what he’s saying,”
because that still isn’t appropriate. You have to imagine that, in the
school, the teacher is the source of knowledge and power.

[Her hurt and disappointment are still evident. Here the client is clarifying
that no other resources were available to help her work through the issues at
that time.]

Therapist: Mmm-hmm. You say it still is inappropriate.

[The therapist has the client shift to another example.]

Client: I can remember being at the university level and a French teacher
being very upset because she would raise a question and nobody
would say anything . . . it’s that it was to call attention to oneself is
considered inappropriate. To say “Yes, I know the answer” is also
inappropriate. I guess you’re not supposed to share the limelight. But
I’ve come a long way. In classes here I feel very comfortable [speak-
ing up] because I feel that it’s the next step. I can no longer sit back
because then I also limit my learning.

[Here the client acknowledges how she has shifted in her understanding of
the teacher-student relationship so that she may maximize the benefits from
a learning opportunity.]

Shifting from Reflective Consciousness to Internalization

Helping our clients retrace significant events provides specific issues that can
be examined under the framework of the cultural identity theory. Using the
community genogram as a focal point and a backdrop, clients are enabled
to tell their stories of oppression and trauma. In the previous stage of analy-
sis (reflective consciousness) the client was asked to reassess her recollections
in light of who she is today. This reevaluation often provides a temporal
distance that provides an opportunity for the development of new perspec-
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tives on that critical situation. In this final stage of the re-storying process,
the client is assisted to coconstruct a multiperspective integration of the cul-
tural, personal, and situational factors that influence the initial experience.
This internalization stance is used to facilitate a positive integration of the
past and to guide future action. Only when clients can accept the past can
they feel empowered to handle the future. Our case resumes as the therapist
points out the double bind the client finds herself in as she moves into non-
Chamorro cultures.

Therapist: But nonetheless, the whole idea of challenging and so forth
doesn’t really feel personally or culturally comfortable to you at all—
good—frequently. Is that right?

Client: Right.
Therapist: Actually, then, going ahead and challenging this guy or the

teacher here would really be a violation of your cultural idea of
respect, wouldn’t it?

Client: Right.
Therapist: But you’re in a double bind.

[Many of our clients’ issues are really culturally related and we need to help
them reexamine both the cultural implications as well as the actions of them-
selves and others in the re-storying process.]

Client: Mmm-hmm. But in a sense that when you go back to the commu-
nity genogram we have talked about cultural shifts. In a sense, I was
really raised in a bicultural environment, because the shifts were
already made, when they started saying you couldn’t speak, you
know, our language in school. Bad, bad, bad. What was being taught
was not just the language—the English language—it was the Ameri-
can values. So there’s a real dichotomy that goes on, I think, for most
Chamorros. And identity, who are we? And where do we go from
here? And how do we succeed, you know, in this society that we’re—
we have to be a part of, and that we are a part of? So, for example,
talking in class is uncomfortable in Guam because our peers would be
looking at me, and “Oh, look at her. Who does she think she is?” But
here, it’s—you know, I don’t have that kind of pressure or percep-
tions placed upon me.

[In this passage the client recounts the history and examines the major ques-
tions that are left for her people as they [she] struggle with identity issues.]

Therapist: So how do you make sense of this?
Client: You have to remember, I was raised with two values. Not
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necessarily congruent. Not necessarily the same. And I think what
allows me to be successful in both cultures is that I can shift. And I
can acknowledge the strengths of the values of both cultures or
both societies. I think the hardest part is when a person can’t shift.
Or is stuck. And then becomes successful in only one area in one
culture.

[Here the client is capturing the double bind she feels. From this aware-
ness a new understanding is beginning to develop. The integration of the
two cultures is becoming more evident. The multiperspective integration is
very obvious. Her statements reinforce the multiple options available within
a bicultural context. The sharp boundaries that existed between cultures at
the start of the session are now blurring and a positive internalization is
emerging.]

Therapist: What would you like to do about some of your knowledge and
awareness? How can we work together, perhaps even to take some
action for the young people, young Chamorro people?

[The question emphasizes the translation of awareness into action. The thera-
pist implicitly indicates his availability to assist in this process.]

Client: Really extending myself as opposed to being passive, becoming
more active. Collaborating with others to pursue areas of interest
that would help both cultures, both on Guam and out here [United
States]. Speaking out and just being active, doing something about it,
is what I see as helpful. Presenting the image to young Chamorros
that there’s—there is pride in being Chamorro and there’s pride in
being an American. And you don’t have to be one or the other
because we’ve evolved and taken what I think is valuable in both
cultures and—to become who we are.

[While these statements are general, they indicate a heightened sense of
integration and are really the beginning steps toward action. The renewed
understanding that she is a member of both cultures has enabled her to coa-
lesce her ideas and to present a cogent and salient message to others in
similar situations. Specific actions, based on this motivating concept, will
follow.]

Therapist: And so, then, in back of your community genogram, there
really is a real history—not just Chamorro—but American pride that
you have as well?

Client: Oh, yes!

[The significance of the community genogram is reinforced.]
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CONCLUSION: CLIENT MEANING MAKING AND THE
COMMUNITY GENOGRAM

The case study of Magdalena illustrates the efficacy of using the community
genogram to assist clients in drawing meaningful links between their past,
present, and future. The power of the community genogram lies in the fact
that clients have control over what they include in the graphic, that they are
the major authors of the re-storying process during the session, and that they
can quickly and graphically see the connections between and among dispar-
ate events and situations by referring to the genogram. By increasing clients’
control over content, interpretation, and connections, meaning is enhanced.
They are able to discuss topics that are important to them and see links to
other situations and developmental issues that help demonstrate continuity
and change. The analysis of the community genogram helps them move from
the familiar perspectives that offer limited resources to new perspectives that
open a wide array of options to guide enlightened points of view and actions.

The community genogram is a record of their lives, and they can exam-
ine that record in numerous ways. The questioning strategy followed by the
therapist in this case study was aimed at moving the client along the cultural
awareness continuum. Although the client presented interesting issues of
cultural imperialism, any traumatic or oppressive issues could have been
examined in the same way. Client meaning is enhanced by the storytelling
nature of this process. Specific examples, followed by an illumination of
themes or patterns, leading to new insights and actions is a common thera-
peutic formula used to liberate the client’s personal and cultural resources.
The community genogram adds a new dimension to this therapeutic dialogue
by bringing in visual material that can be easily retrieved to make connec-
tions, to see patterns, and to understand themes. The concrete and visual
nature of the community genogram deepens the analytic process inherent in
most counseling and therapy sessions.
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CHAPTER 6

Using Community Genograms
with Families:
A Coconstructivist Perspective

This chapter demonstrates how to use the community genogram within a
systemic approach to counseling and therapy. Covering the major phases of
the therapeutic encounter, this chapter illustrates the value of augmenting
clinical information gathered through traditional intake and assessment
methods with the situated knowledge gained from the analysis of the com-
munity genogram. The systemic and contextual aspects of the community
genogram are highlighted as ways to stimulate discussion, exploration, en-
hancement, and transformation of intrafamilial and extrafamilial relation-
ships. As a graphic tool, the community genogram can be used in conjunction
with any version of systemic treatment. In this chapter, a coconstructive lens
is used to examine how to use a community genogram within a format of
couples therapy.

Five major points are emphasized in this chapter:

• The definition of coconstructivism
• How to introduce and use the community genogram in relational

treatment settings
• How to use a coconstructive process in family therapy
• How to help clients see themselves-in-relationship within their

nuclear and extended family and community networks
• How to explore issues of cohesiveness and hierarchy in a family’s

community genogram

DEFINING COCONSTRUCTIVISM

Coconstructivism is one of many postmodern approaches that place value
on the role of social constructions in how counselors formulate and work
with clients. Individual and family counseling methods emerging from a
postmodern perspective represent an important alternative to traditional coun-
seling practice. The major difference is that traditional counseling methods
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assume a single, consistent, and recognizable reality that exists independent
from the knower; alternative, postmodern perspectives suggest the existence
of multiple realities derived from interactions between the knower and the
environment that are mediated by individual, family, social, cultural, and
temporal factors (see Figure 1.1). This is true for the client and the mental
health professional. Thus reality is viewed as relative and changeable; a func-
tion of both personal and social constructions (Mahoney, 2003).

Accordingly, while traditional approaches view clients and client sys-
tems as nonadaptive reactors to a known environment and aim to help them
adapt to this environment, postmodern approaches view clients as active
agents within the environment and seek to extend their capabilities beyond
intrapersonal, interactional, and sociocultural constraints. Postmodern
approaches reject the tendency to pathologize idiosyncratic differences that
emerge across our spectrum of clients when the primary focus of the therapist
is a treatment plan designed to ameliorate dysfunction assumed to reside
within clients. Postmodern approaches instead advance a multidimensional,
nonpathological, and contextually based form of practice illuminating the
many forces that contribute to the notion of disorder and growth (Rigazio-
DiGilio, Ivey, & Locke, 1997). Because understanding the social context is
an essential aspect of postmodern treatment, the community genogram is an
ideal tool to help clients work through the multiple mazes of their social
situations.

DIFFERENTIATING POSTMODERN COUNSELING THEORIES

Not all postmodern counseling methods are coconstructive. In fact, three
distinct variations have been identified in the field: constructivism, social
constructionism, and coconstructivism. The three branches draw from one
another, yet each can be distinguished by its unique focal points of treat-
ment (i.e., intrapsychic, interactional, contextual). The community genogram
can be used with all three frameworks but is particularly helpful within the
contextually based process associated with coconstructivist methods. To
clarify the coconstructive value of the community genogram, a brief differ-
entiation of the three forms of postmodern counseling are presented before
illustrating how to use the community genogram in conjunction with cocon-
structive family counseling.

Constructivist Perspectives

Constructivist theories emphasize an intrapsychic perspective on the na-
ture of self, and focus on internal processes of self-construction, giving less
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attention to the social contexts influencing individual physiology, cognitive
functioning, and systemic meaning making. Radical formulations based on
ontological realism define reality as a subjective phenomenon that exists as
an extension of the knower (Maturana & Varela, 1987; Von Foerster, 1984;
Von Glaserfeld, 1991; Watzlawick, 1984). Less radical formulations based
on hypothetical realism posit that we live in an unknowable, but nonethe-
less inescapable, world that can enhance or constrain our ability to be self-
sufficient creators of our experience (see Guidano, 1995; Howard, 1991;
Kelly, 1955; Mahoney, 2003; Polkinghorne, 1994). Constructivism focuses
on the process of self-construction used to define a sense of self, self-in-
relation, and environment, and asserts, with varying conditions of exception,
the capacity of individuals to extend beyond constraining and oppressive con-
structions toward multiple perspectives and possibilities.

Social Constructionist Perspectives

Social constructionist theories represent variations within an interactive per-
spective that emphasize social meaning-making processes (Berger & Luckmann,
1966; Burr, 1995; Hayes, 1994). These theories assert that the constructions
we formulate about ourselves and the world emerge from linguistic construc-
tions maintained and perpetuated in the domain of intersubjective conversa-
tion (Guterman, 1994) and represent socially constructed concepts that are
subject to change depending upon the social-cultural-historical context in
which one lives (D’Andrea, 2000). As such, primary attention is given to
understanding the characteristics of the cultural and contextual environment
that contains the language systems that clients use to define the self and their
sense of self-in-relation.

Social constructionists seek to assist clients to extend beyond the narra-
tives of the dominant culture that constrain individual, interrelational, and
cultural possibilities (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988; Brown, 2000; Daniels
& White, 1994; Dell, 1982; Gergen, 1999; Hoffman, 1990; Keeney, 1983;
White, 1995). For example, the terms we use to define ourselves are derived
from the dominant or local culture. Certain terms and images of ourselves
are intended to limit our possibilities. Terms that infer segregation, exclu-
sion, stereotypes, and inferiority are used by the dominant culture to mini-
mize the power of certain groups while maximizing the self-interests of other
groups. The debate about gay and lesbian marriage reflects how language is
used—on both sides of the issue—to classify individuals and to influence the
discussion toward a desired outcome. Within the social constructionist per-
spective, change needs to happen in the dominant culture. Few therapeutic
strategies focus on loosening the rigid or dominant social constructions that
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constrain, influence, and oppress the life options of clients, as individuals,
families, and members of ethnic groups.

Coconstructivist Perspectives

Coconstructive theories (Becvar & Becvar, 1994; Ivey, 2000; Neimeyer &
Neimeyer, 1994) draw from both constructivist and social constructionist
perspectives, and the intrapersonal and interpersonal domains. These mod-
els acknowledge the “need to shift back and forth between environmental
and organismic reference points, assigning top priority to neither” (Prawat
& Floden, 1994, p. 45). How we define self, self-in-relation, and context is
coconstructed in constant person-environment transactions (Ivey et al., 2002)
involving individuals, relationships, and the social realities that emerge from
these transactions. Thus coconstructive models recognize a need to balance
attention to internalized cognition and emotion with equal attention to how
the client influences and is influenced by the wider social contexts of family,
community, and culture (Rigazio-DiGilio et al., 1997). Clinicians form part-
nerships with clients designed to promote change in inner thoughts and feel-
ings and in how they participate in their wider sociopolitical contexts (Ivey,
2000; Ivey et al., 2002; Locke, 1992; Rigazio-DiGilio, 2000; Rigazio-DiGilio
et al., 1997).

Berger and Luckmann (1966) describe social constructions as the con-
sensual recognition of the realness and rightness of a constructed reality,
plus the socialization process by which people acquire this reality. Thus
culture and language assume greater prominence during treatment, in the
definition and resolution of the presenting problems. Coconstructivists pay
particular attention to how language is used to define and influence the
power differentials that infuse the interactions between individuals and
their environments. Such a view of language-in-use leads inevitably to an
analysis of power relations, whether at the level of individuals (e.g., within
a marriage), groups (e.g., professional societies), or cultures (e.g., compet-
ing nations). Seen in this frame, power is not so much the property of per-
sons, groups, or institutions, as it is a process of constructing a discourse
that legitimates some form of social control over others, or even over one-
self (Neimeyer, 1998).

The focus of coconstructivist therapies, then, is to surface the client’s
worldviews that are shared with significant others and to examine the power
arrangements embedded in the languaging systems that govern the roles
and identities the client has assumed. Helping clients recognize how to alter
and modify the linguistic, power, and social contextual variables contribut-
ing to their meaning-making processes become the focus of coconstructivist
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counseling, and the community genogram is one tool to help clients describe
these variables.

COCONSTRUCTIVIST TREATMENT

The goal of coconstructivist counseling is to use the client’s language to sus-
tain a therapeutic conversation until the coconstructed narrative that emerges
no longer contains that which was experienced as a problem (Monk, 1997).
One way to accomplish this is to explore various aspects of how clients un-
derstand and interpret their issues. Formulation of a treatment goal that fits
with the client’s idiosyncratic frame of reference is perhaps most important.
It is crucial to learn how the client makes sense of the problem and to use
this understanding as a point of departure to identify a workable goal for
counseling (Guterman, 1994). The community genogram can be used to help
clients share relevant information about critical times in their lives that can
then be used to deconstruct rigid and constrictive narratives and to recon-
struct viable new narratives that are liberating (Ivey, 2000) and empower-
ing (Lyddon, 1995). The therapeutic goal, then, is to help the client win
freedom from the dominant problem narratives and achieve genuine author-
ship of his or her life (Neimeyer & Raskin, 2000). The community genogram
can be used in family work to identify potentially viable alternative stories
and interpretations rather than attempting to identify particular character-
istics of a presumed underlying psychopathology.

The Therapeutic Stance

In a coconstructivist approach to systemic work, counseling is viewed as a
conversational context or dialogical space (Goolishian & Anderson, 1987)
where counselors assume a collaborative role and become an equal, not supe-
rior, member of the therapeutic alliance. The therapeutic conversation gener-
ated within this alliance is a mutual search and exploration through an
interactive exchange in which new meanings are continually evolving toward
the “dis-solving” of problems. To accomplish a sense of mutuality, the thera-
pist assumes the position of nonexpert or what Anderson and Goolishian re-
fer to as a “not-knowing” stance. This “entails a general attitude or stance in
which the therapist’s actions communicate an abundant, genuine curiosity”
(Anderson & Goolishian, 1992, p. 29). To “not-know” is not to have an un-
founded or inexperienced judgment, but refers to a set of assumptions the
counselor brings to the interview, such as the importance of learning the client’s
worldview, taking the client’s story seriously, and knowing how to interpret
the client’s journey toward new self-identity. The community genogram fa-
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cilitates client narratives about his or her individual and system life stories in
a context where members of the therapeutic alliance can be listeners and mu-
tual explorers. From these stories, multiple perspectives and interpretations can
be generated to help reconstruct individual and system narratives that can
support positive growth and development. The community genogram provides
one vehicle where all members of the couple, family, or network can share
their stories in order to create new understandings and resources.

The Role of Contextual and Developmental Variables

Unlike some family therapy approaches, such as strategic and structural,
coconstructivists pay careful attention to the client’s developmental and con-
textual histories. The stories and narratives that clients bring to treatment have
been honed over their life span within a unique environmental context. The
cultures within which they developed have influenced those stories and narra-
tives, as have the particular communities, social groups, and familial contexts
through which they have journeyed to create their current sense of self-in-
relation. To coconstructivists, the relationship between development and con-
text is intertwined: Clients’ systems development is a function of their context
and their context is a function of their system constructions. The community
genogram brings out the latent and hidden dimensions of this interactive pro-
cess and helps clients view how their developmental journeys influenced and
were influenced by the contexts in which they grew up.

If the goal of coconstructivist methods is to empower clients to create
viable new identities that account for contextual and cultural variables, then
counseling must seek to realign power differentials that in the past served to
marginalize the client. Coconstructivism therefore challenges therapists to
move beyond a predominant focus on clients’ interpersonal mental phenom-
ena and become more knowledgeable of social, political, and economic bar-
riers that impede personal development—barriers that profoundly affect
persons who are members of marginalized groups (Efran & Cook, 2000).
When contextual and cultural factors are directly addressed in the mutual-
ity of coconstructivist counseling, the potential to enhance our clients’
sociopolitical awareness as well as serving as a precursor to client social in-
volvement and action increases (Lyddon, 1995). The community genogram
is a tool specifically designed to focus the therapeutic dialogue on the con-
textual and developmental factors deemed important by clients.

Coconstructing Culturally Responsive Treatment Plans

Coconstructivist treatment plans attempt to account for the idiosyncratic
ways that clients make meaning of their experience, including the influences
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of ethnic heritage, gender, class, age, and power. In this fashion, these meth-
ods are compatible with treatment methods that incorporate multicultural
and feminist perspectives because all narratives are viewed as embedded sto-
ries within a community and cultural context. The community genogram can
be used to redress cultural forces that have oppressed the client in the past
and identify new cultural and community resources that can empower new
self-identities of the client.

Coconstructivist interventions are designed to help clients examine the
discrepancies that arise between their tightly held constructs and alternative
ways of construing the same experience. The community genogram can be
used to help clients look at the same experience from several different points
of view. For example, any other person mentioned in the client’s genogram
can be “activated” by asking the client to present how that person would
perceive the same event. In family therapy, different perspectives are imme-
diately available in the counseling setting as other members can be asked to
comment on the information contained in the community genogram.

A vast array of dialectic and dialogic questioning techniques are available
to the coconstructivist therapist using narrative methods. The questions used
in the following case study are intended to illustrate the kind of questions
counselors can use to facilitate the construction and analysis of a community
genogram. General descriptions of questioning strategies designed to explore
meanings (Freedman & Combs, 1996), generate client self-descriptions (Dur-
rant & Kowalski, 1993), explore exceptions to the rule (De Shazer, 1991),
surface subjugated knowledges (White & Epston, 1990), stimulate personal
and collective reflections (Adams-Westcott, Dafforn, & Sterne, 1993), focus
positive asset searches (Ivey et al., 2002), and magnify the amplification of
change and competence (O’Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989) can be found
throughout our professional literature. Worden (2003) summarizes Tomm’s
(1988) articulation of linear, circular, strategic, and reflexive questions that
may be used in all counseling environments. Community genograms can be
used with any systemic treatment method to help sustain awareness of
community-related issues throughout the counseling process.

Change or transformation in our situated constructions occurs through
a re-storying process based on differentiation and integration (McLeod,
1997). Through the process of differentiation, clients are assisted to gener-
ate rival narratives that are essentially equally plausible stories about the same
event. Here multiple representations are elicited, which provide new expla-
nations and possibilities. During the integration process clients construct a
new, even more compelling story that can help them break free from the
abstractions that can come to dominate the way they perceive the world
(Efran & Cook, 2000). These narrative methods introduce incongruity and
conflict inherent in clients’ multiple representations and the goal of re-storying
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is to empower clients to construct healing and normalizing personal theo-
ries of what happened, why it happened, and what can be done about it
(Gonçalves, 1995; Martin, 1988; Meichenbaum, 1994). The community
genogram can assist in the differentiation and integration processes by help-
ing clients examine various interpretations of significant events in their life’s
journey.

Guiding Client Progress Toward Termination

Coconstructivist treatment aims to conclude therapy with clients having a
sense of optimism necessary for them to continue as their own therapists
(Arciero & Guidano, 2000). During the termination phase of treatment,
families can build on their new, broader narratives to negotiate with others
more fluid identities that better utilize the resources of their communities and
cultures (Neimeyer & Raskin, 2000). As with all models of treatment, ter-
mination begins long before the final session. As the last session approaches,
coconstructivist therapists work with clients to cogenerate scaffolds to main-
tain and expand the more powerful and productive narratives they have
developed during treatment.

By reviewing how meaning making might occur within families and
therapy, you can link these theoretical conceptualizations to practice. The
therapeutic relationship—like families—recycles through phases of devel-
opment that are represented by different ways of making sense of and oper-
ating in the world or in therapy. Families make sense of their identity as
collective systems and as systems-in-context, both over the life span and
throughout the therapeutic process. These phases can be identified as sys-
tem exploration, consolidation, enhancement, and transformation (Rigazio-
DiGilio, 2000).

Individuals rely on their developmental and contextual histories to give
meaning to and operate within relational contexts. In addition, these con-
texts elicit or constrain certain ways they come to understand themselves and
others. In system exploration, individuals disclose perceptions and ideas about
themselves and others as these evolve within the relational or therapeutic
context. These interactions provide the stage upon which worldviews are
tested, reinforced, and modified. It is the dialectic and recursive nature of
these transactions that is the dynamic force of systems development. Over
time a common ground is formed that provides a means to organize and make
sense of continued exchanges (system consolidation). As exchanges expand
to include a multitude of therapeutic or life span tasks, individuals and sys-
tems reflect on and extend their ways of making sense of and participating
with one another and the wider surround (system enhancement). As these
interactions continue, personal and therapeutic relationships will experience
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further internal and external pressures to change, which can be supportive,
disconfirming, or oppressive. As these relationships adapt to and/or influ-
ence these forces of change, they move beyond outdated worldviews and
reconstruct alternative perspectives and options that provide continuity for
the relationship and influence necessary changes among individuals, relation-
ships, and wider contexts (system transformation).

Judiciously interspersing opportunities for families to use different lenses
on their developmental history allows for the sharing of perceptions in a con-
crete fashion. The ability to entertain multiple perspectives from a develop-
mental framework, to isolate and maximize assets and strengths, to negotiate
and secure resources in their community contexts, and to modify their narra-
tives and behaviors in response to ever-changing circumstances in therapy and
over the life span are useful milestones in therapy and can continue to be part
of their guidance system after treatment has ended. A community genogram
used once or multiple times throughout treatment can facilitate the develop-
ment of these important skills. The original community genogram constructed
by the family, as well as any subsequent genograms, can be a powerful reminder
of the progress the family has made and provides a concrete scaffold from which
to develop enduring positive narratives. A final community genogram not only
portrays the relational and cultural supports that will be necessary to sustain
the therapeutic gains beyond treatment but also brings closure to their work.

The case material in the next section illustrates how to create and main-
tain a therapeutic relationship within a coconstructivist perspective. To dem-
onstrate the various ways community genogram questioning strategies and
diagrammatic accountings can be incorporated across phases of treatment,
we compressed real-life circumstances provided by a nonclinical couple in a
series of interviews exploring their individual, couple, and family develop-
ment-in-context. What follows is a portrait of coconstructivist treatment that
uses this data, including excerpts from the interviews, to highlight some of
the ways the community genogram can be utilized in couple and family coun-
seling and therapy.

A PORTRAIT OF TREATMENT:
THE CASE OF TINA AND KATHY

Kathy (44) and Tina (38) are partners living in Michigan. They met in June
1996, told each other that they really cared for one another July 10, and
moved in together in their first apartment in Louisiana within a year. As a
couple, they relocated from Louisiana about 3 years ago and are now plan-
ning to assume custody of Kathy’s two children. Anna (15) is Kathy’s bio-
logical daughter and plans on attending the local high school. Kristi (13) was
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adopted by Kathy and her then-husband Jim at age one. Kathy and Tina are
preparing for the transition of the children from Jim, still living in Louisi-
ana, to Kathy. In this simulated case, the community genogram is used at
several junctures in treatment to highlight prior personal and collective nar-
ratives and to solidify a plan of action to reintegrate the children into Kathy
and Tina’s home.

Background Information

Settling in Michigan brought a new job for Kathy at a large university, a
new comfortable home where the couple could be together without feeling
guilty and ashamed, and various employment transitions for Tina. It was
tremendously difficult for them. Kathy had to come without her children and
Tina had the impression that “this isn’t going to be OK.”

At first the move was very isolating and there was a lack of community
support. Kathy even called to get a job back in Louisiana. On the other hand,
their new community would allow her and Tina to live in a more open fash-
ion and Kathy did have a job where she could be open.

Tina also was struggling to find a job. Not working was very difficult
because Tina had been a minister in a prestigious church in Louisiana. In
Michigan she would have to start a new career path outside the ministry.
After 6 months, she secured a receptionist position within a large corpora-
tion and began to move up quickly. At the time of treatment, the move had
devastated the couple financially, which placed stress on their relationship
and caused conflicts between them.

In response to the question, “How did you meet?” Tina explained, “I
was Kathy’s minister at the time.” Kathy explained, “I had known Tina, as
a person, for a long time and never previously experienced any attraction to
her.” Tina was attracted to Kathy immediately but was afraid to say any-
thing. Tina thought Kathy was beautiful, smart, funny, and had a whole lot
of energy, and she really liked her. These were attributes she was seeking in
her own life.

Kathy and Tina’s relationship developed gradually over regular lunches
to talk about church-related issues. At first Tina was so quiet that Kathy
wondered about her. Tina noted, “I was afraid to say anything to mess up
the relationship.” A turning point occurred in their relationship when Tina
found a lump in her breast. Kathy brought Tina a six-pack of coke. Kathy
hugged Tina and made a gesture—touching her hair—to express her interest
to Tina.

They were now preparing for a change that could be more drastic than
the move north. A relational community genogram was used to surface the
personal narratives that each member brought into the relationship. They
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were asked to identify the significant others (placed in channels) and the major
life events (depicted as embayments) happening in their lives at the time of
their coming together. Figure 6.1 reflects the essential contextual and devel-
opmental factors that influenced their joining. They were asked to include
information about their families-of-procreation and families-of-origin.

Exploring Contextual and Transgenerational Forces

As two individuals come together to form a family, each brings life scripts
emanating from their own families-of-origin. The community genogram can
be used to focus on influences stemming from transgenerational factors. Kathy
and Tina were asked to comment on the factors represented in their rela-
tional community genogram.

Therapist: What was happening previously in your family-of-origin and
family-of-procreation to influence joining?

Kathy’s family-of-procreation. Kathy discussed elements of her com-
munity genogram (see Figure 6.1). “I was working at a major university
and had two children, but I was in an unhappy marriage with little physi-
cal intimacy. My husband was a good parent to our two children and a
good physician—but the marriage was not going well. It was during this
time that I had the sense that I was gay and was interested in and attracted
to women.”

Kathy’s family-of-origin. “My mother’s death when I was in college was
very significant. Since that time I had a decreased connection with my fam-
ily-of-origin. Although I tried to reconnect after having children, it turns out
that a stronger connection was made with my husband’s family-of-origin.”

Tina’s family-of-procreation. As indicated in Figure 6.1, Tina indicated
that she had been divorced four years earlier from a marriage that also was
unfulfilling and seemed wrong. “I knew that I had been avoiding going home
and dove into my work to avoid being home with my husband. I had known
I was gay since I was a child. I had my first relationship with a woman when
I was in college. I thought that somehow I would make myself become het-
erosexual.”

Tina’s family-of-origin. “Prior to my divorce there was little distinction
between my family-of-procreation and my family-of-origin. My mother had
been very involved in my marital relationship. My ultimate divorce was very
difficult for mom and this caused a disconnection with my family-of-origin.
It was at this time I met Kathy, and my mother just had been diagnosed with
breast cancer.”
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The Wider Context

Therapist: As you two started living together, what was happening with work,
friends, community, and wider contexts to influence your joining?

Tina summed up the time this way: “It was very difficult. We were two
women who were leaving our husbands and were ‘conveniently living to-
gether.’ People in the community really had suspicions, but what could they
say? But it was a small town, and the message we got from the community
was negative.”

Kathy noted, “People from the church came up to Tina asking her if she
was with me, and she would say that we were just friends. And they said, ‘If
you are with her then that means you’re a lesbian.’ Because of the lack of
acceptance from others we were leading a ‘double’ life. If Tina’s church had
found out, she would have been kicked out, publicly humiliated, and brought
up on charges! This situation made Tina feel very anxious and often physi-
cally ill. I, on the other hand, was afraid of getting in legal trouble, losing
my children and being poor.”

At that time, Kathy and Tina, through therapy, realized that they were
very committed to their relationship despite all the difficulties it would cause.
Eventually, they decided that Tina needed to quit her position at church.
Interestingly enough, Tina got well immediately upon the presentation of her
resignation papers.

After deciding that she really wanted to be with Tina, Kathy didn’t feel
it was right to stay in her relationship with husband Jim. Kathy explained,
“Jim suggested we go to counseling, but I told the therapist that I was going
to leave. Jim eventually began to suspect about my secret life. He used threats
to get me to stay. He told me I would have to leave the house with nothing
and no kids. It was critical that Tina and I had to keep the lie going so Jim
couldn’t use this against me.”

Kathy and Jim divorced. It took a year for the divorce to become final.
Kathy didn’t ask for anything, and she retained joint custody of the children.
Kathy’s children stayed with her while Jim worked (he worked 15 days on,
15 days off). Kathy reports, “The kids had fun when they stayed over and
we did lots of things together.” Kathy told Anna about Tina and Kathy’s
relationship the day the divorce was final. Anna didn’t have any problems
with the relationship and understood why they didn’t tell her about the rela-
tionship earlier.

Tina’s memory of that time frame centered on her relationship with her
mother. “My mother had supported me all her life, and I, in my own way,
supported her. So naturally I thought the support would just continue. I knew
it would be difficult for mom to accept my relationship with Kathy, but I
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felt she would adjust to it. I always assumed she would still love me. But
when I told mom, she just cried and cried. She fell apart and was miserable.
She told me that I had ruined her life.”

Therapist: What was happening in your work, friends, community, and wider
contexts to influence staying together in Louisiana?

Tina and Kathy said that lesbian couples approached them and told them
that they had to keep their relationship secret. As Tina recalls, “One mem-
ber of a lesbian couple who was a very powerful figure in the community—
she was a lawyer and also chair of the finance committee at church—warned
us about the importance of keeping our relationship secret. This woman and
her partner maintained the pretext of being in a heterosexual relationship
by still being married and living with their husbands and their children. We
received many similar messages that made us feel that we had to keep our
relationship secret. After a while, gay men and women approached us and
revealed that they were gay. Eventually we had a friendship circle of three
lesbian couples and we all had to keep this quiet. We felt like we were part
of the underground. In Louisiana, we never knew one ‘out’ person. We never
noticed rainbows on cars.”

In terms of finances, together they had not much experience working
with budgets. Neither had been well prepared to manage finances in their
relationship. Kathy puts it this way: “We didn’t have much money. I had to
learn new spending habits and this wasn’t easy, but compared to Tina it was
nothing, as she lost her whole career.”

Therapist: As you reflect on these aspects of your mutual community
genogram so far, what are your thoughts and reflections?

Kathy stated, “Looking back, it seems that we did some things that didn’t
really show good judgment. It’s almost like we were volcanoes that had sup-
pressed so much for so long that was part of it—we found this meeting of
each other (mine was a crummy marriage—no sex) and then this being a
lesbian thing—I was doubly suppressed. Obviously, there is some shame
about some of the things we did to other people, like our husbands and fam-
ily members—it wasn’t kind. We weren’t the type of people to say, ‘Oh, we’ll
wait until we are completely out of our [former] relationships—which we
heard other people do—and then we will be together.’ We didn’t do that.”

Tina noted, “We knew people who had waited a year or more to get
together. They never did anything physical until they got out of the other
relationship.” Kathy added, “We also knew women who spent 20 years still
married. At least we didn’t do that. I guess the decisions you make have to
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do with what you can live with.” Kathy summed it up when she said, “We
were doing the best we could.”

Therapist: What are the major themes you detect from this exploration?

Tina answered, “I think that two things stand out for me. First, we fol-
lowed our hearts, and regardless of the amount of negativity we had to deal
with, we stayed together. Second, it’s sad to realize that our families and
friends were not able to accept our relationship and they really made it dif-
ficult. This analysis tells me how important family and friends are.” She stated
emphatically, “When the kids come, it will be important to have a wide net-
work of friends to help ease the transition.”

Kathy concurred: “I think our judgment is much better today and we no
longer have to deal with others accepting our relationship. I think we’ll be able
to help the kids and it’s important to keep the lines of communication open
and really listen, even if they tell us things we may not want to hear.”

In sum, the initial analysis of the community genogram raises many
relational, developmental, familial, and contextual forces that have shaped
Tina’s and Kathy’s history. The community genogram brought these issues
to the surface in a concrete fashion so that they could tell their individual
sides of their mutual history.

Coconstructing a Culturally Responsive Plan
for Tina and Kathy

Based on Tina’s and Kathy’s wish to explore issues of helping Kathy’s ado-
lescent children adjust to their new home, the counselor invited Kathy and
Tina to each do an individual community genogram when they were teen-
agers to identify intergenerational themes.

The Teenage Years: Tina

We use Tina’s community genogram presented in Figure 6.2 as a background
to the narrative information. We begin this analysis with the therapist’s
question focusing on this examination.

Therapist: Tina, what are you aware of as you examine your community
genogram?

Self. “What’s most notable for me is the lack of self. The embayments
and channels push in to the center leaving me precious little space for self.
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As a teenager, I was socially withdrawn. I was significantly involved with
playing the alto sax. I had a sense that I was gay, but this was not acceptable
in my house.”

Tina’s Significant Others

Mother. Tina notes that “the large channel represents the significant influence
my mother had on me at the time.” Her mother was very intellectual but also
went through alternating phases of high energy and low energy. Tina states,
“Mom’s always been overly involved with me—I was going to be everything
she wasn’t and I played that role for years. . . . I was the only one who could
make her happy even during her depressions.” Tina had been aware of this
pattern of behaviors since the age of 8. “It was difficult, I couldn’t live up to it,
mixed with some specialness. I found it impossible to maintain.”

During adolescence Tina’s mother is a dominant influence. “Mom’s
messages are strong. Because of my severe case of scoliosis I had to wear a
back brace and my mother wanted me to survive adolescence. She knew this
would be a difficult time with the back brace.” During this time her mother
had an affair with a preacher—and thereafter Tina had a deep distrust of
her parents and experienced the instability it caused at home.

FIGURE 6.2. Tina’s Adolescent Community Genogram
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Father. The smaller channel in the genogram represents less influence.
“He’s more fun than mom. I see him as a ‘weak’ male, who worked in the
same place all his life and hated his job. His advice to me was, ‘Get your job,
keep your job, do your job, love your family, take care of your family.’” Tina
enjoyed fishing with him and has many positive memories of this.

Brother. The big channel reveals a strong influence—“larger than my
father’s. My parents described my younger brother as a ‘gift to Tina.’ I was
involved in naming him.” Tina was very close to him and described their
relationship as “strong and positive.”

Grandfather (paternal). Tina spent a lot of time with him. “He let me
do whatever I wanted to do.” She loved working with him—getting dirty,
working with tools, driving tractors. He never got mad at her and “I expe-
rienced acceptance and freedom . . . he was a very positive influence.”

School friends. Tina reported that she had very few close friends during
high school due to her medical issues.

Neighborhood friends. Tina had little contact with them. Some friends
would come over for Sunday school that was held at their house but it was
a rare occurrence.

Embayments in Tina’s Community Genogram

Parents’ relationship. “They fought a lot. My mother was dominant in the
relationship. They didn’t seem to share much. Mom regularly threatened to
leave—this was a big influence on me. Even if they stick with it, they might
be lying to you.” Her mother’s affair with the preacher was always present
in Tina’s mind.

Church. Church was a large influence on Tina. Besides her mother’s affair
with the preacher, Tina was aware of significant messages from church, such
as, “you couldn’t be angry, give your life to God, there are ‘right ways’ to do
things.” Tina was aware that these rules applied differently to different people.

Community. Her community was a rural southern town with many
churches and one store. “The town was church driven. Certain families went
to certain churches. Some churches had more status. My church was huge; it
had a very strong influence in the community.”

School. Tina didn’t go to school for a year due to the surgery and re-
covery. To Tina, “doing school work at home was great.” The tutor who
came to help her was very nice.

Music. Music was one outlet Tina had at this time. She played alto sax
in a band.

Scoliosis. In 7th grade Tina had to get a back brace. “I had to wear it all
day with the exception of 2 hours. Nobody else at school had one, and I just
shut down and stayed at home. My adolescence was a time of major with-
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drawal. I did play in a band but that was the extent of my leaving the house.
I wore the brace for 2 years, and then in 8th grade I found out I had to have
surgery. Mom took it hard. Following the surgery, I had to wear a cast and
continued with the brace through 12th grade. Other children left me alone,
so I kept to myself. I couldn’t be angry because I was a ‘Christian.’ I had
very few dates during this time.”

Therapist: Tina, as you now have looked at this community genogram, what
thoughts are you aware of?

Tina responded, “I see foundations of my low sense of self. This was a
difficult period for me. From having to wear the brace and being withdrawn
to begin with, I learned to be alone. During this time mom also pulled back,
she was less intrusive because of the back brace. So I was unhappy and mis-
erable. I couldn’t wait to get out of high school.

“Oh, I dated boys because that’s what I was supposed to do—even
though I knew I was gay. I was following messages from my mom—go out
on dates; you’re supposed to like boys. I knew there were women in church
who were gay. In private, my mom would tell me how bad it was. I really
thought that I would change if I just acted a different way. I would say to
myself, I’m gonna have to figure out a way to think differently. I can train
myself to like men. I thought that if I did something long enough I would
change.”

Now let’s turn to Kathy’s community genogram presented in Figure 6.3.
Kathy’s narrative illustrates her perceptions of key influences when she was
an adolescent.

Self. Kathy’s sense of self as an adolescent is reflected by her placement
in the center of the community genogram. “My identity is very connected
with play and sports. During high school I was compliant; I didn’t drink,
smoke, or have sex. I didn’t break rules until college. I attended a liberal
Baptist college and the ideas expressed there helped me move away from my
parents’ ideas.” She also moved away from a belief in the literal interpreta-
tion of the Bible. These transitions all occurred while her mother was dying.

Kathy’s Significant Others

Mother and father. Kathy’s community genogram depicts a very clear bound-
ary between children and parents. Kathy says, “Sometimes the parental hi-
erarchy was shifted by my older brother’s power. My mother was quite busy
with family, friends, and church. When she stood up for others, she would
be very strong. I felt she was the heart of my family. She decided what the
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family would do: the travel, weekend trips, etc. Father was no fun. He spent
a great deal of time at work. He followed and enforced the rules in a con-
crete and inflexible fashion.”

Kathy’s discussion of her adolescence focused on the illusion that her
mother was very involved in her life. Kathy felt that she had little access to
her mother. Her mother had cancer when Kathy was in high school and died
5 years later when Kathy was in college. Her mother had high expectations
of Kathy. She wanted Kathy to marry someone like Billy Graham and do
something related to religion.

Kathy notes, “It was very important for me to be spiritual, from my
mother’s point of view. I never questioned my parents’ rules. The only time
a discussion like that occurred was when my mother was dying. It was only
between her and me, but she hinted that if we had had more time, she might
be persuaded to accept my different ways of looking at life.”

Kathy described her parents’ marriage as “not really good.” Her mother
did express some of her unhappiness. Her advice to Kathy was to “marry
someone who really shows their love for you.” Her mother grew up in an
alcoholic and chaotic family. Kathy sensed that her mother got security and
stability from her husband. He was rigid. He came from a rigid and concrete
family. As a couple, Kathy describes them “as a typical couple—they hated
each other. They hated the things that they married each other for.”

FIGURE 6.3. Kathy’s Adolescent Community Genogram
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Siblings. Kathy has two brothers, Paul and Rodney. Rodney was a very
powerful older brother. Paul was close in age to Kathy and they played a lot
together. Kathy notes that the sibling relationships interconnected with her
friends and neighborhood relationships. During adolescence Kathy noted
there was some conflict with her brothers, but for the most part they all got
along.

Cousins. Of the extended family Kathy notes that there was one cousin
with whom she went to church and school. In high school, she hung with a
different crowd. For the most part, her cousins were peripheral in her life,
but still in the picture, particularly at family gatherings.

Church friends. These friends were different than the friends Kathy
played with at home. Kathy played with them on weekends when her family
went away with their church friends.

School friends. These friends were separate from the ones at church. Very
few school friends were neighborhood friends and there was not a strong
connection with any of these friends. After high school Kathy did not keep
in touch with these friends.

Grandparents. Kathy notes that neither set of grandparents played an
active role in her life during her teenage years. “They were not really involved.
My father’s parents were cold and disinterested. My mother’s parents lived
far away and were poor. We perceived ourselves as better off than my ma-
ternal grandparents. This perception was clearly what my father believed.
Even my mother was condescending to them.”

Embayments in Kathy’s Community Genogram

Religious values/doctrines. Kathy’s family was very involved with the church.
Kathy attributes her strong sense of guilt to her Baptist background. “It gave
me a very clear sense of right and wrong. When I could get to college and
had to think for myself, I really appreciated the foundation gained from the
church. It gave me a strong sense of self and deep confidence in my belief
system. I learned the Bible very well, and now I use this as a resource from
which to argue with people.” Her experience with the church gave her the
sense of “You should stand for something” and it’s appropriate to “put your-
self out for others.” According to Kathy, the religious pressures combined
with the parental influence to send strong messages about control and guilt.
There was no notion about forgiveness or grace, no room for error or mis-
takes. “You could always be better.”

Parental influence and family beliefs. Kathy reported that her parents
communicated a strong message. “You had to be tough, even when you got
hurt. So what, you are still alive!” This belief pushed her to be really good at
things. On the other hand, it led to a decrease in empathy for others. Her
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family did not express feelings openly, nor share interests freely. In her fam-
ily, you were ridiculed for your mistakes. “You were expected to act like
things were always under control. There was no room to question or chal-
lenge family rules.”

Kathy also recalled how her family was very insular. Her family acted
as if they were better than others. Often they criticized others—even friends.
However, Kathy would forgive friends and show tolerance toward others.
This set up differences with her family. She cites her father and older brother’s
influence on the family, and although her mother was soft and kind, she was
not strong enough. The message from the family was, “if you are not criti-
cizing, others will be doing it.”

Extended family. The extended family was minimal at this time.
Siblings. Kathy’s older brother, Rodney had a great deal of power in

the family. When he broke rules, Kathy’s parents threatened him and pun-
ished him at first, but nothing changed. Her parents just stopped finding out
what he was doing. They instituted a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy. “He had
a lot of control on the family because he went to a local college until his junior
year.”

Social environment. Although Kathy had friends at church and in her
neighborhood, she didn’t have close friendships. Her social interactions were
largely around sports and she was involved with siblings and a small group
of neighborhood and school friends.

School environment. Kathy was popular in school. She hung around with
the “in” crowd and was active in tennis and other sports. This was very
important to Kathy. What was notable about this period was that in school
she remembers being very attracted to all her female teachers. She wanted to
be with them, to hang around them. Kathy knew there was something going
on with her that was weird.

Therapist: Kathy, as you share these images, what stands out from this
process?

“I really had very definite beliefs about what was right and what was
wrong. I held on very strongly to those ideas. Now I can see that I was mak-
ing simplistic distinctions and that there’s much more gray in the world. It’s
not as easy as ‘that’s wrong all the time’ or ‘that’s the only way to think.’
When I was an adolescent, I was a Christian, and I did not hide it. Now, I’m
gay, and I am going to be gay, and I am not going to hide that.

“Strengths at this time were that I learned how to have fun and to be
competitive. I learned how to look like I had confidence in myself—like I
knew what I was doing. My family also taught me not to follow what people
tell you, really reinforcing my autonomy.
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“Sexually, I had a sense from childhood that I was attracted to women.
But I certainly didn’t think about it, nor would I talk about it. I do wonder
if I married someone, a man, who was sexually open, then maybe I wouldn’t
have to be with a woman exclusively. However, after being with a woman,
I just knew I was gay. On the other hand, if it had been a more accepting
society—where a person could just be attracted to another and you could
talk about your attractions as a child—I would have known that I was gay
at a much earlier age.”

Therapist: What individual or collective themes are evident in these
genograms to the both of you?

Kathy and Tina noted that there were significant similarities operating
during their adolescence. Kathy stated, “We both were strongly connected
to our church, neither one of us had a strong peer network, and we both had
difficulty being with our parents.” They both agreed that their home would
have to be very different if they wanted Kathy’s children to be happy.

This issue became the focus during the middle part of the treatment. The
contextualized analysis of their adolescence helped Kathy and Tina gain a
new perspective about the choices and resources they now have in their lives
to create a different, more supportive atmosphere for the two teenage girls
entering their home.

Tina and Kathy’s Final Joint Community Genogram

Wanting to use the self-knowledge that was generated by the analysis of the
two prior community genograms, the therapist asked Tina and Kathy to
construct another joint diagram about how they would like to see the future
unfold so that they could fully support Kathy’s children. Tina and Kathy’s
final relational community genogram was viewed as a blueprint for the couple
to follow to make the transition a positive one. The last three sessions of
treatment concentrated on helping Tina and Kathy create the situations de-
picted in Figure 6.4.

Family Constellation. Tina and Kathy placed Anna and Kristi in the
middle of the community genogram. Kathy explains, “We have to help them
feel welcomed. Tina and I felt this would not be too difficult. I have main-
tained a very positive relationship with the children when we were in Loui-
siana and the children expressed a great desire to join us in Michigan.” Tina
noted that this would be difficult to achieve immediately. “The children will
have to adjust to me and to our relationship. I think there’s going to be some
competition as to who gets more quality time with Kathy.” Kathy agreed
that planning for this would be important.
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Friends. Kathy and Tina are still not totally sure how the community
will respond to them as a gay couple—particularly with children coming into
their lives. They plan to take their rainbow stickers off their cars temporarily.
For them, this will be a major concession. The stickers are their way of con-
necting with others who are gay. There is a sense for Kathy that they are
taking a major step backward in their openness. For Tina, this is a gap or
like taking a little break. They will take the stickers off for a while. They will
see if it is OK and then determine if they need to put the stickers back.

Work colleagues. Both Kathy and Tina state that their friends at work
will be very supportive. Kathy has recently left the university to start her own
business, and she is certain that her colleagues are aware and supportive of
Kathy reuniting with her children. Tina’s work colleagues are very support-
ive, but they probably won’t be adding any substantive help because they
don’t visit outside the office now.

Peers for the girls. Kathy expressed the concern both women felt. “Since
we realized we won’t be able to choose their friends for them, we know that
we must do whatever it takes to help them adjust to a new school. We have
contacted the local YWCA to find out about drama clubs for Anna and

FIGURE 6.4. Tina and Kathy’s Relational Community Genogram: The Future
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horseback riding for Kristi—activities they each like. Again, this is going to
be an ongoing area of concern.”

Family members. There are no family relatives in the immediate area.
All of the extended family is in the South so there should not be any conflicts
that interfere with the children’s integration at this time.

Embayments

Emotional support for the couple. Kathy and Tina feel stronger together as
a couple. Tina’s language captures the feelings, “we expect there will be more
difficulties to come and more challenges, but we feel confident we can face
them together. Certainly, we are more financially secure and have established
strong career paths. Emotionally we have never been happier. We worked
through the relocation and have succeeded in solving problems that could
stress other couples to the point of breakup. We feel we have emerged from
this experience as a stronger, more loving couple.”

Emotional support for the girls. Together Kathy and Tina discussed ways
to create open lines of communication for each of the girls. They know that
each girl has separate needs and that they would have to allow for each one’s
individuality. As Kathy puts it, “because we are unable to control the peer
and school interactions, we both think that this area of support is the most
difficult to ensure. Issues of dating and how to help the girls develop a healthy
sense of self as sexual beings will also be issues as they mature.”

Emotional support for the united family. The size of this embayment
denotes the importance of this area for Kathy and Tina. They recognize
that the blended family will need a lot of patience, and that there will be
much boundary testing. The exploration of this area generated numerous
questions. “Will the girls compete against each other and Tina for Kathy’s
attention and affection? How will the girls receive Tina’s parental author-
ity? How will Kathy and Tina support the launching of Anna and how will
it affect Kristi? How will both girls react to community messages about
gay families?”

Communication with members of the extended family. Questions about
how to help Anna and Kristi feel accepted by other members of Kathy’s and
Tina’s family filled this embayment. “How will the extended families react
to the girls living with Kathy and Tina? Although Jim accepts this arrange-
ment now,” Kathy noted, “others—such as Tina’s father and my brothers
may not be as accepting. We realize work is needed in this area also, but it
will come later. Fortunately, we don’t plan on a lot of interaction with these
relatives soon, but inevitably we know we will have to deal with them. For
instance, when Anna graduates and other holidays and special events, we
will have to consider how to communicate with our extended families.”
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The Outcome for Tina and Kathy

This community genogram helped Kathy and Tina anticipate some of the
difficult areas that will have to be worked through to effectively reunite Kathy
with her children. The community genogram was also used to consider re-
sources inside and outside the couple that would help make this integration
a positive experience. The remainder of counseling focused on these issues,
and then the couple decided that within the first 3 months of the girls living
with them they would all return for a few sessions to be sure that everyone’s
needs were being accepted and dealt with.

CONCLUSION: ILLUSTRATING THE STORY LINE

In this chapter the community genogram is shown as both an assessment tool
and an intervention strategy, specifically within a coconstructivist framework.
Its value as a communication device is evident in the multiple ways the com-
munity genogram can stimulate past, present, and future needs and contex-
tual dynamics of family clients. While it is contextualized within a postmodern
approach to counseling, the community genogram is a convivial tool that
can complement any form of individual or systems treatment method.

Throughout this chapter the types of questions counselors can use have
been illustrated. The intent and focal point of the question can lead clients
to elaborate their narrative during treatment. These extensions may contain
resources heretofore not perceived by our clients. Even memories that elicit
unpleasant emotions can be used to inform decisions being made by clients
to enhance their lives now and in the future. The flexibility of the commu-
nity genogram permits clients to graphically represent their new narratives
to solidify their plans for change.

Community genograms quickly raise issues that may not be surfaced in
a verbal-only treatment format. The visual representations allow for mul-
tiple interpretations by the creator or any other member of the therapeutic
alliance. If our goal is help clients feel more comfortable and connected to
their immediate surround, then the community genogram is one easy and
powerful device to help clients concretely see their sense of self-in-relation
to others. Further, it helps identify the strengths and resources clients may
overlook as they prepare for a new tomorrow.
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As the field of counseling and therapy continues to adapt to the technologi-
cally abundant and information-rich world, we search for methods of gen-
erating self-reflection and insight. Many methods, across multiple schools,
are designed to generate personal and collective information to more fully
appreciate the larger contextual influences that give meaning to the narrow
personal story lines of our narratives. The community genogram is one more
tool clinicians and educators can activate to promote self- and collective
reflection.

USING THE COMMUNITY GENOGRAM WITHIN
A LARGER REPERTOIRE OF CLINICAL PRACTICE

Clinicians are searching for more and more effective means to treatment. Even
though the call for privileging evidence-based approaches to treatment is
gaining prominence across the field, clinicians are still seeking the ability to
select from among many possible therapeutic techniques that can be used
with a particular client. The community genogram can be used to supple-
ment any specific treatment approach and can be integrated across schools
and models of counseling and therapy. The community genogram can be used
to help inform the practitioner about which methods of treatment may be
compatible with the client’s background and style of learning.

Epilogue

There is no escape in psychotherapy from the requirement that the
therapist become conscious of factors that might affect or condi-
tion the patient’s reactions within the therapeutic situation or bear
upon the patient’s life outside that situation.

—J. Whol, “Psychotherapy and Cultural Diversity”
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The Community Genogram As an Assessment Tool

Helping clients adjust to a self-reflective environment can be very difficult
and time-consuming. The community genogram can be used early in coun-
seling to accelerate the formation of a therapeutic alliance and provide valu-
able information about the contextual factors that are influencing the client’s
worldview. Using the community genogram as an assessment tool, therapists
can gain knowledge of the client’s preferred thinking style, key historical and
contextual factors, and the narrative methods toward which the client is
predisposed. The open-ended usage of the community genogram provides a
broad opening for clients to begin tracing the roots and evolution of issues
that are currently impacting their lives. This historical focus sets the reflec-
tive process in motion and provides multiple entry points for the clinician.
The actual elements of the community genogram, the method of telling the
story, the impact of time and evolving relationships, as well as the current
situation are all approachable through the graphic rendering. The concrete
nature of the graphic representation and the conceptual synthesis required
to connect past to present, facilitates a rapid assessment of issues which gen-
erated treatment for a wide spectrum of clientele. By using the community
genogram at the initiation of service, a marker is established that can be used
throughout the course of treatment to track progress and surface deeper, more
latent issues embedded in the initial community genogram.

The Community Genogram As an Intervention device

The community genogram is a convivial tool that conforms to a variety of
needs across the therapeutic journey. At key points in treatment the commu-
nity genogram can be used to help clients focus deeply on particular issues.
Unlike using the community genogram as an open-ended device, its inten-
tional use in the middle of treatment can help reinforce or clarify essential
forces operating on the clients’ understanding of their current situation.

During the problem-identification process, the community genogram can
help raise historical and contextual factors that might be overlooked or
underappreciated in a more traditional verbal rendition of contributing fac-
tors. As treatment shifts toward the experimentation with solutions, the
community genogram can be used to help identify previous positive episodes
of change in the client’s life. Similarly, during the termination phase of treat-
ment, the community genogram can provide moral assistance for successful
separation.

Beyond using the community genogram during specific stages of treat-
ment, it can also be used to reinforce systemic and ecosystemic aspects of
problem formation and solution generation. Helping clients realize that lin-
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ear explanations of functioning are too narrow and are used to perpetuate
cherished biases is essential for therapeutic change. The community genogram
is an ideal tool to help clients see that reciprocal patterns of behavior influ-
ence functioning at the level of the individual, the dyad, the family or group,
the community, and the culture. The community genogram can be used to
help clients see the larger repeating and self-maintaining cycles of interac-
tion over time and within specific contexts.

Finally, the community genogram is designed to help clients understand
the socially constructed nature of problems and their effects. Often the soci-
etal forces and the interpersonal dynamics that shift the connotation of an
idiosyncratic or natural response from positive to negative are difficult for
clients to fully understand. The community genogram helps bring out these
forces in clear relief and can be used in treatment to demonstrate the oppres-
sive and controlling forces operating in the social realm. The community
genogram helps focus on strengths within the client environment that can
be used to alter the rigid definitions and connotations attached to particular
behavior and thoughts. The power relationships operating in these environ-
ments can also be highlighted so that clients may make informed decisions
about future actions.

The Community Genogram As an Evaluation Device

While the potential of the community genogram as a research tool was
not addressed in this book, it is evident that the graphic representations can
be quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated. The graphic reproduction and
the accompanying narrative can be used to assess the client’s level of contex-
tual awareness. This awareness can be combined with other indicators of cli-
ent progress to present a more comprehensive understanding of the change
process. If understanding one’s context and possessing the ability to influ-
ence, not merely to be influenced by, wider societal and community forces is
associated with client success and satisfaction, then the community genogram
is one method that could be considered to capture these factors. As all coun-
seling and therapy moves closer to systemic and ecosystemic conceptual-
izations, we will need bridges to help clients and practitioners more fully
appreciate the influence of past, present, and future contextual forces. The
community genogram offers the field one such device.

CONCLUSION: THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT

In the preceding chapters, a variety of formats for applying the techniques
and methods of the community genogram have been presented. It is essential
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to realize that the concept of surfacing ecosystemic dynamics across time is
the most important aim of this volume. The methods, such as the star dia-
gram, the family floor plan, or community map, are merely means to an end.
The creative practitioner will be able to infuse the use of spontaneous, as
well as predetermined, visualizing opportunities in a seamless fashion to help
clients identify and realize how contextual forces have influenced their lives.
If you take one thing away from this book, it should be that context mat-
ters. We need to use a variety of strategies to raise complex issues in easily
understandable formats.

While context matters, it is very often difficult to bring into the therapy
or counseling setting. It can be overwhelming, emotionally and informa-
tionally. It is often difficult to get a wider view of context when we tightly
hold onto cherished interpretations. It is often discussed, then discounted,
and removed to the background, being superceded by preferred therapeutic
methods. If your approach to therapy does not value and infuse context, it
often will not be fully integrated into the treatment narrative. The commu-
nity genogram is a simple technique that clients can quickly grasp and that
we can continually refer to over the course of time.
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